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THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnett) took the Chair at 2. 15 pm, and read prayers.

PETITION - WORKERS' COMPENSATION ACT
Chiropractors -Signing Incapacity Certfcates

DR WATSON (Canning) [2.16 pm]: I have a petition to present to the Parliament couched
in the following terms -

The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned, request that in the interests of injured workers chiropractors be
given the legal right to sign incapacity certificates for patients attending them under
the provisions of the Workers' Compensation Act.

Your petitioners humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest consideration and
your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 128 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 1 19.]

PETITION - WORKERS' COMPENSATION ACT

Chiropractors - Signing Off Work Cerrificates
DR LAWRENCE (Subiaco - Minister for Education) [2.17 pmn]: I have a petition
expressed in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned, request that where an injured worker consults a chiropractor
under the tenns. of the Workers' Compensation Act the chiropractor be given the legal
right to sign all necessary certificates.

Your petitioners humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest consideration and
your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 133 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 120.1

PETITION -LAND

Leda Housing Development -State Park Proposal

MR MARLBOROUGH (Cockbumn) [2.18 pmn]: I have a petition couched in the following
terms -

To the Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned residents of Western Australia, call upon the State Government
to save the bushlands of Leda from housing developments and to conserve the area as
a State park.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 1 431 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.
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The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought ro the Table of the House.

[See petition No 1 16.]

PETITION - SPASTIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION OF WA INC
Administrative and Financial Management - Inquiry

DR ALEXANDER (Perth) [2.19 pm]: I have a petition couched in similar terms to one I
presented previously, as follows -

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly in
Parliament assembled.

The petition of certain citizens of Australia within Western Australia shows -

That the management of the affairs of the Spastic Welfare Association of Western
Australia Incorporated is a matter of grave concern for the following reasons:

a The active involvement beyond normal duties of senior members of
the staff in the organisation of a Special General Meeting to remove
certain Board Members from the Board of Directors.

b The subsequent appointment of replacement Board Members, the
expulsion of a Member of the Association and the actions taken to
reverse the positive moves made to bring the Association into line with
the Govemnment's 'New Directions' policy for disabled persons.

c The financial management of the Association, in that the needs of the
disabled Members of the Association are treated as of secondary
importance.

Your petitioners therefore pray that an Independent Enquiry be appointed to
investigate and report on the Administrative and Financial Management of the Spastic
Welfare Association of Western Australia (Incorporated).

The petition bears 39 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 117.]

PETITION - EDUCATION

Applecross Primary School - Covered Assembly Area

MR LEWIS (East Melville) [2.20 pm]: I have a petition from 305 persons of Western
Australia couched in the following terms -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned request that the Parliament urge the Minister of Education to
provide a Covered Assembly Area for Apple cross Primary School.

Student numbers in the Applecross area have grown rapidly, but there is no place for
lunches during inclement weather, for school assemblies, drama and other activities
which are considered essential in modem education.

New schools are being built with Covered Assembly Areas as a standard feature.
Many other existing schools have had them provided by the Government.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter urgent
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 305 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 118.1
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LIQUOR LICENSING BILL
Council's Further Amendment

Further amendment made by the Council now considered.

Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the Chair; Mrs Beggs (Minister for
Racing and Gaming) in charge of the Bill.
The amendment made by the Council and disagreed to by the Assembly was as follows -

Clause 117
Page 142, line 12 - To delete the words -

,or making their way to or from,
The further amendment substituted by the Council was as follows -

Clause 117

[A] Page 142, line 12 - To delete the words ", or making their way or from,"
[B] Page 142, line 14 - To delete the comma and substitute "; or"

[C] Page 142, after line 14 - To insert the following subparagraph:

(iii) disorderly conduct occurring frequently in the vicinity of the
licensed premises on the pant of persons who have resorted to
the licensed premises,

Mrs BEGGS: I move -
That the further amendment made by the Council be agreed to.

Mr THOMPSON: I am delighted that the Minister has finally seen the light and has been
prepared to accept this amendment, which is substantially the same as that proposed when
this legislation was first considered in Committee some weeks ago. There is a slight
modification to the amendment which we sought. The Committee will recall that we
vigorously opposed that part of clause 117 which related to people making their way to or
from licensed premises, and we sought to remove those few words from the legislation. This
amendment removes those words - and we applaud the Minister for that - but in addition a
small subparagraph is to be inserted to cover disorderly conduct occurring frequently in the
vicinity of licensed premises on the part of persons who have resorted to the licensed
premises. Someone who happens to be in the vicinity and who may be assumed to be making
his way to the premises cannot be covered.

The amendment is a sensible one. My understanding is that all the groups in the community
which have taken an interest in this Bill have accepted the compromise. The Liberal Party
wholeheartedly accepts the amendment. We will be pleased to see this very good Bill,
amended in this way, passed into law.

Mr CRANE: I am delighted to give my support to this amendment and to congratulate the
Minister for having seen the light, as it were, and accepted and made this amendment
possible. Was it not Shylock who said, "A Daniel come to judgment! Yea, a Daniel!"?
At last we have seen some commonsense in this Parliament. This was the part of the
legislation which caused the most concemn to sensible, responsible people throughout my
electorate. They approached me time after time asking why members of Parliament, whom
they presumed were intelligent people - arnd sometimes they questioned that presumption -
could accept that people running community clubs or other premises could be responsible for
those travelling to and from their premises. People may have had a skinful of beer at home;
they may have been wardrobe drinkers, and they may have decided to wander along to the
premises, and the owner or the licensee of those premises would have been responsible for
them. That is absolutely ridiculous. That is the point we were trying to get across; it is the
point no-one wanted to listen to. Thank God at last the Minister has listened to us and we
have before us, as the member for Kalamunda says, a very good piece of legislation which
will serve the commnunity well and something which abides by the wishes of the
overwhelming majority of those people.
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Commonsense has at last prevailed and I thank the Minister personally, on behalf of those
people who made representation to me and for whom I made representation and yet nobody
seemed to want to listen. At last someone has seen the light and this Parliament can be
congratulated for having a little bit of comnmonsense. As I have often said and I will say
again, if we can base any legislation we pass in this place on plain commonsense, a
commodity which we do not see a great deal of these days, the vast majority of the people
will accept it. Here is an instance where at last commonsense has prevailed and I am very
happy to support it.

Mr HOUSE: The National Party, too, is pleased to be able to support these amendments. In
fact, having accused the Minister of spitting out the dummy when she would not accept the
original amendments, l am very pleased to see she has now realised this excellent Bill - and it
is an excellent Bill - had to go through this Parliament. 1 agree with the member for
Kalamunda that now these amendments are to be added to it I do not think any of us could
ask for anything more. It is a landmark for the liquor industry in Western Australia and we
are very pleased to add our support to the amendments.

Mr CLARKO: I do not hold the view of my colleagues who have just spoken. I think it is
absolute nonsense to say they applaud what the Minister has done. The Minister did spit out
her dummy, as the member for Katanning-Roe said. She said she would refuse to accept this
amendment, but she could do nothing but capitulate because that was the only course for her
to take. To praise her is nonsense. When my colleague, the member for Moore, thanks the
Minister I disagree with him but I do agree with him that plain commnonsense has prevailed.
The Minister showed her cantankerous, spoilt style when she said we would not have
legislation which was 99 per cent good - she spat her dummy. She has only moved to this
position because she does not have the gumption to do what she said she would do. She did
not have the courage. She said, "I will reject this legislation", and the way she has just
walked out is proof that she does not have the courage to support this legislation.

Several members interjected.

Mr CLARKO: She has walked out and that is typical of the situation,

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Dr Alexander): Order!

Mr CLARKO: It was totally wrong to have in this otherwise excellent piece of legislation -
the Minister has come back, probably from embarrassment, or perhaps she was having a
smoke. The Premier dtoes not like that. He told us that this week.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!

Mr Peter Dowding: What?

Mr CLARKO: The Premier this week attacked the Minister for Education and the Minister
for Racing and Gaming for their smoking habits. I thought That was a disgraceful personal
attack, but that is the way of this Premnier.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! Order! The member for Karrinyup! The microphones
are not working. I would just remind you -

Mr CLARKO: Do you think I should speak more softly?

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I suggest you speak to the amendment rather than to the
Ministers' smoking habits.

Mr CLARKO: Mr Deputy Chairman, if you are trying to suggest that nobody at any time
should digress under your chairmanship we will take notice of that, and if anyone else does it
we will bring it to your attention if that is the way you want to go.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! Order! Address the amendment.

Mr CLARXO: The truth is, this Minister said when talking about this amendment that she
would not accept any alteration to the proposal which said that a person had the right to take
action against those people who are making their way to or from a hotel. We said in this
House most vigorously that that was an improper way to go. The Minister said she would not
accept the amendment from the upper House on this matter, and now she has tried to twist
and turn on the hook and has moved to a situation for which she deserves no credit. She said
she refused to make any change, that she did not want a change at all.
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Mr Marl borough interjected.

Mr CLARKO: Oh, come on! We could not even hear the member for Cockburn give his
petition. You blokes out there in West Eucla are closer to Adelaide than you are to Perth and
you cannot be heard. Another little Napoleon after Waterloo!

The situation is quite clear. This Minister wanted to embrace, and vigorously supported, a
situation where, if a person went to a hotel and caused some disturbance on the way to that
hotel - and he could even have been drinking at home all day or have been at some other
hotel or club - the licensee would be punished. That was stupid in the extreme, Not only did
the Minister say that should be in the legislation, but also she said, "If the upper House does
not agree to that we will abolish, scrub, and terminate the legislation." That is how mean and
introverted she was in her approach to this matter. There is nothing to applaud her for. In
fact, all she has done is a monumental volte-face. She has made a complete about turn
because she could not get away with it. She should realise that it is stupid to come out with
insensitive statements like that. Nobody could have enforced that law. It was a foolish law
and the Minister has moved to a situation now where she is embracing legislation which
says -

disorderly conduct occurring frequently in the vicinity of the licensed premises on the
part of persons who have resorted to the licensed premises,

Nobody could dispute that. When I spoke on this measure before, I said that nobody in the
community or in the Opposition is in favour of people who, as a result of their drinking at a
hotel, are coming out of the hotel and causing trouble. We said on this side of the House, and
I said quite explicitly, that that is wrong and we should take action to prevent it. That is what
is happening now, not because the Minister wants to do it but because she has to do it.

As for my colleagues who are so k ind and generous and say they applaud her for it, she
should not be applauded for it at all. There is a shotgun at the Minister's head and she is now
saying, "Don't pull the trigger;, I will move in this direction." That is precisely what she is
doing. The other legislation was bad legislation. Nobody wants ordinary citizens who live in
the vicinity of a hotel or licensed club to be subjected to people who go into and come out of
those premnises on a regular basis and cause trouble. Everybody supports this amendment but
the Minister deserves no credit for it because she made the fatal mistake, firstly of putting it
into the legislation, and secondly, when the upper House said it would take the provision out,
of saying that if it did so she would get rid of all of the legislation, most of which was
extremely good.

Mr Thompson: It was blackmail.

Mr CLARKO: It was an attempt at blackmail - it failed and the Minister deserves to be
shown up for it, as well as for the fact that she has not given up smoking.

Mrs B EGGS: I am tempted to ignore the ranting and raving of the member for Karrinyop but
I have never been one to ignore an argument like that, or to not take up a challenge from
somebody as idiotic as he appears to be.

I would lie to thank the Opposition spokesperson on liquor matters, who really seems to
understand exactly what has happened to this piece of legislation - the member for
Kalamunda. - and the members for Katanning Roe and Moore for their constructive and
honest assessment of what actually happened with this piece of legislation. At no time at all,
for the information of the member for Karrinyup, did I say that I would not accept an
amendment. What I said was that I would not accept any amendment that created an
imbalance ina what I thought was a very good piece of legislation.

Mr Clarko: You changed your story.

Mrs BEGGS: I did not interject while the member for Karrinyup was talking. I would
appreciate the chance to get out a few words so that we do not delay the House.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! Order!

Mr Clarko: The journalists misrepresented you!

Mrs BEGGS: The Opposition's amendment was to delete the words "to" and "from" and it
was my impression, and the advice I received, that by deleting the words "to" and "from"
without inserting any other words into clause 117 the rights of the community would be
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taken away altogether. I received Crown Law advice on that and I consulted the Director of
the Liquor Licensing Authority who was also concerned that people in the community would
not have enough strength under the Act to be able to make complaints under that section if
their lives were being torally disrupted by the activities that took place on licensed premises.
At no time did the Opposition move an amendment that put that right back in after the words
*1 to' and 'Tram" were deleted.

Mr Clarko: You said you would not accept that amendment.

Mrs BEGGS: I said that; that is absolutely correct. The Opposition's amendment was a
deletion. It did not put in any other provision to protect the rights of the community.

Mr Clarko: Why didn't you put something in then?

Mrs BEGGS: After receiving that advice, I was given a compromise which was not different
from the intent of the original legislation.

Mr Clarko: What about the people coming to? That is not cove red.

Mrs BEGGS: All it does is clarify the original intent of the clause. I am happy that the
Opposition in the other place, and the Opposition in this place, apart from the member for
Karrinyup who has some sort of personal vendetta against the Minister -

Several members interjected.

Mrs B EGGS: Last week, or the week before, the member for Karrinyup said that the only
reason I was in this place was because of my good looks.
Mr Clarko: I didn't say that.

Mrs BEGGS: The member said that the only reason [ was in this place was because of my
good looks.

Mr Clarko: I didn't use those words, that is dishonest.

Mrs B EGGS: I was very flattered to think that the member for Karrinyup thought that I was
so attractive. I guess he will have to find some other excuse.
Mr Clarko: I didn't use those words.

Mrs BEGGS: [ think the member for Karrinyup has taken some nasty pills today.

Mr Clarko: You recapitulated when you said you would not support an amendment. You
said the Bill would fail if an alteration was insisted on.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Dr Alexander): Order! The member for Karrinyup has had his
say.
Mrs BEGGS: At no time did I say I would not accept a change to this legislation.

Mr Clarko: Are you saying that the journalist was misleading?

Mr Pearce: She has explained it clearly; everybody can understand what she is saying,

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! The member for Karrinyup! I think the point has been
made.

Mrs BEGGS: At no time did I say I would not accept an amendment -

Mr Clarko: That is what the papers say.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! Members on both sides of the House should desist
from interjecting. I ask the Minister to address the Chair.

Mrs BEGGS- I am trying hard.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am sure the Minister is attempting to bring her remarks to a
close despite attempts by members to prevent her doing so.

Mrs BEGGS: For the one hundredth time, at no time did I say I would not accept an
amendment which left in this legislation a balance between the needs of the industry and the
rights of the community. What I did in a constructive way was to seek an amendment that
the Government could move in another place. I sought meetings with the AHA: I showed
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that body the amendment which we intended to move. I spoke to industry and community
groups, and they accepted that it was an amendment that they could live with; it was an
amendment that the community felt gave them rights which they might need in the event of
their lives being disrupted by the operation of licensed premises -

Mr Clarko: You said you would not accept the change.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!

Mrs BEGGS: - in the area in which they live. I am delighted that the legislation will pass
through both Houses of Parliament. This is an excellent piece of legislation. I give credit to
all those people involved in the planning of it, during the review process of the Liquor Act,
and to the people who spent many hours drafting the Bill. I tmust that when the legislation is
actually proclaimed it will be a blueprint -

Mr Lightfoot interjected.

Mrs B EGGS: The member did not move that amendment. The member cannot even follow
what is happening in Parliament. The Government moved the amendment.

Mr Clarko: It was forced upon you.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! Members will ceae the interjections.

Mrs BEGGS: Mr Deputy Chainnan, I am delighted that when the Act is proclaimed, it will
give a blueprint for the industry. It is in the interests of the industry. I thank all people who
have spent so much time bringing this legislation to fruition.

Question put and passed; the Council's further amendment agreed to.

Report

Resolution reported, the report adopted, arnd a message accordingly returned to the Council-

CHILDREN'S COURT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA BILL

Second Reading
Order of the day read for the resumption of debate from 21 September.

The SPEAKER: Perhaps I should leave the Chair for a few moments to consider this piece of
legislation. I have in mind there may be a need to speak to the Leader of the House.

Sitting suspended from 2.46 to 2.S8 pm.

Speaker's Ruling - Oat of Order
The SPEAKER: I have been giving consideration to the status of the Children's Court of
Westemn Australia Bill since it arrived in this House from the Legislative Council on 21
September. My concern is in establishing whether the BUi has been introduced in conformity
with section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act. The first part of subsection (1) of
section 46 states -

Bills appropriating revenue or moneys, or imposing taxation, shall not originate in the
Legislative Council;

Subsection (8) of the same section is the one which requires Bdis appropriating revenue to be
accompanied by a Message of the Governor to the Legislative Assembly. Clearly, this Bill
and its accompanying Acts Amendment (Children's Court) Bill have not been treated by the
Council as Bills which appropriate revenue. I have difficulty in agreeing with that attitude. It
has been a long established practice of this House to guard jealously its initiative in respect of
financial matters. Without wearying the House with the recital of the numerous precedents
on this matter, I would simply say that over the years Bills which have attempted to establish
tribunals, trusts, boards of control, commissions and bodies of a similar nature have regularly
been treated as coming directly under the provisions of subsection (8) of section 46 of the
Constitution Acts Amendment Act.

Similarly, there are precedents for this House's declining to deal with Bills arriving from the
Council where they involve an appropriation of revenue. I am aware that there is a
subsection (9) of section 46. Subsection (9 in effect protects the validity of any Act
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notwithstanding any apparent transgression of section 46. However, I feel it is not my role to
rule on points of law and 1 am not seeking to treat this matter as one concerning the potential
validity of this Bill should it pass into law. I am purely concerned with the practice of this
House and the respective roles of the Assembly and the Council as outlined in our
Constitution. While the Constitution stands as it does, clearly giving the initiative for the
expenditure of funds and the imposition of taxation to the Assembly and not to the Council1, I
must rule that any Bill appropriating revenue needs to he introduced in the Assembly and in
order to pass must be accompanied by a Governor's Message received during the same
session.

I appreciate that arguments may be raised to the effect that this Bill does not appropriate any
additional money. Such an argument has to be set aside; we cannot, at this juncture, weigh
up the potential alteration to expenditure brought about by repealing one system of court
structure and replacing it with another. On a simple reading of the text of the Bill, it
establishes in section 5 a Children's Court of Western Australia. Subsequent sections provide
for the constitution of the court, the appointment of judges, magistrates, members, clerks and
so on. If such a Bill were to be introduced in this House without a Message, doubtless some
member would raise the point of order with me concerning the propriety of continuing
consideration of that Bill. I would feel bound to uphold the rulings of my predecessors in
their interpretation of section 46 and require that the BUi could not pass until a Message had
been received from the Governor.

In this case, the Children's Court of Western Australia Bill has been transmitted here from
the Legislative Council. From my point of view the Bill should not have been inrroduced
into the Legislative Council but rather should have been introduced into this House.

I therefore rule the Bill out of order.

NIR PEARCE (Armadale - Leader of the House) [3.02 pm]: Mr Speaker, the Government
accepts your ruling in this matter. I apologise to the House for having had a Bill introduced
in another place, although inadvertently, when it should have been introduced here. I
discussed the matter briefly with the Leader of the Opposition after you indicated to me in
your chambers the ruling you proposed to give on this. The Leader of the Opposition - I
hope he will not mind my quoting him - was as firm as the Government is in support of the
principle that you have enunciated that Bills concerning appropriations must originate in this
House. As you have ruled the Bill out of order, we do not need to seek leave to withdraw it.
However, because the Bill is an important Bill, we will seek the cooperation of the
Opposition to allow us to re-establish that Bill on the Notice Paper and deal with it
immediately on the basis that the Bill originates here in the Legislative Assembly and must
subsequently go to the Legislative Council for consideration.

Mr Lewis: So much for somebody who says he never makes a mistake!

Mr PEARCE: I have never said that I have never made a mistake.

Mr Lewis: You accuse us of it.

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for East Melville should come to order. I am trying to
have a discussion with the Leader of the House. I do not appreciate the member's
interjections during it. Is it the intention of the Leader of the House to move a suspension of
Standing Orders?

Mr Pearce: Yes.

STANDIN(; ORDERS - SUSPENSION
Children's Court of Western Australia Bill (No 2)

On motion without notice by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House), resolved with an absolute
majority -

That so much of the Standing Orders be suspended as is necessary to enable the
introduction forthwith of the Children's Court of Western Australia Bill (No 2) 1988.

CHILDREN'S COURT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA BILL (No 2)
Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Dr Lawrence (Minister for Education), and read a first time.
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Second Reading
DR LAWRENCE (Subiaco - Minister for Education) [3.05 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

In recent years a number of key Government reports have been consistent in their criticism of
the current laws relating to the constitution and powers of the Children's Court, with
particular reference to powers relating to the sentencing of juvenile offenders. These have
included the Edwards report on the treatment of juvenile offenders 1982, the report of the
comnmunity services review 1984 and the departmental report on the review of juvenile
justice systems 1986. It is against the background of these reports that this Bill and the
associated Acts amendment Bill seek to radically alter the constitution and powers of the
Children's Court and improve the range of sentencing options available in relation to juvenile
offenders.

Children's Courts in Western Australia were first established under the Children's Act 1907.
That was consistent with a trend which began in the United States in illinois in 1899, and
spread throughout Western countries around the turn of the century. The philosophy
underlying the establishment of Children's Courts, particularly in the United States, was
based on a belief that offending children were victims of undesirable environments and
therefore should be treated in a similar manner to neglected children. This meant that, under
the new regime of Children's Courts, it was seen as more important to inquire into the
background of the offender rather than deal with the offence itself, and to plan appropriate
treatment on that basis. Since the l960s there has been growing criticism of this 'welfare"
approach to juvenile offending. It has been criticised as overly permissive, as allowing
unfettered discretion to courts and administrators, and as having'failed in its rehabilitative
goals. A particular criticism has been the extent to which often open ended discretionary
orders allow for more extensive loss of liberty and State control in the lives of young
offenders than would be possible for adults convicted of the same offences.

There have been increasing trends for a move back to "due process" safeguards in Children's
Courts and, in particular, a call for determninate sentencing and a reduction in the
administrative discretion allowed State welfare departments. Legislative reformn in this
direction began with the Washington State Juvenile Justice Act in 1977. These trends have
also been adopted in some Australian States.
The legislation before the House will do more than bring Western Australia into line with
other States and, in a number of important respects, it breaks new ground in terms of the
status and powers of the Western Australian Children's Court. There are a number of
fundamental aims in this legislation. The first is to provide for the establishment of a
Children's Court, with sufficient status and power to fulfil its social mandate. Secondly,
there is a need to provide adequate safeguards for the rights of individuals who appear before
the court. In a number of areas this involves reducing the administrative discretion currently
available to officers of the Department for Commnunity Services and to provide far greater
accountability through the court system. Thirdly, there is a need to provide an adequate
range of options to the court, in dealing with the very significant problem of juvenile crime,
but at the same time to reduce the very high rate of juvenile incarceration in Western
Australia.
The important features of an effective juvenile justice system are that young offenders will be
held accountable before the law, in a way which affords the community proper protection,
and at the same time provides supports which will assist young people in developing towards
responsible adulthood. The Children's Court of Western Australia Bill has been developed
as a result of close consultation between the Crown Law Department and the Department for
Comnmunity Services, It provides for a unified Children's Court of Western Australia,
whereas current legislation provides for courts to be established separately in each location.

The new court is to be administered by the Attorney General. This transfer of administration
is an important step as the Department for Community Services is a significant party in some
matters which come before the Children's Court, and it has rightly been seen as appropriate
that that department also be responsible for the administration of the court. However, the
new Act provides for far more than merely a transfer of provisions from the Child Welfare
Act. It provides for substantial changes in the very nature of the Children's Court in Western
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Australia. The court will be headed by a judge, with the tidle of president, who will have the
same status and entitlements as a District Court Judge. The Act also allows for the
appointment of further judges to the Children's Court. It also provides for the appointments
of magistrates and members, as is currently the case, except that, in future, magistrates of the
Children's Court will be required to have the same qualifications as stipendiary magistrates.
A number of recent reports have expressed concern that the Children's Court does not have
sufficient status to deal with the important issues of custody arid guardianship of children
which are dealt with in care and protection applications. The changes in the constitution of
the court will allow the more complex and contentious of these cases to be dealt with by a
judge, and thus receive adjudication at a level consistent with their seriousness. In a
significant departure from the cut-rent system, the Children's Court will have exclusive
jurisdiction to deal with all criminal offences committed by children, except where a child
elects for trial by jury or in certain circumstances where a child is co-accused with adult
offenders. Having a single jurisdiction for children will enable the court to act with
confidence in developing clear sentencing principles and standards in relation to young
offenders. This will have considerable benefits, both in terms of community protection and
in safeguarding the rights of young people who appear before the court. A judge in the
Children's Court will have all the powers of a Supreme or District Court judge in passing
sentence on young offenders, as well as powers under the Child Welfare Act. This will
include the new detention provisions in the Acts Amendment (Children's Court) Bill.

In setting the limits of detention it has been important to strike a proper balance between
protection of the com-munity and reducing the unacceptably high detention rate in Western
Australia, in favour of community based options. Therefore, a judge in the Children's Court
will have unrestricted power to order periods of detention or imprisonment up to the
maximum prescribed penalty for the offence in the adult criminal system. However,
magistrates will be limited to orders of six months' detention or three months' imprisonment,
while members will have no power to order detention or imprisonment. In all cases it will be
necessary to provide written reasons as to why detention or imprisonment was the only
suitable option.

To deal with varying worloads in relation to the more serious offences, it will be possible
for a judge of the Supreme Court or District Court to also sit in the Children's Court as
required. In addition, it will be possible for the president to give extended powers to a
magistrate in relation to a particular case, which would normally be dealt with by a judge.
The six months' maximnum period of detention normally applying to magistrates gives
recognition to the fact that six months' deprivation of liberty in the life of a child has
significantly more impact than in the case of an adult. However, in an exceptional case,
where a magistrate considers this to be inadequate, it will be possible to adjourn the case for
sentencing by a judge. In those cases where young offenders are dealt with by the Supreme
Court or District Court, judges will have, in addition to their own powers, those powers
provided to a judge under the Children's Court Act and the Child Welfare Act. This will
mean that a uniform range of sentencing options exist in whichever court the child appears.

Mnother new provision in the Bill is that relating to payment of compensation or restitution.
Currently a child who fails to comply with a restitution order serves a period of detention in
default and the order is acquitted. This is of no help to the victims of crime and results in an
exacerbation of this State's high juvenile incarceration record by our locking up children for
financial reasons. Under new provisions in the Children's Court of Western Australia Bill,
any amount of restitution in arrears can be recovered through a Local Court. As well as
contributing to a reduction in incarceration, these provisions will be of far greater value to
victims who do not benefit from periods of detention served in default of restitution. The
court will be required to have regard to the financial means of the child before ordering
restitution, so that orders made under these provisions are realistic.

An important new provision, to provide for consistency of sentencing in the Children's Court,
is a power for the president to review sentences of magistrates or members. This will provide
a speedy, accessible and relatively inexpensive alternative to appeals to the Supreme Court
against sentences in the Children's Court. The option of seeking an order of review by the
Supremne Court will continue to be available as an alternative to review by the president.
Appeals, against decisions on care and protection matters will continue to be dealt with by the
Supreme Court. This is particularly appropriate in terms of the sensitivity of this jurisdiction,
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which will mean that the mare complex and contentious cases will in future be dealt with by
a judge in the Children's Court in the first instance.

This Bill and the associated Acts Amendment (Children's Court) Bill are highly significant
pieces of legislation which provide for the creation of a new and substantially more powerful
Children's Court of Western Australia, as well as commencing the long overdue reformation
of legislation administered by the Department for Community Services, in particular, the
Child Welfare Act.

I commend the Bill to the House.

MR BRADSIHAW (Murray-Wellington) (3.15 pmJ: The Opposition supports the
Government's decision to carry on in the way it has with regard to this Bill, mainly because it
supports it and believes it is a step in the right direction. For too long there has been criticism
of the Department for Community Services regarding the Children's Court of Western
Australia in the sense that it has been embodied in the whole question of the Children's
Court. By that I mean that the department is the judge and jury, and also carries out whatever
the court decides should happen with regard to the children who come before that court. This
legislation seems to be a step in the ight direction. The Children's Court will be taken from
the Department for Community Services, which should see the end of that criticism. The
department then has the responsibility for administering decisions made by the court and will
not actually arrange for what the court says and will not be in charge of the people involved
or the magistrates in the court; so it is certainly a step in the right direction.

In the past it was up to the courts to inquire into the background of a child in an endeavour to
ascertain why that child was offending. In the main, that should still be the case. However,
officers of the Department for Commnunity Services should be trying to find out why children
are behaving in a certain way and should be responsible for the rehabilitation of children so
that they becomne worthwhile citizens. This has not been the case in the past. T1hat may have
been because of a lack of funds in the Department for Community Services, or perhaps - and
I do not want to be too critical, as this is not an easy issue - because the department was not
being run properly. Over the years I have received miany representations criticising the
Children's Court and the Department for Conmmunity Services because of actions that have
occurred under its guidance. It is obviously debatable who is right or who is wrong,
particularly in cases of interference or abuse of children in one way or another.

The fundamental aim of this legislation is to establish a Children's Court with sufficient
status and power to fulfil its social mandate; that is, address the crimes committed by children
brought before the court and issue instructions as to how such children will be dealt with,
whether by way of detention or by becoming a ward of the State. The court will decide
whether certain expenses are to be charged to parents or whether other restitution should be
made. It will also be required to provide adequate safeguards for the rights of individuals
who appear before the court. This will involve reducing administrative discretion currently
available to commurunity services officers and will provide for greater accountability through
the court system. The current system is such that if the court makes a recommendation that a
child should be dealt with in a particular way it is still up to the discretion of the department
whether the child is dealt with in that way. This Bill addresses that matter by providing that
certain things must happen, so the Department for Community Services will no longer have
that discretion and will have to do what the court rules.

There will be an adequate range of options for the court under this legislation to deal with
juvenile crime. It must attempt to overcome the problem of a high incarceration rate in
Western Australia. I am not sure why we have a much higher rate of detention here;
obviously people have considered this matter, but I do not know whether they have come up
with arny answers. If this area has not been looked at, it should be. We cannot continue to
put more and more children into detention centres because not only does that result in their
not being rehabilitated but also it can lead to a life of crime or antisocial behaviour because
they are mixing with other people who influence them in one way or the other, generally in
the wrong direction.

As I said previously, the court will come under the administration of the Attorney General,
which is a step in the right direction. The Opposition welcomes the legislation, although it
feels that the Government has been soft in a lot of these areas. I am pleased that many
provisions have been strengthened with regard to such things as compensation, restitution
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and the fact that the court does nor have the discretion under this Bill, as it did previously, to
forever allow juveniles to get off charges in relation to many offences.
We applaud the appointment of a judge to the Children's Court; he will be known as the
president, and will have considerable review and judicial powers. This was not the position
in the past. This Bill addresses the matter of offences against children by adults.
Appropriately, it takes offenders out of the Children's Court and puts dhem into the adult
court. In the past, because of the way the law was structured, adult offenders appeared before
the Children's Court, and were dealt with under the rules and penalties applying to the
Children's Court. That is not right; these people should be dealt with as adults.
Legislation such as this is never clear cut; it is a very difficult area for which to legislate
Certain aspects of the Bill have been criticised, but it is very difficult legislation to make 100
per cent right. One of the areas which is not a major problem is that currently miagistrates
sitting in the Children's Court are often not legally qualified. As I read the Bill, those people
will not be allowed to sit in the new Children's Court. As a party we believe there should he
a grandfather clause for those magistrates currently sitting on the court to be allowed to sit in
the new court, but any new magistrates should have the required qual ificat ions.
Our interpretation of the Bill is that it leaves open to the President of the Children's Court the
option to delegate to a magistrate the more serious crimes, such as wilful murder. This could
obviously be challenged, and the provision is open to interpretation. We believe only judges
should have jurisdiction over these cases. Another area of the legislation which could be
open to misinterpretation is that relating to the powers of the clerks, and where the court can
sit; the Bill provides for certain "places" instead of "areas' where the court may sit. This
provision could act to restrict the powers of the clerks, and also restrict where courts can sit.
Another area of concern is that children can be bailed out by people other than parents and
guardians. We are trying to get back to the basis where parents or guardians are made
responsible for their children. This Bill does not provide that parents should be responsible
for their children. There are cases where people other than parents or guardians bail out
offenders and they disappear. A case was brought to my notice where a juvenile was bailed
out; he took off down South, stealing cars and committing breaking and entering offences.
That person skipped bail and there was no tie back to the parent or guardian; the parent or
guardian did not even know the child had been bailed our. This is an area which should be
tightened up so that hail is restricted to the parent or guardian.
The Bill does not provide for the court to return to the parents control of juvenile offenders.
This is another area which should be taken into account, because it is important that thie
president or the magistrate, where he sees f it, returns the control of that child to the parent or
guardian. It is important to return to the system where niore emphasis is put on parents or
guardians being responsible for their children. This is not always easy, because sometimes
parents disown their children, or forget about them; they want to cast them off and not he
associated with themn. Other parents would like to dissociate themselves from their children,
hut because of their responsibility to look after them, it is niot always easy. Some children
become quite antisocial towards other people, and also their parents, and wish to have no
more association with thetn. I appreciate the difficulties involved, but that is not to say that
we should not try to put more pressure on parents and guardians and make them) responsible
for their children. It is all very well and good to say that these juveniles have rights, but with
those rights go responsibilities, as in any other situation. Whether the person concerned is a
juvenile or an adult, if he has rights he also has responsibilities. We must get to the situation
where juveniles accept that they have responsibilities as well as rights.
I do not think enough has been dlone to rehabilitate juvenile offenders. Also, the courts seem
to have been too lenient. I was once approached by a mother whose son had been to court for
the third or fourth time for breaking and entering. On this occasion the soil, with a couple of
other accomplices, had stolen around about $5 000 or $6 (100 worth of goods from a shop ats a
result of breaking and entering. Her son walked out of court with no sentence, no Community
service or anything awarded against him. There was nior even counselling. The mother was
absolutely disgusted that no0 punishment had heen meted outr to her Son. She felt that in the
circumstances the son would think, *'What the heck! I miiight ats well (10 it againi." It is wrong
that in those circ'umtances commnunity services were not (ordered, or thre magistrate or judlge
did not1 Say, "You l1uit go and have some cou nsell ing, or do at commlunity service. or undergo
somei fornn of rehahil itat ion.''
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As to the matter of restitution, where juveniles have offended by vandalising, stealing or
whatever, pressure must be applied to the person who has offended or to his parents or
guardian. It is not good enough to say that the person offending does not have any money. it
is hard on the parents, of course, but sometimes they have not accepted their responsibilities;
they have not kept their eyes on their children; they do not know where they are or what they
are up to. It is necessary to put pressure on the parents to make sure that they exert more
control over their children where that is possible. it will not be 100 per cent perfect, but
unless that responsibi-lity is sheeted home to the parents we will find that they will not accept
responsibility for the actions of their children; they will allow their children to wander around
the streets at any time of the day or night and they will let them do what they want - that is,
breaking and entering or being antisocial. The problemn is that once one lets it go a little way
they develop more bad habits and became quite antisocial. It is then not just a matter of their
behaving that way while they are juveniles but of their behaving badly for the rest of their
lives, It is important to stop that behaviour before it goes too far and the juveniles develop a
permnanent habit.

As I said earlier, it seems that the department has not had the administrative back up it needs
to do the necessary counselling and rehabilitation. It is very important that more provision is
made. Perhaps too much money is going into the admninistration of the Department for
Community Services and not into what I call the "real work", which is trying to look after
those juveniles. This needs to be looked ait. My experience, and that of people who have
spoken to mie, indicates that there seems to be a lack of help for the juveniiles who need it.
We should look at having assessmnent centres where these juveniles can be taken. These
would not be major institutions but smaller centres where the juveniles cant be assessed and]
put into rehabilitation programis, instead of art officer fromn the Department for Community
Services interviewing the juvenile anid trying to assess whether he is good, bad or indifferent.
I know that in the case to which I referred earlier, where the son was up for breaking anld
entering, thie mother felt that the officer from the Deparmnient for Community Services dlidt not
realise, onl the basis of the interview he had with the boy, that the boy was not a little angel.
She pointed out that he was a good actor andi perfornied as though hie were a responsible sont
of citizen, whereas in fact hie was a bit of a iekylland Hyde character: lie did not show his
true colours to the officer. In anl assessment centre there would be rime to properly assess a
juvenile like that and to develop a better idea of his problems, rather than just having an
interview with himn.

In addition to assessment centres we should also look at the rehabilitation of juvenile
offenders. It was good to see that the Goverrnment has put money into the centre for young
males near Gingin, and that it has given a $50000 grant to set up one for young femnale
offenders. I was impressed with the centre near Gingin. Obviously not everyone will benefit
from that. In fact the people who run the centre say to the juveniles they take on that
although they have problems they must be prepared to knuckle down and help themselves. If
they do not do that, they say to the juveniles. "Goodbye. We don't want to know you." In
such cases somebody else has to look after the juvenile offenders. Generally the Department
for Coniunity Services looks after themi. I know it is difficult to rehabilitate them because
they are quite stuart and they have chips onl their shoulders. Quite often they conlie from
deprived backgrounds and do niot know any better. However, that is no reason to give up oil
them.

The department has a farmn called Warmnia and I feel more use should be made of that sort of
centre. Fromn the answers 1 have received to questions I have put on notice to the Minister it
seems that this centre is not getting the use that perhaps it should be. Warmnia is a farmi to
which juveniles are taken, and which tries to set up rehabilitation and employment training
programns for them. Such places need to be set up around the State in order to try to avoid
putting juveniles into detention centres such as Longniore. Aui environment such as Warmia
creates a homey son of atmosphere for those juveniles, where possibly they can be pointed in
the right direction. I amn not sure what goes onl at Longmore because I have not visited it;, no
doubt it has educational programs for its inmiates, but it is still a prison. When juveniles are
in that sort of enviromunent they probably will end up being even mnore anti the systemn and
more antisocial; in addition they might also learn new tricks. At Warnnia the juveniles can
learn new trades mid life there might be more exciting for them. They might be able to drive
a tractor, or round up sheep or cattle using motorbikes, which appeals to most young people.
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They are essentially learning a new way of life rather than being left in their old environment
where they go on vandalising and being antisocial. I support the idea of putting more
juvenile offenders into places like Warmia and indeed of serting up more places like Wannia
throughout the State. If we can rehabilitate those juvenile offenders, it will have a long term
effect because once their attitudes have been changed there will be less crime later on in their
lives. As I said, those juveniles sometimes do get into a way of life which is hard to change.
Such juveniles develop chips on their shoulders, have no skills and can never improve
themselves.

The Opposition supports the Bill, although it feels that perhaps the Govemnment could have
been a bit tougher. However, in general the Opposition does not see any real problems with
the legislation.

M-VR TRENORDEN (Avon) [3.36 pm]: The National Party supports the thrust of this Bill.
It is very important, in the climate of juvenile crime which has developed over the last few
years, that some direction is taken when dealing with it.

As mentioned in the second reading speech, the question is how to move away from the
welfare approach of the Children's Court. I will not go through the history of how that
system was developed in the United States, which was basically that children offended
because of their backgrounds. Without question the commuunity is very concerned about
juvenile crime at the moment. However, it does not matter whether one talks about the
1960s, when the Children's Court first came into being, or about 1988, because society still
has those underlying concerns about why children offend. One could go on for a
considerable time talking about that, but one needs to recognise that there are underprivileged
kids out there, families not operating in the way they should, parents who are treating their
children in a maniner of which the majority of us would not approve, parents who do not
really have their children's best interests at heart, and children who are using the current
system to get back at what they may see as over possessive parents. In this sort of climate
there is no way we could produce legislation which could handle all the problems of juvenile
crime, but this Bill is definitely an improvement on the old Children's Court. One of the key
areas, which is of substantial importance, is the need to improve the operation of the State -
by that I mean State welfare - and the role it plays in the Children's Court, as well as with the
juveniles themselves, their parents and the commuunity. In the last two years I have had more
cases where people are very critical of State welfare agencies brought to my attention than I
would care to count. Sometimes there is justification for it and sometimnes there is not.

I have spent a lot of my time looking at the different institutions. When the Bill was first
introduced, I went to the Children's Remand Centre, the East Perth Children's Court,
Riverbank, and to the Canning Vale Remand Centre to consider the different roles played by
the different institutions. I agree that a reduction of the State's role in the Children's Court
system will improve the operations of all bodies involved in the system.
There is a very strong perception in country areas, and particularly in my electorate, of the
role that comimunity welfare organisations should play in these matters. The people at
Wannamnal formed themselves into a non political group callecL "People Against Crime"
because of their concern about the number of cars that were being stolen in the area. The
situation has not changed and is similar to the situation that exists at Northam and in the
metropolitan area.
As I said, I spent a fair bit of time looking at the situation. People have told me about the
differences in the system for a child who is represented by the family and a welfare child.
When the child and its parents are brought before the police, the parents apparently ask the
child whether he or she committed the crime. Very often the child will say that he or she did
and the parents will then say, "You will have to face the music", and the system carried on
from there usually with a satisfactory resolution because a child would be regarded as a first
offender or a penalty would be imposed involving some sort of community release program.
The welfare child, however, received different treatment. That child was often told his or her
rights before asked whether he or she had committed the crime. The child would be informed
of penalties, assuming he had committed the crime, and he would then be told what could
happen. It should not be the role of departmental officers to act as parents. That has caused a
great deal of heartbreak in the system particularly for people whose children go
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through the court system. Often when a juvenile commits a crime, he or she is involved with
three or four others, and depending on their circumstances when appearing before the courts,
often one or two of the group are penalised with the third getting off. The system will be
improved with departmental officers not being involved at all.
I was pleased recently when, in conjunction with the local community services officers in
Northam, we formed a committee to look at juvenile crime on a non political basis to see
whether we could have some interaction between the committee and juveniles. I believe the
committee will be successful. We are looking at ways of involving the juvenile offenders and
the victims of crimes so that we can say to the kids, "Look at what you have done to these
people", and ask them how they are prepared to make restitution, not in dollar terms, but by
recognising the problems they have caused.
The departmental officers at Northam asked the police not to ring them when a welfare child
had been involved in a crime because they felt it was not their job to be advocates before the
courts. Since they have stopped being involved, the position for them in the town has
improved dramatically. I did not enjoy being the meat in the sandwich. We all know that
interaction should exist between all agencies. However, the involvement of comnmunity
services officers in these court cases hurt them. Our regional director was asked to represent
the Minister at a meeting at Wannanial and he copped it; he got it in spades. I felt sorry for
him because his case was hard for him to argue. He got into so much trouble at that meeting
because he could not present a fair or balanced perception of the role of departmental officers
to that meeting of approximately 300 people. They were concerned because their cars were
vanishing and still do. The public's perception of the Department for Commnunity Services
will be done a great deal of good by its not becoming so involved, If the public believes,
though, that the department is not doing the job that people believe it should be doing, they
will come to me and to the Minister and attempt to screw down the functions of the
department and no-one wants that to happen. Officers saw that happening halfway through
1988 and made what I believe was the right decision to stay out of court cases involving
welfare children. They were seen to be promoting the causes of those offenders, causes
which the community did not want promoted. I know that the departmental officers in my
town were doing their job with a great deal of feeling, but they were upset when they went to
the local hotel or to a local party and got it in the neck because of the perceptions that some
people had of their roles.
This legislation will go a long way to helping the departmental officers and will improve the
public's perception of the roles of those officers. I do not believe the Bill is the ultimate
solution to the problems that exist. However, it is moving in the right direction. I am not
trying to suggest that I know what the ultimate solution is. However, I support the moves
made in this legislation and all of us will be keen to see whether it caps the blowout in
juvenile crime or whether it continues to grow.
The second reading speech states that the court will have the status and the power to deal
with these problems. I hope that is the case. The same was said about legislation that was
introduced in the United States and in the United Kingdom. However, there was some doubt
whether the resources were available to back up that legislation. The system in the United
Kingdom was changed dramatically by the new legislation. Everyone applauded those
changes. However, the systemn was not backed up, and social workers and parole officers
were not able to fulfil the roles that were set down for them in the legislation because they
had no resources. Magistrates resorted to dealing with problems in the old way; that is, gaol
for all offenders. I am not so hot about "adequate safeguards" referred to in the second
reading speech. We will all watch to see whether juvenile offenders are adequately dealt
with. I think society will have its own measure about whether adequate safeguards are
implemented under the legislation.

The question of the incarceration rate of offenders is very important. When one looks at
remand centres - I do not want to be nasty, but it is unlikely that the Minister has been out to
a remand centre -

Dr Lawrence: I have, I went as part of my previous employment.
Mr 'fRENORDEN: I am pleased to hear that. I was told when I visited that I was the first
parliamentarian to do so for some time. The Minister will know that kids are left in the
remand centres because their parents will not come and take them out. The incarceration rate
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of country kids in remand centres is nearly twice that of city kids. The reason is that country
kids usually get caught by the same policeman, appear before the same magistrate, and are
dealt with by the same social worker. They cannot reoffend in a different area and have it
glossed over. Country kids get the sharp end of the stick. I felt for some of the country kids
because two or three came from my electorate and I knew of their backgrounds.
Without question the incarceration rate will be debated today, next year and in 10 years' time.
I am not saying there is any magic remedy for it. I agree that we should get some of these
kids out of gaol, and there are obvious ways of doing it like community work orders, but this
depends on back up. We have not got the resources in the country. I am saying this straight
from the heart. I do not want to say, 'This terrible Government has not supplied the
resources." In my town, and other country towns, there are no resources. It will be difficult
to supply the resources because it sometimes means a parole officer or supervisor looking
after five kids. There may be a case where a child is told to paint 20 feet of fence, he paints
two feet and spends the rest of the day sitting under a tree. The community sees that, and
sees that option as not working. That is why I was talking earlier about back up resources.
In another speech at another time I said that a decreasing incarceration rate, plus the other
option of community service orders, will not necessarily mean a saving of dollars. If it costs
$23 000 a year to keep a juvenile in gaol and $3 000 for that juvenile to be doing community
service work, there will not be a saving of dollars because the difference will be needed for
corresponding resources. Magistrates have to send juveniles to gaol because the other
options are not working, and the community sees that. This is a complex and vexed question.
Without doubt, community work is the way we should go. Without doubt, we should be
getting the community involved in decisions affecting those kids. Northam, Cieraldton and
other towns have already done that, and that is good. There is community interaction with
the kids. The Government is moving in the right direction. I am prepared to give it a go and
support the drop-in centres, and the $ 1.1 million spent in that area a few months ago. Those
centres will help, but they are not the answer.
On the other hand, there are people who expect to go to gaol, and who the community
expects to go to gaol, and we have to accept that. I was in the East Perth court and I saw two
kids before the magistrate. In that cattle market I saw the kids and heard the different types
of offences for which they were before the court. The two kids I saw were 14 or 15 years
old, and had held up banks with shotguns. They knew what they were doing. That is why 1,
and the National Party, support the opening up of a full range of penalties in the Children's
Court; we just cannot tolerate that sort of behaviour. If kids get away with that, what is the
bottom line? Those two kids looked just like any other kids walking down the street. Not
only had they committed those offences, but they had a record of other offences, many of
which involved violence. Some kids will have to go to gaol and, no doubt, the Minister can
see that too.
Moving things into the jurisdiction of the Attorney General is a very good move, and is
supported by the National Party. The changing of the role, and bringing in the president, is
also a good change in this Bill. One of the key things wrong with the system has been the
lack of flow of information up and down the system. This Bill will move towards solving
that problem. I have had magistrates say to me, "It is a problem when I put a bloke out on
parole and I get no report back of what happened to him, or I hear at a social function that the
child has gone off the rails again and is back in the system." This move will go a substantial
way towards solving that problem. As I see it, the role of the president will be to ensure that
work orders, parole orders and community service orders receive the back up about which I
have been talking. I hope that magistrates will be able to get together and talk about their
worries and how the new proposals fit into the system. That will move us a long way
towards a better system for dealing with juveniles.
There is the vexing question of custody and guardianship. When [ was in the East Perth court
there was an individual from my electorate before the court. The magistrate asked him,
"Where are you going to live?" He said, "I am not going home, and that is that." The
magistrate asked the community service worker where the kid could go. Hie was told that
there was an Aunt Dolly somewhere - I am just picking any name - and the kid said, "I am
not going there.' The magistrate said he would put the child under the control of community
services, and was told that he was already under the control of community services. I felt
despair. I am not saying there is an answer. That was an instance in front of my own eyes
where the parents, the extended family and community services have failed.
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If there is a 14 or 15 year old facing a magistrate with a look in his eyes which shows he has
all the confidence in the world, and he says, "This is what I am going to do' how does one
deal with that? As a 14 or 15 year old there is no way that I would have had the courage of
even opening my mouth but this young boy - I call him a young boy but, as far as I am
concerned, his attitude was very adult - knew his own mind and what he was going to do. I
have no idea what happened to that boy; he was taken into the care of the community services
and that department was responsible for him. I can only presume that other disasters will
befall that boy. The question of guardianship will be taken up by the court and I wish it well.
Someone has to make decisions of that kind and it must be the court. I hope it comes up with
a system that is successful, but it will not be 100 per cent successful.
In setting the limits of detention the Bill seeks to strike a proper balance between protection
of the community and reducing the unacceptably high detention rate in Western Australia.
The community has a right to expect certain levels of protection and members of Parliament
have a duty to provide that protection. The people in my electorate are very concerned about
juvenile crime. Their concern has been reduced a little since the introduction of this BUi into
the Parliament.

Only a few days ago I read an article in the newspaper in which a police officer said he was
concerned about children who were stealing cars and who were then looking out for
policemen to try to get them to chase them. A police officer in my electorate told me that the
children load up their cars with cartons of bottled beer and they use the empty bottles as
ammunition. They entice the policemen to chase them and throw the empty bottles at the
police cars. It is unacceptable behaviour and the community will not accept that sort of
activity. As members of Parliament we have a responsibility to introduce legislation that will
deal with juvenile crime. Only the other night a report on television drew attention to the fact
that cars were no longer stolen only at night: They are stolen any time of day or night.

Once this Bill has been proclaimed the problems will not go away. We will have to monitor
the legislation to ascertain whether it is working in the community and we have to think of
ways of reaching the young offenders in a proactive and non reactionary way. I can see a
need to return to the situation of police officers walking the beat because it builds up a
rapport between the community and the police officers. For example, a policeman may find
himself in the position where he could say to a person, "1 know you broke into a house the
other day, but I cannot prove it. Watch yourself because you are heading for trouble.' At
present the police officers are too far removed from the community and we should revert to
the situation which prevailed many years ago. We all know what should be done and we
should make it happen.

I have already spoken about the range of sentences, and the proposed system will be of
benefit to everyone concerned. We must give consideration to what takes place at the East
Perth court. I am not being critical of the police officers, but in my opinion they should not
have any involvement with the offenders brought to the court from the remand centre. The
offenders are actually taken to the court by the prison officers and handed to the police
officers - they are being handed over to the people who originally caught them. It is not a
good system and it creates immediate confrontation.

The buildings at the East Perth court are distressing. The walls in the rooms have been
kicked in and the offices from which the police officers operate are disgraceful; they are like
small dog boxes. [ reiterate I am not being critical of the police officers; they do the best they
can under the conditions. The prison officers who accompany the offenders from the remand
centre should accompany them into the court. The existing system whereby the police
officers lead them into the court is really the pits. It is not the proper way to bring children
before the court. The first thing that the children see is a blackboard which has been in the
building since the days it was used as a school.

I refer now to the conditions at Riverbank. I know that gymnasiums are provided, but they
are far from adequate. The children require an area in which to kick a football and throw a
frisbee like normal children, but they do not have that opportunity at Riverbank.

The Bill must be given a chance and the National Party supports it, but will watch with
interest how it is implemented.
MIR CASH (Mt Lawley) [4-07 pmnl: The shadow Minister for Community Services has
indicated to the House that the Opposition is prepared to support the Bill subject to the
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reservations he expressed. I have a number of reservations about the potential success or
otherwise of the restructuring of the Children's Court.
At the outset I advise the House that it is a good move to transfer the duties of the Children's
Court from the Department for Community Services to a more judicial system. There is no
doubt that 99 out of every 100 people who have an interest in juvenile crime have sonic
criticism about the Department for Community Services in respect of its obligations to the
existing Children's Court. It will suit the department well, as it will suit the community well,
to have the department separated in the way proposed by this Bill.
In the past the community believed that decisions made by the Children's Court had the force
of law, but in fact they were only recommendations which were sent to the Department for
Community Services. On a number of occasions they were varied by the department which
believed it had the fight, through its administrative powers, to make changes to the sentences
handed down by the Children's Court. I am sure that in some cases the department was
correct in its judgment. However, there are many circumstances in which the decisions the
department made were certainly not supported by the community in general. Having the
department change the sentence and impose what appeared to be a more lenient sentence may
have been more acceptable to the offender, but I am sure it was not acceptable to the
comumunity.
In respect to general sentencing in recent years by the Children's Court, I draw the attention
of the House to section 26 of the Child Welfare Act which allows the court to dismiss an
offender without recording a conviction. It is obviously an important section which allows
young children who appear before the court to be given a second or third opportunity. [ think
that is necessary, and it is very important to try to get young people on the straight and
narrow. As I have moved Mround this Stare and talked to people about law and order.
particularly the area of juvenile crime, many members of the community have expressed
dismay at the number of times a section 26 dismissal can be ordered in favour of an offender.
In my view, and certainly in the view of many in the community, it is stretching a good thing
much too far if a person can appear before a Children's Court on five or si separate
occasions on multiple charges and still he dismissed under section 26 of the Child Welfare
Act. It is a case of young offenders being slapped over the wrist with a wet bus ticket.
Young people being what they are, one can understand their believing that the court did not
care about the sentence it was imposing, that it was not dinkum in trying to straighten out the
problems presented to it, and that they were being sent back to commit more offences within
the community.
Like the member for Avon, I too have attended the Perth Children's Court on a number of
occasions and I will comment in a moment about the physical layout of the court. I noticed
young offenders being ushered into the courtroom to appear before the magistrate and
obviously many of them had been there before and knew the system. It distressed me that on
some occasions after the offenders had been sentenced, I saw them reappear in the public
area, give the thumbs up sign to their mates who were waiting to appear in the court on the
same day and indicate that everything was okay. One could interpret them to be saying that
the magistrate was a senior member of the community who did not understand what was
going on in life, and that the sentence handed out was nothing and the offenders could cope
with it - it was probably a section 26 dismissal. One could assume that the young offenders
were indicating to their mates that when they appeared later that day everything would be
okay for them, and they could all meet again on the street corner on Friday night and
continue their crime spree. That was the sort of attitude I noted at the Children's Court, and I
guess it is an attitude to which one becomes accustomed. I do not accept that attitude as
being correct, but [ can understand why young offenders see life from that perspective.
It is important to recognise some of the problems facing some young offenders. It is very
easy to believe that this House is the fount of all knowledge and that it has the answers to all
questions, large and small. This is a very restricted institution inasmuch as, given the sitting
hours and rhe general working arrangements of members of Parliament, we are sometimes
shielded from the harder facts of life and do not recognise what is happening in the real
world. Having been a member of a juvenile crime committee in Perth for more than six
months, and having had the opportunity of visiting the Children's Court and working with
some of the youth workers in metropolitan Perth, I gained a different understanding of the
problems that face our young people. As I said earlier, although I do not accept many of
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their actions, I understand and recognise the reaons for them. In dealing with this Bill the
Government does not attempt to summarise the reasons for juvenile crime; I suspect that is an
area for a different portfolio. However, it seeks to offer some solutions to this massive
problem within the community today. When I was working on the juvenile crime committee,
along with the member for Floreat and other members of this House, I noted a number of
features which were common to many of the juvenile offenders. Often they were from single
parent families, or from families in which both parents worked. In many cases it appeared
the juvenile lacked a strong rather figure on the family front. That is not to say that there was
no father or male at home, but that the offender had no strong male influence in his or her
life. On many occasions there was no doubt that the offenders came from a very unstable
home environment, had been subjected to abuse, or had come from a violent home
environment.

rIn respect of education, many teachers indicated that by the time children reached the tender
age of eight years, the teachers could identify those who were starting to deviate from the
norm and becomingr disruptive in their behaviour. It is regrettable that the education system
does not provide sufficient resources for teachers to take aside youngr students who are
misbehaving or developing difficult behavioural traits and refer them to specialist counsellors
who would be able to assist them in the early stage of their life. If the deviant behaviour is
not picked up at a young age, the child may move into the juvenile crime system; if no action
is again taken that person may appear before an adult court and in the end, regrettably, face a
life of crime. Of course, that may occur only in a limited number of cases and one has to
balance the situation by saying that for every five, seven or nine people who become part of
the juvenile crime scene, 90 or more young people make their way through life without
entering the criminal stream. One has to recognise the balance, although there is no question
of this problem. Crime statistics indicate that more than 65 per cent of all the cars reported
stolen in Western Australia last year were believed to have been stolen by persons under the
age of 18 years. That in itself carries a message; it indicates that until such time as we are
able to get on top of the juvenile crime problem, there is no way in the world we can address
the general question of law and order with any success.

Also on the subject of education, it is apparent that a number of young people played truant
from school. I acknowledge that the Government has appointed a truancy patrol and that the
police officers involved are succeeding in their work. However, in order to reduce the
number of truants from the school system it is necessary to look at the resources available.
Until sufficient resources are put into the systemn, I regret that the current truancy rates will
continue. Those truancy rates are very closely connected with the crime rate in the general
area of the school chat the students are supposed to be attending. I have been told that in most
cases, truant children will commit a crime within half a kilometre of that school, and they do
not usually range further than one kilometre in their pursuit of crime when they are playing
truant from school.

It has been said in respect of the sentences that have been handed down by the Children's
Court that the court has been sentencing young offenders to probation, and that when chose
juveniles have appeared in the court on subsequent occasions, they have been sentenced to
probation on probation. However, those probation orders have not been supervised in the
community in a proper way. That has reflected badly on the Department for Community
Services, which has recognised the situation and is prepared to address it. There is no
question that if juvenile offenders appear before the court and are sentenced to a community
service order or probation in general, unless that community service order or probation is
properly supervised, those offenders are presented with a scenario where they believe that the
adult community does not care about their offences, or even worse than that, does not care
about them as individuals.

A lot has been said about the physical layout of the Perth Children's Court. I want it on
record that on the occasions I have been to the court I have noticed that the waiting room has
generally been filled to capacity, and that the general and physical characteristics of the
building are such that they would lead a person who was attending the court for the first time
to believe that we as a community were not dinkum or did not care about those young people
who were about to appear before the Children's Court. The first time I was at the court, I
counted 75 people in the waiting room, 50 of whom were children, and 25 of whom were
adults. That meant, even on my best calculations, that there was only one adult for every two
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juvenile offenders who were to appear in the court on that day. In fact, in real1 tenns there
were fewer adults because some juveniles had both their mother and their father in
attendance, while other juveniles had no parents or guardians to look after them on that
occasion. The opportunity to visit the court was afforded to me as a result of negotiations
handled by Ms Lynda Stewart, a voluntary youth worker in the Penh metropolitan area. Ms
Stewart has done a lot of voluntary work to assist young juveniles who have appeared before
the Children's Court. She did a lot to facilitate my visit to the court on that occasion andI
record my appreciation to her.
I took the opportunity, while attending the court, of speaking to a number of young offenders
to find out, first, why they were in the court - that is the charges for which they were to
appear - and secondly, how much they knew about the system and an how many occasions
they had appeared before the court. I spoke to a young girl who appeared to be about 15
years of age. She told me when I asked her about her age that she was 16, but when I
questioned her about that she admitted that she was in fact only 15. 1 asked her what she was
being charged with on that occasion, and she pulled out a slip of paper and told me it was
unauthorised use of vehicles, breaking and entering, and other sundry charges. I asked her
whether she had appeared before the court previously, and she told me that she had appeared
on a number of occasions and had been placed on probation. I asked her what she believed
she might receive by way of a sentence on that dlay. She did not1 have a clue, but she certainly
believed she would be able to leave the premises that night; she did not expect a custodial
sentence. I asked her where her parents were, and whether they were aware of her
appearance before the court on that dlay, She said to ine quite frankly. "I have riot seen myv
parents for three years so how would they know where I ami today, arid how would you
expect me to know where they are'?" That was pretty sobering, considering that the girl had
adm-itted that she was only 15 years of age. I asked her where site lived. She said Site lived]
wherever she could find a bed to put her head down for the night. It was quite clear that she
was prepared to admit she was one of Perth's "street kids". i then asked her whether she
would go home if she could finid out where her parents were. She said, "if I went home, mly
parents would kill mie." They were pretty startling comments. I am the father of tour
children: One aged 18, one aged 17, a boy of 12, and a daughter of six. It is pretty sobering
to have a I5 year old child say quite blatantly that if she were to go homne, her parents would
kill her. She may have been exaggerating a little, but there was no doubt in mny mind that she
believed that would be the situation if she were to go back to her parents' house. It may be
that she (lid not wish to go homne for other reasons, and she was using that as an excuse, but IT
was still a sobering experience to be addressed in that way by a young person. There
obviously was not a lot!I could do in that situation, and Ms. Stewart and I moved on to speak
to other children, who certainly seemed to have a better relationship with their parents.
although they were not necessarily living at their parents' home. I have no idea what
happened to that girl on that dlay because 1 had to leave the court before she appeared, but it
seemed to me there was not much that life could offer that young person. I do not know
whether she was on drugs. I hope she was niot. She was a very young. well built lady,
obviously fit, anl quite attractive, anl I suggest that in a different situation she could hiave
expected that a very good life would be before her, hut under thle unFforutet1 circumrstanlces
that presented themselves to her, things would obviously be very different. I do not know
where that girl will get off the criminal roundabout or the escalator, but it sented to me that
there was not a great fuiture for her.

I was talking about the physical characteristics and layout of the court. The m-emiher for
Avon has said that hie believes the conditions ait that court are absolutely abominable. I
believe that the holding cells need to have money spent on them. They are very cold, bleak
places. Young people often have to spend a considerable Time in chose cells before they are
dealt with by the court. They seem to make a mess of the place on almost every occasion.
The general staffrooms that adjoin the holding cells are in my view below the nonnally
accepted standards for staffroonis, but the staff manage as best they canl under the
circumstances.

The offices provided for the police are certainly overcrowded acid it shows in their working
conditions. Much more could be done to improve the interview rooms availahle for the Legal
Aid people and other lawyers who attend. The Government has spent some mioney on
transportable accommodation that is currently being finished, but the police prosecutor's
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office is way out the back of the building. Members should understand that I am talking
about the former East Perth Primary School. For the prosecutor to have his office way down
the back, quite separate from the courtroom proper, presents a problem when papers are
required in respect of a particular case. The police prosecutor or one of his assistants has to
run, firstly through the public area, then through other open areas out into the yard and all the
way down the back of the yard to retrieve papers that midght be necessary for a case being
heard at the time. During the wet weather those attached to the police prosecutor's office and
the general police office that is also there run the risk of being drenched on their way to the
main building, as the area is not covered at this stage. I would say to the Government: If that
is the way we are going to treat our young people who appear before the Perth Children's
Court, it really does not say much for us or for this Parliament and the standards we intend to
set.

Mr Trenorden: It is an absolute cattle market.

Mr CASH: The member for Avon refers to it as a cattle market, and I support his comments.
Our young people deserve more. Those people who work in the judicial System and who are
required 'to attend the Children's Court, whether it be at Perth or in the regional centres, aire
entitled to work in more realistic conditions. Until such time as we are prepared to indicate to
our young people that we believe the court system is an important part - perhaps the
pinnacle - of the system of law and order, and until we are prepared to recognise it by
providing adequate facilities, it is not unreasonable that some of our young people question
whether we as adults are really dinkumn about solving some of the problems concerning
juvenile crime. I ask the Goveirnment to look at this area. It is a disgrace and it needs urgent
attention. Only the other day I received a phone call from someone who told me that the
carpet which is to be laid at the Perth Children's Court is in fact second-hand carpet that has
been taken out of another Government building in Perth, and that the only reason the
Children's Court is getting it is that a Government depitrsrnent is laying new carpet in its
area. I sincerely question whether we have our priorities a-round the right way. It seems to
mne that our youth are entitled to a better deal, and I thank the Minister for making a note of
that matter.

Obviously the Bill deal]s with parental responsibility. I tic not think the current Bill goes far
enough in that regard. Members will recall that last year the Opposition introduced iii this
House a Bill which would have required parents to becomne more responsible for the actions
of their children. That Bill was (lefeated by The Government for vaLrious reasons, one of
which was that the Government claimed to be addressing the question of parental
responsibility. That Is supposed to be reflected in the Bill before the I-ouse. I do not believe
that area has been addressed in a proper maimer, and that is something the Opposition will
keep under review. There is no question in my mind that unless parents are made responsible
for their children the future of our children and certainly the future of family l ife generally in
this State will be under question.

I am very aware of the difficult problems which can exist with young people who are
prepared to buck the system and buck their parents, and I understand those parents who come
to me and say they just cannot cope with their children. I accept that for us to impose a level
of responsibility on them at times could cause undue hardship. In fact, I remember one
parent coming to me. at the time the Liberal Party Bill was before this Parliament, and saying
that they hoped we would take into account that if the Bill passed through the Parliament and
parents were to become responsible for restitution in respect of wilfuil damnage caused by
juveniles, there were some children who were so anti their parents for one reason or another -
and I do nor always blame the children or the parents; there are many reasons for break-ups
between parents and children - that if the children knew parents had to pay for the damage
their children caused, they would go out and cause a tremendous amount of damage simply to
get back at their parents. Obviously that is a distressing situation but it is a factual one and
one we must face in thme general area of juvenile crime.

want to comment on a number of other areas but I Will not have timle duriiigtescn
reading debate. However, dluring the Committee stage I hope to put forward some
propositions that the Government may consider which would improve the Bill. There is no
quest ion in my mind - and, I auin sure, in the minds of members of the Opposition - that unless
we are prepared to stand up anid protect our youth There can be no future for our country, AT
the same timne, there is also an absolute responsibility on youth themselves to be
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responsible for their actions. Until they are prepared to act in a responsible way the adult
system will obviously question their ability to do so.

MIR CRANE (Moore) 14.36 pmJ: 1, too, would like to add my support to the legislation
which has been introduced to the Parliament concerning the establishment of a Children's
Court. Much of what has been said this afternoon has been going through our mninds for a
long time, and the Attorney Genera] himself will be well aware of a meeting he attended in
Wannarnal - and the member for Avon was there, so he can verify what I am saying - when
the tremendous concern of the people for juvenile delinquency was demonstrated. Some
people call it juvenile crime but I suppose it is kinder to say juvenile delinquency, because
that leads to crime. I believe the Attorney General was surprised when he attended that
meeting. I know he thought we were trying to set him up, but nothing could have been
further from the truth. As a matter of fact, he recognised that we were not playing politics up
there, and that we were genuinely concerned and asked him to go there with members of the
Police Force, who were well represented, to show him the concern of the community.

The member for Mt Lawley concluded his speech with some of the wisest remarks which
could be said about the responsibility of parents themselves. Until we get the responsibility
of parents back where it ought to be, no amount of legislation will help a great deal.
However, I will say that in introducing this legislation this Parliament is probably halfway
there. When I say that I mean the Parliament, or the Governent, has recognised there is
indeed a problem.

I notice in the Minister's second reading speech that a judge of the Children's Court will have
all the power of a Supreme or District Court judge in passing sentence on young offenders, as
well as powers under the Child Welfare Act. This is very important, but in referring to the
Child Welfare Act I say categorically that unless from the outset the Department for
Community Services is kept well away from this court - and we call them community welfare
or community services officers who administer that Act - I do not believe there is any
possibility of success. The great increase in child delinquency over the years has been aided
and abetted by officers of the then Child Welfare Department, There is no doubt about that.
When we talk about parental control and responsibility, we need to be aware of somec events
which have resulted in placing that responsibility in the hands of the Department for
Community Services. Officers of that department have deliberately, and I use the word
advisedly, broken up family homes. They have taken away children from the family when
the families wanted to be responsible. If the departmental officers are allowed to play the
same role in the future, the legislation and the Children's Court do not have much chance of
success.

I hope that the legislation does not contain idle words. I hope that the judges will use the
proposed authority wisely. I can cite a number of cases to substantiate my fears. The
situation is sad and I do not wish to implicate people. However, I am aware of a case where a
woman and her three children are roaming Australia; they cannot be found. because they have
been scared away by officers of the Department for Community Services who interviewed
them while hiding tape recorders on their bodies. The police are not allowed to do that, and
yet Mrs Julie Russell and Mr Bob Loriny have done that. The department ought to be
ashamed of this; I have reported the case to Mr Semple. This case represents one good
reason for giving power to the judges of the Children's Court. In the past. that power has
been wielded unwisely by people who think they are God Almighty.

I can cite another case where departmental officers took a girl from home, in my electorate,
and sent her away until she was 16 years of age, when she roamed the streets as a prostitute in
the Midland area, became pregnant and had an abortion. That was due to the actions of those
officers who broke up the family home. Thank God that the girl has seen the l ight and has
returned to her home; she has done the full circle. Young people are encouraged to go away.
and legislation passed in this place has made that possible.

A couple of years ago we passed legislation which allows unsubstantiated evidence to be
used in court against people. I am a grandfather, with a couple of lovely granddaughters
whom I love very much, and yet because of recent events I am almost afraid to nurse those
little girls, accusations could be made at a later date. That is what has happened to the family
unit.
Mr Mensaros: Twenty five years later.
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Mr CRANE: Yes. I thank the member for his interjection. We do not want that sort of
horrendous provision included in this legislation; I trust it has not been included. I bring
these matters before Parliament because they are the cause of the breakdown in the family
unit, and they are aided and abetted by those departmental people.

Was it not Dr Spock who had so many grandiose ideas a few years ago? He has now
admitted he was wrong in suggesting certain ways to bring up children. I would like to know
who wrote the community services papers; who are the people who put together the
curriculum for training these people? These people must not be allowed within a half mile of
the court which is to be established. I have named the officers; I am not ashamed to do so
because they ought to hang their heads in shame. That woman and her three children have
disappeared, they are frightened to come home because those officers used hidden tape
recorders when taking evidence - something which the police are nor able to do.

Parl iament is the only place where we can bring up these matters. I have done so to make the
public aware. Even when I retire from Parliament, I will raise the matter until it is corrected,
until the three children are brought back home to be with their father and mother. I will not
rest, I promise. I will not be paid, but!I will not rest. Thai is how strongly!I feel. I saw those
people within the home. We have a chance with this legislation to put the matter straight, and
that is why I support the legislation so strongly.

Police officers are often condemned for their actions, and yet they try so hard. Mnother case,
not so long ago, in my electorate involved a child being brought before a justice of the peace
or a magistrate for stealing. When the child was asked, "Why did you steal again?" He
replied, "Because nothing ever happens to us." I am hopeful that with this legislation
something will happen to them. Unfortunately, the legal profession has gained such
prominence over the last 20 to 30 years that now if anyone offends another person, that
person is threatened with being sued. In the past, when people erred, the police would
threaten to kick them in the backside and send them home. That was the best thing.

Mr Mensaros: Or lock them up for four hours.

Mr CRANE: But now people are charged with assault. We need to return to our basic
values, and to a situation where the police can do a job in a responsible way; the legal
profession should not take over and make money from other people's misfortune. That is
what many professionals do.

Mr D.L. Smith: Are you anti lawyers?

Mr CRANE: I ami not, because there are some good people within tie legal profession.
However, some people in that profession exploit people too much. I hope that comment
satisfies the member opposite-

I cannot speak too strongly on the suggestions I have made about keeping community
services officers away from the court. If they are not kept away, the legislation winl not
succeed. We may face problems with this legislation; it will be necessary to review it from
time to time because we are breaking new ground. Maybe we will need to bring the
legislation back to Parliament a couple of times a year as we become aware of the
deficiencies, to make the necessary corrections. Let us do that in a spirit of cooperation so
that eventually our legislation will assist the families which have been torn apart due to
circumstances beyond their control, or encouraged by people who believe that they have
more control over families than parents.
We do not know what problems we will face down the track, but we will face them. Judges
need to be responsible. Why is it that so many children brought before the courts are
immediately ushered out by the officers of the Department for Community Services, and
nothing ever happens to those children? Judges will now possess the power to pass sentences
where necessary. I am not a person who wishes to be too hard on those children. I do not
know how we would do it, but where there is a will there is a way. I believe that parents
should be brought into the courts with their children to face their problems as a family.

It saddened me tonight to hear the member for Mt Lawley speak about the girl who had not
seen her parents for three years and who was afraid to go home because she felt they would
kill her. I suppose I use the word "parents' in that sense incorrectly because I do not believe
that is the ight word to describe those sorts of people. Was it not Our Lord who said, "Suffer
the little children to conic unto me"? We have the opportunity today to do that, not
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by getting out the big stick, but by showing some compassion and consideration, but also
firmness towards these young offenders. I remember my mother, when I was late home from
school one day, coming towards me with a breaching strap, which is a strap about two feet
long and an inch wide and which goes on to the shaft of the cart so that the horse can be put
into reverse. She said to me, 'Albert this will hurt me more than it will hurt you." I reckon it
must have hurt her a lot because it sure hurt me. However, it taught me a lesson that I needed
to be taught and she never had to do it again.
That is what we have to do with this court. We do not need to be cruel to be kind; we need to
be hard and firm to be kind. If that firness can be shown in the initial stages of a young
offender's criminal life, he may have some respect for the law. We do not want these young
people walking away from a judge and giving him the thumbs up as the member for Mt
Lawley said, or boasting about how they got off lightly because they were not put inside. I
do not believe in locking them up, but there must be other ways. As I said, we should be firm
but kind, and I trust this legislation will pave the way for us to show that firmess and
kindness.
I strongly support the legislation, accepting the fact that it will experience many problems
along the way and will probably need to be amended. I conclude with my plea to keep
community services officers away from this court. They have done far too much damage
already.
DR LAWRENCE (Subiaco - Minister for Education) [4.54 pmJ: If the amount of time
spent on this Bill is a measure of members' concern, we have every reason to be satisfied that
this Parliament has very carefully examined the questions of juvenile justice and the
Children's Court. I will reply as best I can to a number of issues which have been raised by
members opposite. but, initially, the Government appreciates the Opposition's support for
this Bill, support which I understand extends also to the following Bill, and I anticipate with
interest the amendmrents that have been foreshadowed by the member for Mt Lawley.
As I indicated in my second reading speech earlier today - I will not reiterate the main points
as a sufficient time period has not elapsed to justify that - the Bill should enjoy community
support. However, it should nor be seen as a panacea for the problems of juvenile crime and
offences. I think no-one realistically expects that it will be and I hope that no-one expects
that we will ever do away with some of the difficulties and forms of ill-behaviour and
lawbreaking that exist in our community.
I am sometimes frustrated by the view that if only everyone tried a little harder we would live
in a utopia. As a psychologist I cannot imagine a world in which there were no deaths, wars,
natural disasters or poverty. We can reduce all of those things to a minimum and we can
reduce family disruption, but we cannot create an ideal world. This Bill is not designed to
create an ideal world; it is designed to address problems which have been identified over a
number of years by members of this place, by specialists in community welfare services, and
by legal practitioners.
A couple of the points raised by members opposite deserve comnment. I will very briefly take
up a point raised by the member for Mt Lawley, as it is superordinate. It related to the
question of the causes of crime. That is an area about which we should profess to be very
ignorant. It is a matter of approximation. We can guess in many cases at the causes of
crimes. People who tell us with authority that they know exactly what are the causes are
misleading us. It is possible to indicate the sorts of variables associated with juvenile
offending and with crime in general, but it is fair to say that most children who offend go on
to become solid citizens and the minority of children who offend end up becoming adult
offenders. Equally, a large number of the people who appear in adult courts and in places of
detention have not been detected as offenders as children. It is very difficult, therefore, to put
together a picture that enables one to reliably predict who will and who will not offend.
Furthermore, if one looks at family break-ups and expects to be able to predict from those
that certain children will offend, one will almost invariably be wrong. The critical factor with
family break-ups is the amount of animosity and difficulty experienced in the family to begin
with, and the subsequent poverty experienced by that family upon family break-up. There
are, therefore, variables which enable one to predict in a general sense that there will be a
greater likelihood of certain children of certain families being caught up in crime, but it is
very difficult to say in individual cases that the concatenation of those variables will result
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in crime by the child. That makes difficult the acts of prevention which we all wish to
undertake.

The preventive measures which this Goverrnent has undertaken through its 'Kids in Crime'
package, through providing in the Family Foundation a wide range of opportunities for
children, through truancy patrols, through measures within my own Ministry to provide for
police officers in an increasing number in our schools, to break down some of the attitudes
among children in particular that may be regarded as hostile to law and law enforcement, all
were very necessary.

In picking up particular elements of this Bill about which there may be some
misunderstanding, [ wish to indicate to the member for Murray -Wellington that a magistrate
will not be able to try a case of murder. If the member reads the Bill carefuilly he will see that
the amendment prevents murder from being tried by a magistrate. However, the Bill opens
up a range of options so that children can elect to have a jury trial should they wish, whereas
in the past they could not. The member also referred to bail provisions. The same bail
provisions which apply to adults will apply to juveniles. The thrust of this Bill is that the
provisions and the methods by which children are dealt with are the same as for adults.

All members who spoke on the legislation referred to rehabilitation. When our preventive
measures fail and we are forced to take action against children or any member of our
community in order that the community can be properly protected from law breaking, we all
wish that it is possible to rehabilitate the offender and to ensure that the community's
resources are not depleted by further offending and that that person's life is not blighted by
further offending. I was pleased to hear the member for Mt Lawley and the member for
Avon express sympathy with the position in which many of those young people rind
themselves. Very often they "enjoy", if that is the word, life experiences that would turn the
best of us into antisocial people. We are all aware that rehabilitation needs to be carried out
and increasing resources have been placed in community welfare and other agencies in order
to ensure that it is possible for these children to be removed from the system at an early stage.

Again I do not pretend that all is as good as it can be or that we have reached the pinnacle of
achievement in the area of children's services and rehabilitative services. I suggest that we
all share the desire to improve those facilities and services in such a way that the community
will be protected while individuals are offered opportunities that will bring them back into the
community without the bittemness and the antisocial attitudes which will cause them to offend
again.

A number of specific points were raised in relation to education and the provision of
resources in schools to protect children prior to their offending and moving out into actual
law breaking. Again, that is something that I agree needs to be improved and has generally
been addressed through truancy patrols, police officers, an increasing number of truancy
officers and certainly an increasing number of guidance officers and social workers in
schools. The number of student services teams are not as great as we would all like them to
be, but over time greater attention and service have been provided by Government agencies
in those areas. Again. I do not wish to claim more for this Bill than is possible because this
Bill does not nearly address all of those issues. Nonetheless, I agree with members opposite
that, for it to be successful, the punitive and community service orders and probation orders
need to be supported by decent facilities if detention is the option and by appropriate follow
up in the case of community service orders, probation orders and so on. In the case of
commuunity service orders it is pleasing to be able to report that there is tighter control as was
foreshadowed by one of the members opposite and more staff have been provided.

F would never attempt to defend the conditions that currently exist in the Children's Court. I
think they are in great need of change and, as the member for Mt Lawley indicated, some
modest renovations are being undertaken at the moment with a view to a more substantial
extension being undertaken very quickly. As someone who has had an interest in law and
order, I have always been disappointed that our community as a whole - I do not mean this
Government - has not placed a very high priority on the care and welfare of people who are
detained for reasons of law breaking. If we provide provisions, whether they be for the staff
and/or the children in this case, that are civilised by modem standards, we will often be
accused of cushioning and protecting and providing motel style accommodation for these
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nasty people who do not deserve any consideration. In many cases, they certainly need to be
punished and detained to protect us. However, that does not mean to say, as the member for
Avon has so colourfully put it, that they should be treated as cattle.
Having briefly summarised the different points made by speakers, [ thank members opposite
for their support of the Bill. I appreciate that they have had some input into its present form.
That may be some measure of their willingness to support it, and I thank them for that
support.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Thomas) in the Chair; Dr Lawrence (Minister for
Education) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! The Committee should be aware that there is an error
in the short title of the Bill. It should read "Children's Court of Western Australia Act (No 2)
1988". 1 am instructing the Clerk to amend the clause accordingly.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Interpretation -

Mr BRADSHAW: The Liberal Party feels that the age of l8 years appearing under the
definition of 'child" should be reduced to 17 years. Juveniles drive vehicles and have other
rights that come to them upon attainment of 17 years of age. In addition, in this day and age
juveniles are much more mature at an earlier age. Therefore, juveniles under the age of 17
should appear before the Children's Court. Anybody older than that should appear before the
adult courts.
We also believe that under this interpretation clause there should appear a definition of
"Rules of Court'. There is some reference to Rules of Court in clause 38, but no definition is
given in this clause. The expression "Rules of Court" is used in clause 37. The way the
legislation is drafted, it is uncertain whether the judge has the power to make Rules of Court
under clause 38 or whether they are to be made by the Governor under clause 52.
Dr LAWRENCE: The question of lowering the age to 18 has obviously been discussed on a
number of occasions. I would have to agree that if a child in our society wanted to decide at
which age he were to become an adult, he would be very confused. For purposes of paying
they are usually younger than they are for purposes of legal responsibility. It is a well
established tradition in this society that the age of legal responsibility, in that sense,
adulthood, is 18& [do not mean under the law, but for most purposes adulthood arrives at 18.
It is important to point out that this legislation makes provision for the court to exercise the
options of sentencing a child who is 17 and who has offended seriously to an adult detention
centre and of imposing the same penalty as would apply to an adult. If the age were lowered,
a judge would have no option but to place the child with the more hardened older criminals,
whereas this enables that option to be exercised, without making it mandatory.
Without the advice of the Crown Solicitor or the people responsible for drafting the Bill. I am
at a loss to comment on whether the Rules of Court should appear in the interpretation, but I
can certainly examine the member's proposal. I am sorry that I cannot comment further at
this stage.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 4 to 9 put and passed.
Clause tO: Appointment of magistrates -

Mr BRADSHAW: Currently, magistrates are not necessarily legally qualified. Therefore,
there does not appear to be any allowance in the Bill for these magistrates who are not legally
qualified to take their place in the new Children's Court. We believe there should be a
grandfather clause to allow these magistrates to take their place in this court. In most
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cases, they have done their job in a proper and fitting manner. There is no reason why they
should not be able to take their place in the court after the experience they have gained over
many years and the quality of service they have rendered in the Children's Court.
Dr LAWRENCE; Obviously it would have been unconscionable simply to throw those
people out after years of service. I refer the member to clause 53(5) which states -

Every person who holds office as a special magistrate pursuant to section 19 of the
Child Welfare Act 1947 immediately before the repeal of that section has effect shall
on the commencement of Part 2 be deemed to have been appointed a magistrate of the
Court under section 10 of this Act, whether or niot the person is otherwise eligible for
such an appointment under that section.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses IlIlo I8 put and passed.
Clause 19. Criminal jurisdiction as regards children -

Mr BRADSH-AW: In reply to the second reading debate, the Minister indicated that
indictable offences would be dealt with by a judge and not by a magistrate. However, we
believe that clause 19(1) combined with clause 22 will allow the president to delegate power
to a magistrate to deal with the full range of indictable offences, including wilful murder.
The legislation should be tightened to ensure that the president cannot delegate to the
magistrates power to deal with serious offences.
Dr LAWRENCE: I guess that it is a matter of interpretation. I draw the attention of the
member to clause 22(l) which I believe gives a clear indication of priorities, and which
states -

Where under this Act the Court has jurisdiction to hear and determine a complaint of
an offence the president may, by notice in writing given to a magistrate, direct and
empower the magistrate to hear and determine the complaint under this section.

This should be read in conjunction with section (4), which states -

This section does not apply in respect of an offence of a kind that can be determined
only by the Supreme Court where the person charged with the offence is not a child.

Mr CASH: I will refer to a matter raised by the Minister during her second reading response
which applies clearly to the criminal jurisdiction with regard to children; that is, the number
of times juvenile offenders appear or reappear before the court. The Minister made the point
that it should not be assumed that all children who appear in court go on to become adult
criminals. That is something with which I obviously agree as the statistics speak for
themselves. Given the current number of appearances before the Children's Court, it is more
than well that they do not go on to become adult criminals.
For the informauioni of the Committee I have some statistics from the Department for
Community Services which show that in 1986-87, which I will use as the last year, of the
11 982 offenders appearing before the Children's Court or panels, 7 056 appeared for a first
time - about half the total number; 2 171 appeared for a second time, about 20 per cent of the
total; and 1 082 appeared for the third time. It is interesting to note that in some cases young
offenders had appeared on more than 20 occasions - and I am talking here about appearing
before both the panel and the court. During 1986-87, there were 134 separate cases involving
children who had appeared more than 20 times previously before the court or the children's
panel. That statistic alone indicates that there are those in the community who never seem to
learn.
It would be quite wrong for this Parliament, or for the community generally, to continue to
make excuses for these types of people. One can only lead a horse to water, one cannot make
it drink. In the case of those offenders who have been before the Children's Court on more
than 20 occasions in their lifetime it is absolutely regrettable, and a distressing situation, and
reminds me of the 15 year old girl of whom I spoke who did nor appear to have the greatest
future. It underlines the situation that it would be quite wrong for us to believe that people
will appear before the court or panel once, will be saved, and will never come hack again,
because that is not the situation.
For the information of members, during 1986-87 there were, in fact, 18 956 offenders
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brought before the Children's Court and panel in the metropolitan area and 9 569 in country
areas, in total 28 525. 1 make the point that the Police Force generally will be interested in
the passage of this Bill and any amendments that might be moved to it before this Committee,
because in my role as Opposition spokesman on police matters as I move round the State
police officers have said to me on many occasions that they are sick and tired of arresting
children, taking them before the court and finding that the court imposes an inadequate
sentence resulting in the children being found back on the street in a very short time.
The Minister has expressed the hope and desire that this Bill will go a long way towards
solving some of the problems we all recognise in the juvenile crime area. I for one will be
interested in monitoring the situation. I think this will be a changing situation and that there
will be transitional periods and a need to recognise that amendments may be necessary in the
near future. We, as an Opposition, and the Minister in her capacity representing the
Government, should not be afraid to come before the Parliament saying that, as much as we
tried, a particular section had failed to do what it was believed it would do, that that is
accepted and had been done in good faith. There may be a need to tighten certain areas and,
equally, if something proves difficult to manage there may be a need to make some things
more flexible.
I hope, and am sure that the Minister will bring those matters before the House. For the
infonmation of members I seek leave to table three documents containing what I think are
some interesting and pertinent statistics in respect of the level of offenders who appeared
before both the Children's Court and panels in recent years. They were prepared by the
Department for Community Services.
[The material in appendix A was incorporated by leave of the House.)

[See p No 5779.1
Dr LAWRENCE: Obviously [ hope that any responsible Minister examining the workings of
some legislation would be prepared, upon review and after a Bill has been in operation for an
appropriate time. to make necessary adjustments by bringing that Bill back to this Parliament,
if that proves to be necessary. I see no reason why the Government or respoiisible Minister
would be so intransigent as to not attempt to modify a system. Review and monitoring is an
important part of the process in the early stages of operation of a new piece of legislation, as
is ensuring appropriate resources are available, so any difficulties are a function of the
legislation and are not caused through inadequate resources. I recognise that there are many
children who offend frequently. I would not want my remarks misconstrued as meaning that
children need to be reprimanded in a modest way and will go away and live happily ever
after. We know that that is not true and that there are some children who can only be
described as bad. We wish they were not, but they are.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 20it) 22 put and passed.
Clause 23: Court may require attendance of parent or guardian -

Mr BRADSH-AW: This is an area of major consequence and it is good to see that it has been
tightened. The wording is changed from "may require" to "shall require" a parent or guardian
to give reason why they are not present at a court hearing. That is a subtle difference. It does
not go as far as I would like it to go. It is important that parents or guardians attend at court
so that they know that their children are doing wrong and are before the court. Too often one
hears stories of juveniles being in court and the parents not knowing about it. It is imperative
that where possible parents are made to attend court so that the responsibility is put back onto
that parent or guardian of knowing what their children are doing and where they are going
instead of having an attitude that they could not care less. This has been improved by
changring that wording from "may" to "shall", but that does not cover the matter as adequately
as I would like it to.
There are too many people who do not know that their children are appearing in court. This
is a difficult area because there are parents who could not care less about their children and,
as the member for Mt Lawley said earlier, one child to whom he spoke had not seen her
parents for three years and it would obviously be difficult to get those parents into court.
Perhaps in such circumstances they should have been dragged before the court and asked
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why they had neglected that child for the previous three years. Although it has been
tightened a little I would like to have seen it tightened more to make sure more pressure is put
on parents and guardians to attend when their children are before the court.

Dr LAWRENCE: The present clause reflects the input from the National Party, which
indicated a desire to strengthen it. We feel the present clause will enable that parental
responsibility to be exercised.

I might say in parenthesis, many of those parents, like the one the young woman feared might
bash her, are most unhelpful in these proceedings. If sexual or physical abuse has been a
contributing factor, further counselling may be necessary, but the possibility of reconciliation
is often remote. It would be helpful to have parents there on every possible occasion, so we
accept the present position.

Mr CASH: I accept that this clause has been tightened up since the legislation was
previously in the Legislative Council, but I join with the member for Murray-Wellington in
saying that I do not believe it is yet tight enough. The court is required to inquire into the
reason if no parent or guardian is present, but unless the court believes there is a valid reason
to excuse attendance, or if it is not reasonable to delay attendance by a parent or guardian, the
court shall, by order served on the parent, require him to attend.

This is a lot better than it was before, but it is certainly not in an acceptable form for many
people in the commnunity, and in particular the Juvenile Justice Association. The Minister
would no doubt be aware of Deanne Koppmnan, the President of the Juvenile Justice
Association, who has made representations to the Governmnent on this matter and many others
in the Juvenile crime area. She has worked exceedingly hard trying to offer constructive
solutions to problems faced by young people, and some of the problems which cause them to
end up before the court system. She has made the point to me on a number of occasions that
she believes that parents should be required to attend, and if they do not, the court should
inquire why they have not. We should not do it the other way around, as we are doing under
the present clause. The present clause says that if parents dto not turn up we will ask why,
rather than first requiring themn to attend and hearing representations only from people who
could not turn up. Our priorities are around the wrung way at the moment, and that is the
reason why Deanne Koppman made the commu-ents she did when this Bill was in the other
place. She was very critical of the way the Government was handling the situation. It was
suggested at that stage that we were only nibbling at the problem; we were not prepared to
take a decent hire and get on with the job. While [ acknowledge there have been some minor
changes, it is my view a greater obligation should be placed on parents and guardians. We
should deal with the 10, 15 or 20 per cent of parents who cannot attend for one reason or
another rather than almost encourage parents to give reasons why they should not be in court.

When I attended the Perth Children's Court some time ago, of the 75 people in the waiting
room, 50 were juveniles waiting to go before the court and 25 were adults. That is a
proportion of two children to one adult. In fact it was less than that because some children
had both a mother and father with them. I know it is difficult, and we have referred to the
case of the 15 year old girl who had not seen her parents for three years. One would be
battling to get them into court. I understand the Minister's commu-ents; in that regard, but I
cannot accept the present wording of this amendment. There are better ways of attacking the
problem, and I support the views of Deanne Koppman.
Dr LAWRENCE: This issue has been canvassed before, and there has been an agreement to
disagree. The clause clearly indicates that parents should be required to attend unless the
court is convinced there is a valid reason for their non attendance, or it will be unduly
delayed. A penalty attaches to that failure to attend. I hope that is one area where, if in
operation it proves to be deficient, there will be an opportunity to return the provision to the
House and amend it accordingly. For the moment, rather than require a sick person to tru p
and report his illness and the fact that he needs to go back to bed, we should do it the other
way around. We should give this provision a chance to work.
Mr TRENORDEN: I agree with the position put forward by the member who has just left the
Chamber. I can conceive a situation where a child steals a car and is caught in Kalgoorlie.
His parents are in Perth and they must attend court the next morning. The basic premise is
that we want parents or guardians in the court.
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1 know the Minister will say that that is the intention, but it was in the old Act and it did not
happen. The old Act said parents could be requested to attend, and I am not denying the
intention. We will be watching the position very carefully. I have been approached by
several magistrates who asked for this provision to be included. All things are reasonable,
and we expect a parent or guardian to be in attendance. Obviously there will be occasions
when parents cannot attend, but we will be watching with some interest to see what happens.
Clause put and passed.

Clause 24: Court may refrain from imposing punishment -

Mr BRADSHAW: The Bill was very weak in this area previously, and it has now been
tightened up. We cannot tolerate an open ended situation where juveniles can appear before
the court for ever and a day and not expect some punishment in the end. I mentioned the case
of a juvenile who had appeared before the court several times but he had not received any
sentence or help whatsoever. I gather this happens on numerous occasions. We can expect
some juveniles to have one or two indiscretions, but once they reach the stage of habitually
offending, or committing antisocial behaviour, something must be done to make them realise
the court is dinkum about these offences. These juveniles must be put in their places in one
way or another.

I am pleased that paragraph (3) has been tightened up to provide that a juvenile may commit
only fthee offences before some punitive action must be enforced. I support that provision.
[Leave granted for speech to be continued at a later stage of the sitting.J

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again at a later stage of the sitting, on motion by
Dr Lawrence (Minister for Education).

(Continued on p 5745.1
PERSONAL EXPLANATION - R & I BANK

Western Collieries Ltd - Short Ter m Finance Request

MIR GRILL (Esperance-Dundas - Minister for Agriculture) [5.30 pm] - by leave:
Yesterday during question time I was asked the following question by the Leader of the
Opposition -

Did the Minister approach the R & I Bank in October with a request that the bank
provide short term finance to Western Collieries?

I answered "definitely no" to the question. My response was correct and I stand by it
absolutely. However, I am concerned about the way in which it was reported in the media.
These reports indicate that I have denied contacting the R & I Bank at all. That is not correct.
I was not asked whether I had contacted the bank during October to discuss the situation
facing Rothwells. The answer to this question is "Yes". The facts are these: It is well known
that, as a result of the State Government's exposure to Rothwells, I was involved in
discussions about the difficulties Rd5thwells was facing. This was during the period the
Government was having the position of Rothwells assessed by independent legal and
financial advisers. On 27 October, I spoke to senior officials of the Rt & I Bank and
explained the position as I understood it to them. I indicated that the position of Rothwells
was being assessed by independent advisers for the Government. We were aware that
Rothwells was having urgent liquidity problems and I inquired whether the Rt & I Bank could
give any further accommodation to Rothwells. The bank indicated to me that it was reluctant
to lend further funds to Rothwells. It is quite incorrect, as the Leader of the Opposition's
question suggests, to say that I was asking the ft & I Bank to provide short tenm financial
assistance to Western Collieries. Western Collieries was not discussed by me or alluded to in
any way either by me or by the bank. It has to be remembered that these discussions took
place at a time when we were waiting for advice on the Rothwells situation and our sole
concern was protecting the Government's and the creditors' interests.

Given the way in which the Opposition is trying to use this issue, it is not surprising there is
considerable confusion surrounding this issue. For instance, the Leader of the Opposition
said in a statement he made yesterday that this matter took place on the evening of 20
October. My contact with the R & I Bank was a week later.
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I have made this personal explanation not to correct the answer I gave yesterday, but to
correct the unfortunate reporting of it.

[Questions taken.J

CHILDREN'S COURT OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA BILL (No. 2)

Message - Appropriations

Message from the Lieutenant Governor received and read recommending appropriations for
the purposes of the Bill.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.JS pm
Committee

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Deputy Chairman of Commuittees (Dr
Gallop) in the Chair; Dr Lawrence (Minister for Education) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 24: Court may refrain rrom imposing punishment -

Progress was reported after the clause had been pantly considered.

Mr BRADSHAW: As I was saying before question time this afternoon, we certainly support
the system in which juveniles appearing before the court can have offended up to three times
before they have to be detained and the offence registered. Previously no limitation was in
place on the number of offences. The Opposition believes that the amendment in another
place was a good one.

Dr LAWRENCE: I understand that the Minister responsible for this portfolio has agreed
with the amendment. I might add that we have had advice to say it may be very difficult to
interpret; nevertheless, we are going to leave it as it is written. I might point out that research
does not necessarily bear out the claims made in another place as an analysis of all the youths
who appeared in 1987-88 with - regrettably - more than five previous appearances showed
that they had received on average 1.3 dismissals. In a follow up exercise, all sentences
handed out in the second week of August this year were analysed and of the 241 children
who appeared, 39 were dismissed under section 26 of the Act, and only three had previously
been dismissed under this section. So, it is a matter of concern, but the extent of it is a matter
of debate.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 25: Court may order compensation or restitution -

Mr BRADSHAW: This is another area that the Opposition believes is very important. The
court should be making compensation and restitution awards when dealing with juvenile-
offenders because it is all well and good to say that it might cause hardship or whatever. but
unless restitution and compensation is ordered wherever possible the situation will get worse.
I can appreciate that in some cases this might cause extreme hardship for families, but unless
there is some imposition on those people, they thumb their noses at the system and the
children go off and offend again. Certainly, if the parents are put under the hammer and have
to provide the restitution and compensation they may be harder on their children and make
sure they know where they are and become more responsible. Similarly, it might make the
children more responsible if they have to come up with the compensation and restitution.
Juveniles have rights, but with those rights goes a responsibility. It is important that
wherever possible the courts order compensation and restitution, It is not sufficient to say,
"Oh weUl, you have been bad, you had better not do that again", and then they go away. For
too long now the courts appear to have been too lenient and we certainly believe it is time for
tightening up and making people much more responsible for their irresponsible actions in the
past.

Mr CASH: The question of restitution for damage that may be caused by a juvenile has
certainly occupied the mind of the community over a long period of time. From the actions
of the courts to date, it is clear that they do not put a lot of value in requiring restitution from
either parents or from the juveniles themselves. That is a matter that still needs to be
addressed. This clause certainly does not require any parent or guardian to make restitution.
It leaves the matter purely at the discretion of the court to impose a restitution order against a
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child. Again I say that the clause does not go far enough.
I would also like the Minister to comment on the action that the court can take if a child
refuses or neglects to make the payments that might be required under a restitution order.
This is a matter on which the Liberal Party and the Government certainly differ. We believe
that a greater obligation should be placed on parents for acts of wilful vandalism caused by
their children. I said earlier that at times that could impose some hardship on some parents,
for example, when an uncontrollable child causes damage to get even with his parent or
guardian. In that particular instance, there would obviously need to be some opportunity for
a court to recognise that situation.

Mr House: How would you do that?

Mr CASH: The court itself would determine that.

Mr Marlborough: Under those circumstances, how would you cope with the situat ion where
an eight year old sets fire to his school and causes $250 000 worth of damage? How would
you see that being put onto the parents?

Mr CASH: The member for Cockburn asks a serious question, which was addressed 12
months ago when the Liberal Party introduced a Bill that proposed greater restitution by
parents or adults. It was then said that we recognised that there would be many occasions
when the damage bill would be so much that it would be quite unreasonable to expect any
parent to have to pay the total cost of that damage. The proposal before the Parliament at the
time certainly cook into account the means of various people. During the debate at that stage,
I said that if a child burnt down a school and caused $500 000 worth of damage it was not
intended that the parents should lose their house or other assets just to pay for that school. It
was proposed that the court determine a reasonable amount of restitution, which the parents
would be obliged to pay. That proposal was not accepted at the time, but it was debated.
There was no intention to send parents broke or send them to jail for the acts of the ir children.

In many cases, restitution can be made. At the time of the previous debate, I made the point
that if my son were to go to the local park on a Saturday afternoon and rip a tap off one of the
shire buildings and it cost $250 to get a plumber to fix it. I would expect the courts to have
regard to my means and perhaps order me to pay the $250. I might not like it, but if that were
the determnination of the court, it would certainly be paid. In other cases, such as those of a
single parent, an unemployed person or someone on a social welfare benefit, I would expect
the court to have regard to the reduced means of such persons and perhaps impose a penalty
of, for example. $20, if anything. It was never intended that there be an obligation for the
court to require a specific amount of money. The amount determined would always have
been at the discretion of the court. I believe that is still the responsible way to look at it. At
the time the Government said that we wanted to jail parents if they were not able to meet the
obligations imposed on them. That was absolute rubbish; it was just an extreme way of
trying to knock out the Bill.

I come back to clause 25 and ask the Minister why parents are not mentioned in the clause?
What action will be available to the court if a juvenile refuses to accept a restitution order
made under this clause?.

Mr TRENORDEN: The magistrates to whom I have spoken have also been in favour of
parents, in some cases, making compensation or restitution. They would like to have some
tool in their arsenal with which they could, in cases in which parents were somehow
responsible for their children's misdeeds, order the parents to pay compensation or make
restitution. I hope what we are saying is not falling on deaf ears because the legislation is
very important. Magistrates want the power in extreme cases to deal with parents who refuse
to take any real responsibility, as they believe the kids will respond to it.

Dr LAW'RENCE: First, the member for Mt Lawley suggests - I also understand it to be the
case from reading the amendment that was put forward by one of his colleagues in the other
place - that restitution or payment of compensation would be obligatory in all cases. If the
member is suggesting that it be at the court's discretion, I point out that is what this provision
allows.

Secondly, the question of parental payment of compensation or restitution is raised in the
accompanying Bill. My understanding is that although it would not provide for the parent to
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pay that money in every case, it would allow the court to exercise its discretion. One of the
reasons the Minister did not agree to the compulsory or mandatory payment of restitution is
that it would place children under harsher circumstances than those under which adults are
placed. The court, in relation to adults, has the discretion to impose such penalties and for
that reason we believe that, if we are to establish some equity between the treatment of
children and that of adults, it would be unreasonable to ask children to suffer more severe
penalties.
Mr Cash: What action can the court take when children fail to make restitution under the
orders?

Dr LAWRENCE: My understanding is that the court can, under certain circumstances, order
that their parents make restitution. I will take further advice on that and when we come to the
second Bill I can clarify it.

Mr Trenorden: Could the Minister also check the situation with respect to parents doing
work orders and that sort of thing? It has been suggested that, when appropriate, parents
should be forced to do some sort of community penance for the misbehaviour of their
children.

Dr LAWRENCE: I need to take a closer look at that aspect and I shall certainly examine it. I
do not want to pre-empt the Minister responsible for this portfolio, but my own view is that it
would be extremely difficult to decide those cases where it was appropriate for a parent to act
in lieu of the child as the guilty party, and where it was not.

Mr Trenorden: Is it possible under the legislation?

Dr LAWRENCE: No, not to make the parent do a community service order;, but under the
provisions of the accompanying Bill restitutional compensation may be required of the
parent. I will check when we debate that Bill. This Bill requires the court to make a decision
about whether the child shall pay. In the past the court has had to rely on the Criminal Court
provisions for restitution, and it has obviously been reluctant to exercise that power. Now it
is clearly included in this Bill.

Clause put and passed-

Clause 26: Detention orders and imprisonment -

Mr TRENORDEN: When I was in the East Perth Court I became concerned about the
detention orders and imprisonment. I watched the procedure in that court whereby the police,
the welfare officer and the magistrate had totally different information before them. It did not
happen just once but on a number of occasions. It was a complete potpourri. I did not know
the lawyer who was acting on behalf of many of the juveniles, but at one stage he sat beside
me and asked how he could defend those people if all the facts were not available. In those
circumstances it was likely that those people would receive harsher penalties than was
necessary.

Another issue raised by the lawyer, and which I observed for myself, was that most of the
consultation with juveniles was done in the passage before they went into the court. I could
understand that occurring if the juvenile had been picked up that day and sent to the East
Perth Court for immediate sentencing. However, many of those juveniles came from remand
centres and it appears that very little, if any, prehearing work is done at those centres. If the
system is to work efficiently, that situation should be examidned because it is a very important
issue in measuring justice.

Dr LAWRENCE: I will certainly pass the member for Avon's comments to the Minister
responsible. Obviously, it is important that whatever work can be done outside the court
should be done. My advice is that all parties to an action in the court have access to the same
data. The fact that they had different information at their disposal may suggest that they were
using sources other than the court data.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 27 to 53 put and passed.

Schedule put and passed.

Title put and passed.
AGS3SI-l
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Report

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Dr Lawrence (Minister for Education), and transmitted to
the Council.

ACTS AMIENDMIENT (CHIILDREN'S COURT) BILL

SecondI Reading

Debate resumed from 21 September.

MR BRADSIIAW (Murray-Wellington) [7.36 pm]: This Bill is consequential to the Bill
we have just finished debating. It will repeal those provisions of the Child Welfare Act
relating to the Children's Court, which will now be dealt with by the Chilren's Court of
Western Australia Bill. It will also ensure that the actions of the Children's Court are more
consistent:. the court will set sentences and the Department for Community Services will
carry out those sentences. rn the past the department had flexibility and used its discretion as
to whether sentences were carried out, varied or whatever. It is important to have that
consistency in currying out the sentences of the court, and this Bill is a step in the right
direction.
The provisions of the Bill also define detention centres and distinguish between those used as
detention centres. as opposed to those in which juveniles are placed for care and protection.
In the past the Deparnment for Community Services has made that distinction quite
successfully, and it will now be included in the legislation. It is no use placing juveniles in
centres for their care and protection if they are to be alongside hardened criminals or others in
custody who have been charged with an offence and sentenced to a period in a detention
centre. It is important to keep these two groups apart.

Under the provisions of the Bill an additional 10 positions will be created for senior social
workers. This is also a step in the right direction. The Government should set up a systemn,
such as that floated by the Opposition, whereby volunteers carry out some work in the
probation system. It is obviously very expensive to employ people to look after juveniles on
probation and, as a result of early retirement provisions, many people in the community are
looking for something to do. Obviously, it is uinpontant to choose the right type of person.
The people chosen to assist in this probation area must be responsible, consistent and able to
give guidance, but they must not be too easy-going with the juveniles with whom they are
dealing. It is important that the Government consider using more volunteers in the probation
service. However, it is a step in the right direction for the Government to appoint more
people to work in the probation field. It has not been as consistent in the past or looked after
this area as well as it should have. That is all I have to say. We support this Bill, and
certainly believe that some parts of it are steps in the right direction.

I)R LAWRENCE (Subiaco, - Minister for Education) j7.40 pml: I thank the Opposition for
its support of this Bill. Many of the issues contained in the Bill were canvassed in various
ways in the previous debate so I do not intend to go over that material again. However, it is
clear that the major provisions of the Bill will supplement the Children's Court Bill, which
we have just passed through this House, and will provide greater clarity for people working
in the system in terms of the separation of care and protection from detention. Additional
social workers, which were mentioned, are being supplemented by a pilot program using
volunteers, which has just got under way. Good suggestions, from wherever they may come,
are obviously taken up. The clear outcome, which we will need to see, is the appropriate
behaviour of those volunteers, and an appropriate service from them.
I would l ike to take this opportunity to briefly mention a matter which the member for Moore
who, unfortunately, is not here, raised in an earlier debate concerning two social workers in
the employment of the Department for Community Services. During the dinner suspension
the opportunity was taken to acquire informration, because I regard it as very damaging to
name those people in relation to a particular case. Since this refers to the question of social
workers acting in order to achieve care and protection applications, it needs to be addressed
briefly.

The member for Moore raised two specific cases where he alleged that departmental officers
had deliberately damaged families by removing, or attempting to remove, children from their
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parents. I am not aware of the instances referred to, although I suspect that in at least one
case there was an allegation of sexual abuse, an area about which I know a little. It is
important to clarify the allegations, particularly as the member for Moore named those
departmental officers. In both cases the decision of the officers was fully supported by the
magistrate in the appropriate Children's Court, and the magistrate made those decisions after
hearing the details of both parties involved. I can only presume that the member for Moore
is, therefore, criticising the magistrate's decision in both cases as well as that of the social
workers. I hope that in future the member for Moore will be more restrained from making
personal and derogatory remarks about the officers concerned.

Mr Lightfoot: Minister, I can assure you, knowing the member for Moore as I do, that he
will not be restrained from speaking out on what he has a firm belief in.

Dr LAWRENCE: I hope the member for Moore will take cognisance of the fact that the
officers' evidence has been appropriately dealt with by the court. H-e has the right to disagree
with the officers but I think he might have mentioned that the magistrate supported the view
of the community welfare services. I do not want to engage in debate. In the interests of
both of those public servants I thought it was important to set the record straight. I would
have done the same for any employee in my own Ministry. It may well be that the member
for Moore will go to his deathbed believing he is correct, but that does not mean the rest of us
have to agree with him.

Question put and passed.

BillI read a second time.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Dr Lawrence (Minister for Education), and passed.

BILLS (31 - RETIJURNEI)

I1. Electricity Amendment Bill

2. Medical Amendment Bill

Bills returned fromn the Council without amendment.

3. Education Amendment Bill

Bill returned from the Council with amendments.

CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL
Committee

Resumed from 22 Novetnber. The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Dr Alexander) in the
Chair; Mr Grill (Minister for Agriculture) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 8: Chapters VI, VII and XI and sections 713 and 730 repealed and section 584
antended -

Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered.
Mr GRILL: I had this matter adjourned yesterday so that I could obtain further instructions
from the Attorney General in respect of a request made to me by the member for Floreat and
the member for Cottesloe to retain within the Criminal Code those sections dealing with
treason. I put that request to the Attorney General and I have to indicate to the member for
Floreat and the Chamber that he does not see any merit in acceding to that request. The
Attorney General states quite simply that the clear situation is that the area of treason has
been taken over in toto by Commonwealth legislation and there is no point at all in retaining
the provisions in relation to treason within the Criminal Code.

Mr MENSAROS: I am obviously sorry that the Attorney General did not give this matter
further consideration because what he told the Minister, and what the Minister has now
conveyed to the Chamber, is exactly the same argument as that used mn another place. My
point was that even though the Commonwealth has entered this sphere there is absolutely no
legal impediment as to why we should repeal it. My question was: Is there any disadvantage
to anyone if it is not repealed? Not repealing only signifies that Western Australia does not
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easily give up its sovereignty. I gave a concrete example of if, heaven forbid, the Governor
were to be assassinated, the matter should not be tried in Western Australia as a murder,
which is what would be done if this amendment were passed. Such a person ought to be tried
for treason in Western Australia.

For all those reasons, and particularly the reason of not giving up sovereignty, I amn sorry that
the situation has not been reconsidered. I assure the House that we will reconsider it when in
Government.

Clause put and a division taken wvilh the following result -

Ayes (24)

Mrs Beggs Dr Gallop Mr Parker Mr Thomas
Mr Bertram Mr Grill Mr Pearce Mr Troy
Mr Bridge Mrs Henderson Mr Read Mrs Watkins
Mr Canf Mr Hodge Mr Ripper Dr Watson
Mr Cunningham Dr Lawrence Mr D.L. Smith M-r Wilson
Mr Donovan Mr Marlborough Mr P.J. Smith Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

Noes ( 14)

Mr Bradshaw My Cowan Mr Mensaros Mr Wiese
Mr Cash Mr Graydert Mr Schell Mr Maslen
Mr Clarko Mr House Mr Trenorden (Teller)
Mr court Mr Macminon Mr Reg Tubby

Pai rs
Ayes Noes

Mr Taylor Mir Watt
Mr Tom Jones Mr Hassell
Mr Evans Mr Ureig
Mr Peter Dowding Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Gordon 1-ill Mr Thompson

Chaise thus passed.
Uauses 9 and 10 put and passed.
Clause 11: Section 58 amended -

Mr MENSAROS: it is quite commendable to upgrade the quality of the offence and increase
the penalties for threatening a witness before Parliament; that is someone who appears either
before the bar of either House, a Commnittee of the House, or a Joint Conunittee of both
Houses of the Parliament. There are, however, many versions of such an offence to which
the present wording of section 58 of the Criminal Code, to which we are taking, would not
apply. Nor could I find any other section which could possibly be used for such a scenario.
Such possibilities are, for instance, to tell the witness how to testify.

There are certain provisions in Standing Orders, particularly in the Legislative Council, as I
understand it, but [ will take a short time to recite section 58 of the Criminal Code because it
will be seen that the type of crimina offence to which it relates is fairly limited. It states -

Any person who -

(t) Threatens to do any injury, or cause any detriment of any kind to
another with intent to prevent or hinder that other person from giving
evidence before either House of Parliament, or before a Cormmittee of
either House, or before a joint Committee of both Houses; or

(2) Threatens, or in any way punishes, damnifies, or injures, or attempts to
punish, damnify, or injure any other person for having given such
evidence, or on account of the evidence which he has given, unless
such evidence was given in bad faith;
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is guilty of a misdemeanour. ..
And so on. That is now amended and refers to a more serious offence.

The wording which refers to the bulk of the provisions in the section would not cover the
situation, for instance, which could often happen. We should not forget that despite the fact
we are engrossed in the dominance of party superiority in Parliament - and, of course,
Governments are elected from majority parties -we are still, according to every law
pertaining to parliamentary elections and parliamentary procedures, elected as individuals to
Parliament. We are members of Parliament in our own right.

Therefore, I would, for instance, not look kindly to any party threat to an individual member
of Parliament that he or she should change his or her views on a question just because the
person belongs to a party. This is not uncommon at all, because as the Leader of the National
Party has reminded me, and as I was about to say, we have seen occasions where persons
have signed blank resignation notes to be used by the party bosses if the member did nor
behave in the way the party thought hie ought to behave. [ take great objection to that.

Hon Mick Gayfer spent some time in the other place elaborating on this matter. I think he
was quite right and this matter should be given some consideration. The Minister defended
the Government, which, according to him, has done everything with the greatest of speed in
amending the criminal law. A time of six or seven years is no time for the gestation this
amending legislation underwent. There ought to be some provision which would cover such
situations. I think it is even more unethical to intimidate someone from the inside than to
apply intimidation from the outside. We should be well aware that, if we cannot set a proper
example to people, how can we expect them to behave in a better way or at a higher standard
of ethics than we behave ourselves.

Somne members might remember the case of Hon Ron Thompson, who was obliged to leave
the Labor Party because he would not vote in a way which contradicted one of his main
convictions which his party (lid not support. I am not advocating that because the discipline
appears to be stronger on the other side of the House. Yesterday the member for Moore
voted against his party, and we respected his decision because that was his view. Although
obviously we belong to a party and therefore we are of the same philosophy, quite often
members have a different view about details, and that is commnonly accepted by our party.
But whichever side we deal with, such occurrences should be taken into consideration, and
that is the only reason why I want to say a few words on this clause.

While I commend the upgrading of the offence from a misdemeanour to a criminal offence
and the increase in the penalty, it should cover a wider field than the very narrow field it
origially covered. If we think about why it covered the narrow field, we come back to the
argument which I so often use, and that is that the Statutes mirror the social history of the
time. When the Criminal Code was drafted, people were much more honest, and an
occurrence like the one I instanced would not have occurred to anyone; it did not happen.
Members of Parliament were honourable people in the real sense and would not permit
themselves to be influenced in any circumstances. That position has now changed,
unfortunately, and changed drastically. It would be for the better if we were able to return to
the old mores. It has often been said That the nimbus of members of Parliament is pretty low.
While that may have a lot to do with the sensationalism of the media, there is no doubt that to
some extent we must blame ourselves. Unless we are prepared not only to talk about it but
also to do something about remedying the situation, we cannot take exception to the low
appreciation the public have of us.

M~r GRILL: I take it that the member for Floreat supports the amendment to this clause. He
refers to creating another offence, or another series of offences in respect of a wider category
of people. I do not want to comment on that now. I understand he wants me to allow that to
be referred to the Attorney General for comment in due course.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 12 put and passed.

Clause 13: Section 60 amended -

Mr MENSAROS: I would like the Minister to reinforce the answer which [ think has already
been given. Section 60 of the Criminal Code provides that any person who, being a member
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of Parliament, asks, receives, obtains or attempts to receive or obtain any property or benefits
of any kind for himself or any other person commits an offence. My question yesterday was
whether we are quite sure that the expression "any other person' includes a legal entity.
According to the Interpretation Act, it should include a legal entity. That is very important.
because it can easily be imagined that a member of Parliament - particularly a Minister of the
Crown, who has more power to do something or refuse to do something - would often not
consider whether something he did was ethical. He might not consider that if he were to ask
or attempt to ask some benefit for his party or for another organisation. In that case, unless
the interpretation is that "any other person" includes this legal entity, he would not be
punishable under this section, because he himself incurred no benefit.

This is not a figment of my imnagination. Political parties all over Australia, particularly the
Labor Party in Western Australia, now not only have party funds, but also have created a
so-called foundation. That foundation is a separate entity with different rules and it is quite
capable of being misused. According to Federal law, every body must declare its
contribution to a political party towards a Federal election. If I contribute to the Curtin
Foundation, it is clearly rnot a political party and I can do that without having to declare it.
The foundation in turn can contribute moneys to the Labor Parry and declare it quite freely.
because what is wrong with the Curtin Foundation giving moneys to the Labor Party? That is
the purpose of its existence. Because of these various Loopholes it is even more important
that this bribery clause should include not only the member himself and any other physical
person, but also any other entity which could benefit from an action or inaction of that
member of Parliament.

Mr GRILL: This matter was raised during the second reading debate yesterday, and I
indicated then that the definition would encompass a political party by virtue of the
Interpretation Act.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 14 to 19 put and passed.

Clause 20: Chapltr X XI repealed -

Mr MENSAROS: Again we are not happy about the relationship between sections 179 and
180 of the Criminal Code. The Attomney General's argument cannot be that the
Commonwealth took over this sphere, because the Commonwealth dlid niot. HeI says that the
Criminal Code has other provisions under which any offence hitherto dealt with under
sections 179 and 180 of the Criminal Code can he used in the future. I take very great
exception to this because it degrades the role of a minister of religion and the religious
service itself. Sections 179 and 180 deal specifically with hindering the religious exercises of
a minister of religion. If they are being deleted and if because of such action a charge is laid
under section 337, as was suggested by the Attorney General, it would inmmediately degrade
this religious exercise because section 338 provides that -

Any person who threatens to do any injury, or cause any detriment, of any kind to
another with intent to prevent or hinder that other person fromn doing any act which he
is lawfully entitled to do, or ..

It then gives the reverse, of compelling him to do something which he would nior lawfully
have to do, and says he commris an offence.

Obviously that can be used for a minister of religion, but again, it was not just by chance that
the Criminal Code when it was originally drafled had two special sections, because section
338 already existed. It was not brought in later with the view of substituting it, because they
thought the exercise of a minister of religion is or should be considered to be quite different
from any other mundane exercise. As I said during the second reading debate, if we accept
this clause we degrade an archbishop to the level of a street sweeper because if a street
sweeper is prevented from doing his job the person who prevents him will be charged under
section 338, and if somebody does some act during a religious service which mighr be
conducted by the Archbishop of Perth - or, for that matter, the Chief Rabbi of Perth - he
would also be charged under that section. There is absolutely no distinction mnade between
the two exercises.

I return to my previous argument; that is, that in its zealous endeavour to do something, the
Goverrnent just wants to change everything for the sake of change. That really proves my
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point, which the Minister rejected, that the Government took too long a tune before it started
to do something after R-on fan Medcalf commissioned the inquiry. Before we change
something we must prove two things: Firstly, that we are doing it to improve the legislation;
and secondly, that not to repeal the other section would have done some harmn. Again, I ask
what harm on earth could be done by leaving sections 179 and 180 in the Criminal Code.
They distinguish the hindrance of someone engaged in a religious exercise from the general
hindrance described in section 338. That is the reason for the Opposition's opposing this
clause. Despite the attempt at sensationalism by the Premier today in bandying around lewd
descriptions and trying to link them with the Liberal Party - again, a very desperate,
ungentlemanly action in which he made great play to the electronic media - it has not been
put on the news. The Premier probahly thought it would be the first item on the news but
obviously the journalists are more mature than he is about this type of thing.

Some time ago, [ brought up certain things which really were an affront to religious feelings
because I had so many representations from people, and that had sonic little publicity.
Members could not imagine how many people wrote to me, of whom I had never heard
before. It proves simply that despite what the Government thinks, many people still1 do think
in a mariner of religion and do have higher ethics. Therefore this amendment is entirely
superfluous. It will only prove in history later on that the Govermt of this time considered
religion had no more importance than any common activity which should not be hindered
unpunished.

Mr GRILL: Clause 20 actually repeals Chapter XXI of the Code concerning the offences
relating to religious worship. These offences are covered by other provisions such as the
general offence in section 338 of the Code and provisions in the Cemeteries Act and the
Police Act.

In respect of the general argument put forward by the member for Floreat. it is highly
inefficient for the laws of this land to be duplicated in a whole range of Statutes. It is far
better for themn to be set out clearly in one place only. The Crown Law Department and the
Attorney General thinkc the most appropriate place for this type of offence is not in thle
Criminal Code; I think that is good advice. I cannot see the point of simply cluttering up our
Criminal Code or our Statutes with provisions which duplicate themselves elsewhere or
which have been comipletely taken over by another jurisdict ion.

Clause putl and passed.

Clauses; 21 to 26 put and passed.
[Quorm fonned.I

Newv clause 27 -

Mr GRILL: I move -

After clause 26 - To insert the following new clause to stand as clause 27 -

Section 282 repealed and a section substituted

27. Section 282 of the Code is repealed and the following section is
substituted -

Punishmetnt of wvilful murder and murder
1282. A person. other than a child or young person under the age of

18 years, who commits the crime -

(a) of wilful murder is liable to a mandatory punishment of -

(I) strict security life imprisotnent; or

(ii) life imprisonment;

(b) of murder is liable to a mandatory punishment of life
imprisonment,

and a child or young person under the age of 18 years who commits
the crime -

(c) of wilful murder is liable to a punishment of -
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(i) strict security life imprisonment; or
(ii) life imprisonment; or

(iii) an order that the child or young person be
detained in strict custody until the Governor's
pleasure is known and, thereafter, in safe
custody in such place or places as the Governor
may, from time to time, direct;

(d) of murder is liable to a punishment of -

(i) life imprisonment;, or

(ii) an order that the child or young person be
detained int strict custody until the Governor's
pleasure is known and, thereafter, in safe
custody in such place or places as the Governor
may, from time to time, direct. "

The proposed amendments to section 282 of the Criminal Code address concerns which have
recently been expressed about lenient sentences imposed on older juveniles who are guilty of
serious criminal offences. Members will recall, for example, the brutality and callousness of
the Meredith and Yorkshire cases.

The Meredith case involved a conviction for manslaughter of a taxi driver in circumstances
which the trial judge described as at the more serious end of the scale. Meredith received a
sentence of two years five months' imprisonment after the judge took account of his seven
months' detention on remand. It is reasonably clear that a longer sentence would have been
imposed if not for the fact that Meredith was 17 years old at the time of the offence and
therefore had the benefit of the sentencing provisions of the Child Welfare Act.
The Yorkshire case involved 33 counts of various sexual assaults, rape and deprivation of
liberty comrnitted when Yorkshire was between the ages of 14 and 16.5 years. The Court of
Criminal Appeal changed a term of 21 years' imprisonment to an indeterminate sentence of
custody at the Governor's pleasure. That means that instead of Yorkshire being ineligible for
parole for at least 12 years, his situation, theoretically at least, allows consideration of release
on parole at any time.

The judgment of the court in either of these cases is not questioned. The Government does,
however, share the widespread community concern that current statutory provisions affecting
the sentencing of juveniles - especially in serious cases where offenders are approaching 18
years of age - are not -sufficiently flexible.
The Attorney General therefore indicated in the Legislative Council on 13 October 1988 that,
with the consent of the Minister for Commuunity Services, he had asked the Crown Prosecutor
to review the effect of the Child Welfare Act on juvenile sentences and to provide an opinion
on the desirability of any amendments beyond those already before the Parliament in the
Children's Court Bills. The amendments to section 282 of the Criminal Code, taken in
conjunction with the repeal of section 25(l) of the Child Welfare Act, are a result of advice
by the Crown Prosecutor and after consultation with the Solicitor General.
Although the youth of an offender is an important mitigating factor, it is not appropriate that
youths approaching adulthood who commnit very serious offences should have that taken into
account in a way which disproportionately reduces the sentence they would have received if
they were an adult. That problem is partly overcome by the repeal of section 25(1) of the
Child Welfare Act, which provides that "The court, in dealing with a child, shall have regard
to the future welfare of the child."
Section 25 is to be repealed by the Acts Amendment (Children's Court) Bill now before
Parliament. The courts will, however, still be able to consider youth as a mitigating
ci~rcumstance, both under the general law and pursuant to clause 24(1) of the Children's Court
Act.

To indicate to the courts the community's concern, the proposed amendments will provide
courts, when sentencing a child or young person under 18 years, with several sentencing
options. For wilful murder, the court will be able to impose strict security life imprisonment,
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life imprisonment, or custody at the Governor's pleasure. For murder the court will be able
to impose life imprisonment, or custody at the Governor's pleasure. Life imprisonment will
not be a mandatory sentence for a child - as it is for an adult. Therefore the court will also be
able to impose imprisonment for a term of years as an alternative to life imprisonment. This
will, in effect, give courts a further option when sentencing juvenile offenders. Presently, for
wilful murder and murder the only sentencing option for young offenders is custody at the
Governor's pleasure.
The Court of Criminal Appeal in Yorkshire v Queen (1988) stressed that the mandatory
penalty for wilful murder was an indeterminate term - that is, custody at the Governor's
pleasure. It then indicated that if that was appropriate for most serious offences, there was no
reason in principle why a young offender should not get an indeterminate term rather than a
fixed term of imprisonment for other serious offences, for example, a series of serious sexual
assaults or manslaughter.
The proposed amendments not only indicate the seriousness of wilful murder and murder
when committed by a young person, but will also remove the basis of the court's reasoning in
Yorkshire and therefore indicate that when sentencing young offenders for other serious
criminal offences it could be appropriate to impose a fixed term of imprisonment.

These amendments together with the repeal of section 25 of the Child Welfare Act should
meet the concerns which have been expressed about the sentences imposed in such cases as
Meredith and Yorkshire. The courts will be able to take into account the welfare of juvenile
offenders, their maturity and circumstances of the offence when imposing punishment.

Although these amendments are being in~serted during the Committee stage, the Government
considers that because of their importance and their connection with the repeal of
section 25(1) the statement I have just made should be considered material, available for
judicial interpretation within the provisions of section 19 of the rinterpretation Act 1984.
1 commend the amendment to the Commu-ittee.

Mr MENSAROS: The Opposition has no quarrel with this amendment. It virtually means
that young people up to the age of 18 years who commuit a crime and subsequently come
under judicial proceedings should have a mandatory sentence for wilful murder, but no
mandatory sentence for anything less than that. I have always supported judicial discretion
because the more the judiciary has, the better it can create case laws. That of course may be
turned against me in the argument we will put in connection with clause 30, but I will explain
the situation when that clause is dealt with.

In any event, in respect of the proposed changes, I wonder why they had to wait until the Bill
reached this stage, after the Attorney General had dealt with it in the Legislative Council. I
wonder why this has happened, because if the advice was so good, so competent and so all
embracing, surely it could have been incorporated in the Bill when it was presented to the
Legislative Council. However, that is only a comment. The Opposition supports this
amendment in the hope it will be used as an experiment and watched very carefully to see
what its result is. That may take a long time, because even with the proliferation of crime at
the present time, fortunately we do not have a murder case every day in this State. This will
then be subject to amendment, if it is felt necessary to do so.

New clause pul and passed.

Clause 27 put and passed.

Clause 28: Section 318 amended -

Mr GRILL: I move -

Page 11, after line 8 - To insert the following paragraph to stand as paragraph (a) -

(a) in subsection (1) -

(i) by deleting "or" after paragraph (e), and
(ii) by deleting the comma after paragraph (f) and

substituting the following -

or

(g) assaults the driver or person operating or in charge of -
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(i) a vehicle travelling on a railway;

(ii) a ferry; or
(iii) a passenger vehicle as defined in paragraph (a)

of the definition of 'passenger vehicle' in
section 5(L) of the Road Traffic Act 197.4."

I do not have any Committee notes provided by the Crown Law Department on this particular
maiter, but it appears clear to me that the Attorney General believes, as I do, that there are
certain assaults which can be committed on drivers and other people in charge of public
transport which should be in a more serious category of assault. This particular provision
pro vides for that, and I commend it to the Chamber.

Mr MENSAROS: It now occurs to me why, when the Opposition introduces a private
member's Bill dealing with the legal sphere, it is not handled by the Minister for Agriculture
but by the Leader of the House. In my memory, that has happened in almost every case of
private members' Bills rejected by the Government. It may well be that the very important
and well thought over reason for that is that the Minister for Agriculture, as a learned lawyer,
should not be compelled to eat his words because the Leader of the House, for the very same
provisions - which were first suggested by the then Deputy Leader of the Opposition and then
by the forner member for Gascoyne and later by the member for Mt Lawley - has argued
vehemently against it by saying that it just could not be done in law.

Unfortunately, I do not have a copy of Hansard to allow me to educate the Minister by
reading out his special arguments on this point. No doubt, just because the suggestion came
from the Opposition, albeit trying to achieve the same effect, and explained in the same way
that the Minister has explained, it has been rejected by the Govermnent. This indicates that
the Government does not consider the merit of things but considers the politics of things. If
Government gurus dto not recommend something, then it is no good. If the Opposition makes
a recommendation, it is absolutely no good. That does not change our mninds. The
Oposition strongly supports the measures. If anything the provisions could have been
harsher because the last two or three hours of debate in this Chamber on the Children's Court
of Western Australia Bdi has shown that indeed the leniency of the law - but partly the
attitude of the courts - brought about a proliferation of juvenile crime, particularly in
connection with motor vehicles.

I was one unfortunate person - but statistically speaking not so special - whose car was stolen,
given a bath in the estuary at Mandurah and became useless. In the process of recovering the
vehicle, the police rang me and told me frightening stories; a television script writer could
have written a couple of serials about themn. I was told, for instance, that in Mandurah the
police know precisely who are the youngsters who commit the crimes but the police very
seldom can prove a case. The penalties, in any event, are so light that it is a ross-up whether
to use the policemen's valuable time to prosecute and lay charges when the chances are slim
that a conviction will be made. The police told me that they knew who had stolen my car but
they asked how could they obtain proof; no fingerprints remained, and that is why the
offenders drove the car into the estuary. I was told that the youngsters on unemployment
benefits have computers on which they record how many cars they steal. Of course that is
not proof, but they compete on the computer to see who steals the most cars. I was also told
that if these people are interested in a football match in Perth, they steal a car; when they
cannot park close enough to Subiaco Oval, they leave it in Townshend Road. They do not
return to the same car, but steal another car and dirive back to Mandurah.
These are real stories about how the police officers in Mandurah deal with these instances of
car theft. The stories were related to me, and I was virtually begged, as a member of
Parliament, to do something about the situation. Subsequently, a private member's Bdi was
introduced which the Government magnanimously rejected. I do not know what is the
explanation. The Government said that the Bill had not been drafted properly - that could
well have happened. The Governiment has a large arsenal of personnel to use and they could
probably do a better job. However, the Government not only straightout rejected the Bill, but
also argued against the principle. Those events will recur.

The Minister for Education who handled the previous Bill debated in this House, again
rejected the ideas which the Opposition has advocated for a long time: That the age at which
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juveniles attain their majority should be reduced. In England the age of majority was reduced
by two years; surely that is a large enough country with enough experience for this State to be
guided by. No; some rusty bureaucrat did not give that advice to the Attorney General. The
Attorney cannot think with his own mind; he only takes advice. That is a pity because the
Attorney is an intelligent man and should use his own mind and not blindly follow the advice
of his department.
As I have said, while accepting the arnendnients I could not help pointing out how
inconsequent is the Government. That begs the question whether the Government wants to
change, or whether amendments are moved just for the exercise or for the good of the people.
Mr GRILL: I can say in response that I do not necessarily believe that it is a defect in a
person's character - if the facts set out by the member for Floreat are correct - that on mature
consideration that person adopts a different position in relation to a particular matter. I would
have thought that was a virtue.
Mr Cash: That is a good way to put it - on mature consideration.
Mr GRILL: Yes, and something for which the Opposition should congratulate the
Government. If we have taken on a piece of legislation which the Opposition initially put up,
let me congratulate the Opposition for finally getting it through.
Mr Cash: The Government has taken on so much of the member for Floreat's legislation, I
amn surprised that he has not been asked to join the Government benches.
Mr GRILL: I was not aware of that.
Amnment put and passed.

Clause, ais aniendted, put and passed.
Clause 29 put atid passed.
(;biase 3(: ~Iliscl,,kntis amndmi~entis rniot ing rttltiirt'nlent Or corr-ooral 1(111-

Mr MENSAROS: The Opposition most vehemently objects to this amendment, together with
suibsequent clauses which aim0 to achieve the same result. I refer to clauses- 32. 50 and the
new clause on the Notice Paper. Clause 30 aimis to repeal various sections, of the Criminal
Code. In order to save tie, with pennission. I will mentiun the subsequent clauses which
repeal provisions in other Statutes, all of which state that no conviction shall be made without
corroborating evidence. The principle referred to has been applied in English law, we can
call this British law now because all countries of British origin, and Great Britain itself, have
used this provision, in England for the last 1 200 years. The British law was respected for
that because it considered human rights, individual liberties, more so than any other law.

I cannot understand the need for this change. The argument was put by the Minister during
his second reading speech that it is not mandatory to convict anyone on uncorroborated
evidence. What would you do, Mr Deputy Chairman, if you were a judge? What would you
do if hitherto the law said everywhere - in the Criminal Code, the Evidence Act, the Justices
Act, and in a number of other Statutes - that uncorroborated evidence cannot be the basis of
Conviction'? Now the legislative ann of Governent repeals that law. What would you do,
Mr Deputy Chairman, if you were a judge'? How would you interpret the law'? It is not
mandatory; but why did Parliament repeal it'? The provisions have been in existence,' for
1 20(0 years, partly as case law; in all English speaking countries it was respected. Suddenly.
the provision is taken away. A judge cannot think anything but that that means he should
apply the law, and not ask for corroborated evidence. A short while ago the member for
Moore referred to the case of a conviction on the uncorrohorated evidence - that rule exists
already in the sexual assault legislation - of an eight or 10 year old girl who claimed sexual
assault agalist the word of her stepfather 25 years after the event. That makes a mockery of
British justice.
Mr Grill: lust a second. We have made it clear in the second reading speech that the
provision in relation to uncorroborated evidence of a minor will remain in place.
Mrt MENSAROS: I was talking about sexual offences legislation which has been in force
since 1984.
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Mr Grill: Yes, but you are also talking about a girl of eight years of age, are you not?
Mr MENSAROS: Yes, but that girl is now 34 years of age. She was giving evidence about
something that happened 25 years previously.

It is obvious that people can be frained. There are unending examples of uncorroborated
evidence being used to convict someone unjustly. As I said in my speech in the second
reading debate, we debase ourselves below the level of the KGB in a country with British
style law. I am thoroughly ashamed of that. If the Minister doggedly adheres to the
amendment, I assure him that as soon as we are elected to Government we will restore these
principles. We will not give Western Australia an undesired entry in the Guinness Book of
Records, because this amendment will make us the only State with a Westminster style
Government which takes away this right from citizens by kicking out a law which is
respected in every country which follows the British tradition of law.

If the Government feels that this amendment is important, it should have respected
Parliament enough to have explained why it has taken this enormous step. Has anyone been
hurt? The Government may say that it will be easier to catch criminals, but I object to this
latest custom of Labor Governments. There is no difference between the ID card legislation
and the tax file number legislation. There is a difference in the consequences and in the
measure of penalties, but the principle is the same. The Government casts out a dragnet, and
inconveniences and humiliates all of the decent and honest people in the commuunity in order
to grab two per cent of crim-inals. The same principle applies to the laws relating to
uncorroborated evidence. This amendment reverses the whole principle of somebody being
innocent until properly proved guilty. Flow can somebody be proved guilty if on some
person's say so a verdict is given? This is not a case of the Goverrnent's being harsh with
criminals. No-one more than members of the Liberal Party advocates harshness for people
who do the wrong thing, in order to protect the community. However, we do not advocate
the kicking out of a legal system which has been in place for more than a millennium and has
served the people well and earned a reputation for British law.

I cannot understand the Attorney General and the Minister for Agriculture, both lawyers,
putting their names to this legislation because some bureaucrat in the Crown Law Department
recommended it. So what? If he recommended something like this to me I would say,
"Remove him." I am curious to hear what the Minister has to say.

Mr GRILL: The member for Floreat rather ironically prophesied his being hoist with his own
petard. On the previous provision he argued very strenuously for judges to have greater
discretion and greater flexibility in interpreting the laws of the land. He actually referred to
greater discretion in creating case law. He is, as he predicted, arguing against that
proposition which he argued in favour of a few moments ago.

The provisions in the Criminal Code in respect of corroboration are both inflexible and
arbitrary and, as such, there is a case on those points for their removal. However, the matter
does not rest there. It is not some Labor Party plot to have them removed and it is not
something that was cooked up by the Labor Party. It is being dune on the recommendations
of a learned lawyer, Mr Mick Murray QC, who recomm-ended removal in his report after
serious consideration and after conferring with the Law Society, with the Banisters Board,
and with other legal couinsel. To suggest it is a Labor Party plot is straining credibility too
far.

What the amendment really does is allow flexibility and a discretion to be exercised by a
judge, not just in respect of a few arbitrary cases, but in a whole range of cases where he
considers that corroboration is necessary, or that a warning in respect of corroboration is
necessary before he Convicts or before a jury convicts. The provisions in relation to
uncorroborated evidence as they relate to the unswomn testimony of a child are retained in the
code, but the other inflexible and arbitrary provisions are removed. I commend the
amendment to the House.

Mr MENSAROS: I said I would explain the seemingly contradictory argument regarding
discretion and I have done that. There is nothing wrong with the present provision. No judge
has complained that it is intolerable and everyone has lived with it, yet suddenly it is to be
removed. Judges must assume that the Government contains reasonably intelligent people
and therefore must ask for the reasons for the change. They wiU. assume that the
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Government would not make a change without having a reason for doing it. What is the
reason for the Government's removal of the restraint not to convict on uncorroborated
evidence? Obviously, judges will believe that they can convict on uncorroborated evidence;
therefore the argument about the judges' discretion is not a valid argument.

The Murray report was an enormously voluminous document which I had the privilege to
have before it was published. It was given to me by the previous Attorney General on a
confidential basis and I never abused that confidence. I believe I have studied it more closely
than the Minister for Agriculture, which is not a criticism of him because this legislation does
not come within his portfolio. More than half of that report was not accepted by the Attorney
General, and more than half of it was not accepted by the former Attorney General. Many
things recomnmended by Michael Murray QC have not been accepted, and many things which
he did not recommend have been accepted. The provisions in relation to criminal
compensation legislation were not accepted by Michael Murray.

I have spoken to at least 20 lawyers about this clause because it is an important clause and I
could not rely only on my own opinion. I have spoken to people from all political
persuasions; to people who are at the Bar, to criminal lawyers, to people at the Legal Aid
Commission, to solicitors in practice, to people from legal associations and to academics, and
without a shadow of doubt all of them condemn this clause. Who is right - Mr Murray, QC,
who recommrended this clause and the Attorney General who accepted it, or the rest of the
lawyers?

I challenge the Minister for Agriculture to give me the name of one lawyer who says that we
should do away with the requirement of corroboration of evidence as a matter of law. I do
not think he could give me one lawyer's name. The lawyers I have spoken to are known to
have a close liaison with the Labor Party and they are probably respected for that. It is not a
matter of party politics. It appears that this clause is a desire on the part of the Labor Party to
do away with tradition. It has been on the Statutes for a long time and for that reason the
Labor Party wants it deleted. Human nature does not change and it has not changed from
time immemorial. To amend the Act in this way is atrocious, and the argument by the
Minister that the courts have the discretion and that Mr Murray, QC, recommended it is not
worth a penny.

Mr GRILL: The removal of these provisions does not mean a judge cannot exercise his
discretion to give a proper warning to a jury or to himself in the appropriate circumstance. In
fact, it gives a wider field for the judge to exercise that discretion and that point is clearly
made in my second reading speech. The Minister's second reading speech notes have a real
place in the interpretation of the law and can be taken into account in respect of judicial
interpretation. My second reading speech states -

Mr Murray therefore recommended deletion of this requirement for corroboration so
as to leave the court with a discretion, having regard to the evidence given, to decide
whether the jury should be given any particular warning in respect of evidence.

This clause gives a much wider discretion to the judiciary than that which currently exists and
it gives it a greater ability to exercise the pursuit of justice. I comnmend the clause to the
Chamber.

In respect of the member for Floreat's challenge to name one lawyer, I concede t 'hat at this
stage I cannot name a particular lawyer because I have not looked into the matter; it is not
within my jurisdiction. I would not like to use the Premier's name in vain, but obviously he
is happy with the legislation.

Clause put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (25)
Dr Alexander Mr Donovan Mr Parker Mrs Watkins
Mrs Beggs Dr Galiop Mr Pearce Dr Watson
MAr Bertram Mr Grill Mr Read Mr Wilson
Mr Bridge Mrs Henderson Mr Ripper Mrs Buchana-n (Teller)
Mr Burkett Mr Hodge Mr D.L. Smith
Mr Carr Dr Lawrence Mr P.1. Smith
Mr Cunningham Mr Marlborough Mr Troy
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Noes 013)

Mr Menlsaros
Mr Schell
MfTReg Tubby
Mr Wiese

Mr Maslen (Teller)

Pai rs
Ayes

?vr Taylor
Mr Tom Jones
Mr Evans
Mr Peter Dowding
Mr Gordon Hill

Noes

Mr Walt
1Mrl-Hassell
Mr Greig
Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Thompson

Clause thus passedi.
Clause 31 put and passed.
Clause 32: Section 703 amended -

Mr MENSAROS: As [ said during the second reading debate, the Opposition considers this
clause to be nothing more than a gimmick. It does nothing more than permit strict security
life imprisonment. The Labor Party was accused, and rightly so, of not responding to the
public outcry concerning the proliferation of crime and of not imposing harsher penalties for
serious crime. This clause does not make any difference. The Royal prerogative can be used
in the same way for strict security life imprisonment and life imprisornent and, therefore, it
does not have very much meaning.
I wonder whether the interpretation of public opinion was correct. I dto not think the public
really wants a young person of 20 years of age who committed a heinous crime to be
sentenced to life imprisonment - hie could spend 50 to 60 years in prison - at a cost to the
taxpayer.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 33 Io 441 put a nd passed.

Clause 41: Section 51) repealed and a section substituted -

Mr MENSAROS: I do not wish to prolong, this debate. The same argument used by the
Opposition when debating clause 30 couid be applied to this clause. The Minister did not
give an inch during the debate on clause 30, and he is of the opinion that it is right to dto away
with the general rule of uncorroborated evidence. I oppose the clause.

Clause put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (23)
Dr Alexandler
Mrs Beggs
Mr Bertram
Mr Carr
Mr Cunningham
Mr Donovan

Mr Bradshaw
Mr Cash
Mr Clarko
Mr Court

Dr Gallop
Mr Grill
Mrs Henderson
Mr Hodge
Dr Lawrence
Mr Marlborough

Mr Cowan
Mr Grayden
Mr Lewis
Mr Lightiboi

Mr Parker
Mr Pearce
Mr Read
Mr Ripper
Mr D.L. Smith
Mr P.J. Smith

Noes ( 14)

Mr MacKinnon
Ntr Me nsaros
Mr Schell
Mvr Reg Tubby

Mr Troy
Mrs Watkins
Dr Watson
Mr Wilson
Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

Mr Wiese
Mr Maslen (Teller)
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Pai rs.
Ayes Noes

MrTaylor Mr Watt
My Tom Jones Mr Hassell
Mr Evans Mr Greig
Mr Peter Dowding Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Gordon Hill Mr Thompson
Mir Bridge Mr Crane

Clause thus passed.
Clauses 42 to 46 put and passed.
Clause 47: Section 34 amended
MirGRILL: I move -

Page 16, lines 10 to 17 - To delete subclause (2) and substitute the following
subclause -

(2) Section 34 of the principal Act is amended in Column I of the Table

(a) by deleting the description in item 2 and substituting the
following description -

"A prisoner undergoing a sentence of strict security life
imprisonment other than -

(a) a sentence mentioned in item I - or

(b) a sentence in respect of which an order
was made under section 40D)(2a)". and

(b) in each of items 5 and 7 by inserting after "282(a)(ii)" the
following -

"or (c)(ii)".

The amendment is a consequential amendment, following on from the amendments we have
already made to section 282 of the Criminal Code.
Mir MENSAROS: I have already related the Opposition's view about the amendment to the
Chamber. We are not excited about it; we think it has no substance. As the Minister said, it
is a consequential amendment. Even so, the same argument applies.
Amendment put and passed.

Clause, as amended, ptit and passed.

Clauses 48 arid 49) put and passed.

New part -

Mr GRILL: I move -

After part 7 - To insert the following new part -

PART 8 - JUSTICES ACT 1902
Justices Act 1902 sect ion 69 amended

51. Section 69 of the Jusriees Act / 902* is amended in subsection (7) by
deleting ", but a person shall not be convicted of the crime upon the
uncorroborated testimony of one witness.'.

[*Reprinted as approved 9 November 1984 and amended by
Acts Nos. 69 of 1984, 1S and 1)9 of 1985, 71 and 81 o;f
1986 and 65 of 1987.1

The new pant 8 in the BUi will amend section 69(7) of the Justices Act. This amendment will
have the same effect as the amendments to clause 30 removing the requirements of
corroboration.

Mr MENSAROS: Again, this amendment entails the same principle of doing away with the
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rule that no conviction can be made on uncorroborated evidence. Therefore, the Opposition
strongly opposes it and will call for a division on it. It is strange that this zealousness of the
Governent did not lead it over a long period to find all the provisions that relate to
uncorroborated evidence. Only at the twenty-fourth hour has it found that the Justices Act
has such a provision. I wonder how many Statutes will sti retain a provision of the same
kind, despite the Murray report and other endeavours to discover such provisions as this one
that has just been found in the Justices Act.

Mr Grill: You are sounding very petty, Andrew.

Mr MENSAROS: I do not know whether that sounds petty.
Mr Grill: You are having a go at the officers of the Crown Law Department, are you?

Mr MENSAROS: If the principle is so important to the Government, it is strange that the
matter has not been given more attention.
Mr Grill: This pettiness does not become you.

Mr MENSAROS: If the principle is not important, hut petty, [ wonder why the Government
pursues it. That is the only answer. The Opposition opposes the provision.

New part puit and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (23)

Dr Alexander Dr Gallop Mr Parker Mr Tray
Mrs Beggs' Mr Gnill Mr Pearce Mrs Watkins
Mr Bertram Mrs Henderson Mr Read Dr Watson
Mr Canf Mr Hodge Mr Ripper Mr Wilson
Mr Cunningham Dr Lawrence Mr D.L. Smith Mrs Buchanan (Teller)
Mr Donovan Mr Marlborough Mr P.1. Smith

Noes (13)

Mr Bradshaw Mr Grayden Mr Mensaros Mr Maslen (Teller)
Mr Cash Mr Lewis Mr Schell
Mr Clarko Mr Lightfoot Mr Reg Tubby
Mr Cowrt Mr MacKinnon Mr Wiese

Pairs

Ayes Noes

Mr Taylor Mr Waitt
Mr Tom Jones Mr H-asseUl
Mr Evans MrGreig
Mr Peter Dowding Mr Fred Tubby
Mr Gordon Hill Mr Thompson
Mr Bridge Mr Crane
Mr Burkett Mr Williams

New part thus passed.

Title -

Mr GRILL: I move -

To delete "and the Acts Amendment (Public Service) Act 1987" and substitute the
following -

the Acts Amendment (Public Service) Act 1987 and the Justices Act 1902
Amendment put and passed.

Title, as amended, put and passed.

Postponed clause 7: Section 19A inserted -

Consideration of the clause was postponed after the following amendment had been moved -

Page 4, after line 6 - To insert the following -
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(a) the interest of the community;

(b) the interest of the victim;

Mr GRILL: I indicated to the member for Floreat yesterday that I would submit his
amendment to clause 7 to the Attorney General for his consideration as to whether the
Government should accede to that amendment. I am sorry to say that the Attorney General is
of the view that: The proposed amendment is unnecessary; that it is not appropriate to amend
the clause in the terms proposed by the member for Floreat; and that considerations of the
sort he raised, that is, the interest of the community and the interest of the victim, are taken
into the general sentencing provisions and principles applied by justices and judges of the
Supreme Court. Consequently, I infon~n the member for Floreat that the Government will not
accept his amendment. I wish I could have been more generous but that is the situation.

Mr MENSAROS: I have already put forward my arguments. The Attorney General's view
is very legalistic, but I would not disagree that many things could be done under the existing
provisions without these two additions. At the same time, I come back to the explanation that
the law should express the majority view of the community. Nothing is more important for
the commu-unity than its own defence and its own interest. Even though it could be interpreted
that the existing provisions allow for any court to take the interest of the community into
consideration, it would not hurt anyone - I am sure that if it could be proved so the contrary
the Minister would have presented such proof - to include the provision that the interest of
the community and the interest of the victim should be taken into consideration when handing
out penalties of imprisonment as opposed to a penalty other than incarceration, such as a fine.
The public want this provision. If 1 were not speaking from a legal point of view, I would say
that I was glad the Government had rejected this amendment because politically it will be
very useful to the Opposition.

Amendment put and a division taken with the fallowing result -

Ayes ( 13)
Mr Bradshaw Mir Grayden Mr Mac innon Mr Maslen (Teller)
Mr Cash Mr Greig Mir Mensaros
My Clarko Mr Lewis Mr Schell
Mr court Mr Light foot Mi Reg Tubby

Noes (23)

Dr Alexander Dr Gallop Mi Parker Nix Troy
Mrs Beggs Mr Grill Mr Pearce Mrs Watkins
Mr Beniram Mrs Henderson Mr Read Dr Watson
Mr Carr Mr Hedge Mr Ripper Mr Wilson
Myr Cunningham Dr Lawrence Mr D.L Smith Mrs Buchanan (Teller)
Mr Donovan Mr Marlborough Mr P.J. Smith

Pairs

Ayes Noes

Mr Watt Mr Taylor
Mr Hassell Mr Tomn Jones'
Mr Fred Tubby Mir Peter Dowding
M1 Thompson Mr Gordon Hil
Mr Cranie Mr Bridge
Mr Williams Ms Burkett

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, with amendments, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

B8t read a third time, on motion by Mir Grill (Minister for Agriculture), and returned to the
Council with amendments.
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IVESPLY (DARI)ANUP) AGREEMENTr AUThOR1miZION AMENDMENT (SILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 15 November.

MR COURT (Nedlands - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [9.22 pmj: The legislation
which we are debating amends the Wesply (Dardanup) Agreement Authorisation Act 1975,
which was amended in 1986. The purpose of this legislation is to ensure that a new project
can be established in this State involving the manufacture of what is known in the industry as
medium density fibreboardi. This involves the company getting the raw material for this
project largely from the pine forests in the northern pant of the metropolitan area in the
Wanneroo area. The company will be taking from those pine forests certain timber which is
the size set out for the use of this project. As I understand it, the good timber, or the sawmill
logs, from those pine plantations will be taken by another company and I believe that
company to be Bunnings. The company involved in the legislation will be taking the other
thinnings, which is timber between three inches and 12 inches, and the Minister may correct
me on that, and where the timber is distorted and not good for use as saw logs, the company
will be raking larger timber.
The Govemnment has a commitment for the timber to be cleared and taken to the edge of the
forest, and from there the company will pick it up with its contractors and take it to its plant
which it will build at its Kewdale site. Currently the company has two operations, one at
Dardanup and one at Kewdale. Both of these operations are making particle board, and the
idea is for the company to (discontinue the Kewdale pan of its operation and to invest in the
new plant and equipment required to make the medium density fibreboard. Over many years
chipboard has become very popular in the building industry, but it (does have limitations as to
what it cart be used for. I round this out the hard way when I built a new kitchen as I went to
great lengths to purchase some old floor boards from David Jones. which was then Foy &
Gibson. They were beautiful Baltic pine. I had the wood treated and] all the nails taken out,
and a carpenter built a new kitchen. Unfortunately, the inside of the cupboards were lined
with chipboard and the guy who installed the dishwasher did not do it properly so it leaked.
and when wet the chipboard expanded to twice the size it was when it went in. The main
limitation with chipboard, particularly in the furniture industry, is that it is not possible to
mould it and it is not of a thick enough consistency to mould with a machine. This new type
of medium density fibreboard has become extremely popular in the budlding industry, and
particularly in the furniture industry, because it can be shaped and a number of applications
have been developed for it.
The plant requires quite a large investment by this company and it is important that we realise
that this company is up against a lot of strong competition in the particle board field from
other manufacturers, both on the eastern coast and in New Zealand. The company believes
that its market has, to a large extent, levelled out, even though it has gone out aggressively to
attract an export market for the project; at times it has done so successfully. It is necessary
for the company to move with the times and it has put the investment into the new project to
make a new product for this State. The company will be competing against some large
suppliers and manufacturers in both the Eastern States and New Zealand, but the company
believes that it will be able to compete, and it will be able to do so in Western Australia. The
company realises that it will be difficult to break into the Eastern States market because of the
domination of the other manufacturers, but it intends to tackle the export market in countries
such as Japan, Taiwan and Korea. That is the sort of example which should be followed by
many other companies in this State. Often it is difficult to break into the Eastern States
market, but, on the other hand, there are huge markets in Asian countries which require this
type of product. These countries cannot supply this product in the large quantities that they
require, so the company is going to rely largely upon the Western Australian market and its
export market for sales of its products.
As far as the supply of timber from the northern pine forests goes, the thinking is that these
forests should be thinned so that less water is used by the trees, bearing in mind that the
plantations are mainly on top of the Onangara mound, which is an important water source for
the Perth metropolitan area. As members are aware, both population and industry are
growing rapidly in the Perth metropolitan area and we must ensure that we are fully aware of
the water supplies that we have and the effect things such as large scale pine forests have on
our limited resources.
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1 would appreciate it if the Minister explained how the process of thinning these forests is
implemented. Does it mean that the forests will be continuously thinned until there are none
left, or is there a plan to reafforest areas as the trees are used for both the saw mill and this
medium density fibreboard application? I realise the maximum quantities of timber to be
supplied and the metreages involved appear in this agreement. If the company does not use
all the timber set aside for it [ am told that it cannot sell that timber to a person who wishes to
manufacture a similar product. The Government can supply timber in excess of the
commitment given, or if a competitor wants to move into the industry it would have to buy
from private plantations. Will the Minister indicate the quantities of timber chat can be taken
out of that pine plantation in the north'? What is the expected life of the forest'? Is there a
plan for reafforestation, or are other usages seen for the land in that area?

Will the Minister explain what the company will be paying for the timber and how that rate
compares with rates charged for timiber by the State Governments of Queensland. New South
Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmania? I would appreciate it if the Minister
explained whether any Government department apart from the Department of Conservation
and Land Management is involved in this operation. In particular, will the WADC have any
involvemnent?

The Minister may recall that some years ago I expressed concern about the fact that in the
annual report of the WADC it showed in one year that it was taking an interest in the
operations of Wesfi Pty Ltd. The next year it showed that that interest - and I forget the exact
details, which I spelt out in this House last year - had increased. When I checked with the
reports of Wesfi Pry Ltd it turned out that the WADC had never had an interest in the
company's operations, That is one of the most misleading sets of records presented over a
three year period that one could see. The WADC claimed that interest and the following year
an increase in that interest, so perhaps the Minister will give an assurance in regard to that
matter.

The Liberal Party supports this agreement Bill. It is good to see that a manufacturing
industry in this State is prepared to make a considerable investment in new plant. This is an
area of expertise chat the company has developed over the years and it is ensuring char by
moving into this new operation It will have a product which the market demands and which
has a wide usage both in this State and in export miarkets.

MklR COWAN (Merredin - Leader of the National Parry) 19.35 pinj: Like the Liberal Par-ty,
the National Party supports this Bill. Rather than repeat the comments made by the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition I have a question which needs answering. I notice that this plant Is
expected to produce in excess of 90 000 cubic metres of medium density fibreboard. One
would assume that if that is the expected toninage it will be reached eventually by the
company. If it is, I expect that there will be a demand for further timber supplies. The
thinnings from the Gnangaxa pine forest will not provide that timber ad infinitum and [ think
in clause 4 there is reference to guaranteeing the supply of timber to the company for the
production of this new product.

[ would like to know what planning has been conducted outside of that done by the Water
Authority of Western Australia, whose property I understand that pine forest is. I do not
know whether it is maaaged by the conservation section of CALM, but I presume it is. What
negotiations have been negotiated with CALM, or for that matter with private foresters, to
guarantee the supply of that quantity of timber 10 maintain production of this product? In her
second reading speech the Minister made clear that this would be in addition to the
production of the standard particle board at Dardanup, so quite clearly there is an increase in
timber usage envisaged. It may be that that will be satisfied by chinning the Onangara pine
forest, but once that has been completed - and it will not last forever - quite clearly there will
be a substantial demand for timber to feed this new plant for quite some time.

As I have said, certain clauses in the Bill make very clear the fact that the State Is in some
way or other obliged to supply thle timber to mneet that additional demnand. It would be
appropriate for the Minister to indicate what planning has been undertaken by the
Conservation Department of CALM, the Water Authority of Western Australia, or whomlever
to assure that the demand created by this plant can, in fact, be met. With this one request for
an explanation, the National Party supports the Bill.

MR PARKER (Fremantle - Minister for Economic Development and Trade) [9.38 pml: I
thank both the Liberal Party and the National Party for their support of this measure. I will
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deal with the specific queries raised by members opposite, and first the question put by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition about the size of timber being taken. It may be that the
timber is of a size between three inches and 12 inches, but it is not specified that it should be.
The arrangements are that the timber to be taken is timber not suitable for sawmilling. This
includes both the thinnings and, as the Deputy Leader of the Opposition pointed out, timber
which for one reason or another other than its size - perhaps because of distortion - is
regarded as not being suitable for sawrnihing.
Obviously the primary purpose of the Onangara forest was to provide timber for the
sawmilling industry at the level of a certain number of trees that also had a beneficial
environmental impact in terms of the Onangara mound. The problem has been that the trees
have grown so rapidly the forest is taking far more water from the Gnangara mound than it
should, thus creating problems for the Water Authority of Western Australia in being able to
allow other people such as market gardeners to take water from that mound. The idea is that
the thinnings will ensure the same level of ability to take timber for the sawmilling industry
as had previously been envisaged, but the smaller thinnings, as the name implies, and the
distorted timber - in other words any unsawmillable timber - will be taken for this project.

As I understand it, the process is one whereby there will be continuing reafforestation of the
Onangara forest, as there has been for some considerable time, and in due course that will
produce more millable timber and more timber for thinning as well. One of the advantages of
the timber industry is that, if properly managed, it is a renewable resource, and one which can
be available ad infinitum. That is my understanding of how it is proposed to manage this
resource for a long period of time.
Insofar as the supply of timber to this industry is concerned, firstly the amounts that the
company needs to take are far less than the amounts actually available. I understand about
120 000 cubic metres of timber are available in this area from thinnings alone, and the
company will be taking only between 45 000 and 60 000 cubic metres. Taking up the point
made by the Leader of the National Party, CALM has other timber in its operations which
can be used, and it is proposed to take timber from anywhere in the northern pine forest,
which is that area from Pinjarra north. I am advised that in terms of the total requirements of
this plant, within known CALM resources, plentiful supplies are available at Onangara for
the foreseeable future, and if for some reason Onangara does not prove adequate, CALM has
identified plentiful resources it can supply to satisfy the obligations which this Act will
impose on the State.
In fact there is an allocation of timber available at the moment for Wesply relating to the
Dardanup plant, and my understanding is that the whole of that is not being used, therefore
some other timber is also potentially available. CALM has absolute confidence it will be able
to supply the timber required for the life of this project, and by the expiry of that time new
timber will have grown, and it will be able to return to areas which have previously been
used.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition asked whether any other Govemment departments or
agencies were involved in this project besides CALM. The only other agency involved is the
Technology and Industr Development Authority, which is involved in preparing the
agreement Act and negotiating agreements with both CALM and Wesply. It is not involved
in any financial sense; it is simply involved in a traditional role as a Government department
in preparing the agreement Act and in negotiating various aspects of that with the parties. To
the best of my knowledge, certainly with respect to this specific project, WADC has no
involvement. Certainly none has been evident to me in this project. I understand it is a
project Wesply is developing on its own. It has come to my department and dealt with
CALM in order to ensure the availability of timber resources, the pricing of the timber and
the basis upon which the project can proceed.
I am sorry that because I was talking to one of my officers I did not hear the detail of the
question asked by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition about parity pricing. My
understanding is that the product produced from this plant is expected to be capable of
competing not only with a similar product imported to Western Australia from the east coast,
but also internationally and on the east coast by transporting back.
Mr Court: I was not concerned with that pricing but the pricing of the timber they are buying
from the forests.
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Mr PARKER: Does the Deputy Leader of the Opposition mean stumpage rates and so on? I
am sorry, I did not get that information. I shall try to get it before we finish debate on the
Bill. If I cannot, 1 shall be happy to provide it later. I did have informnation on the stumpage
rates from my colleague, the Minister for Environment, in relation to the woodchipping
industry. Members will be aware that the Tasmanian Government, another Government in
whose State woodchipping is a major activity, has substantially increased stumpage rates in
woodchipping to the extent where those rates are substantially higher than those paid by
companies in Western Australia, although our rates have gone up quite a lot over the years.
Mr Blaikie: The Tasmanians went back to a free market situation and said if they wanted the
chips they could pay for them on the open market.

Mr PARKER: My understanding is that there was also a rate revision which resulted in the
rates going from something lie $3 - I am not sure if that is per stump or per cubic metre - to
something like $15 in one hit. That compares with our rate of something like $ 10 and $12.
Mr Blaikie: [ think the Tasmanian rates are better because they take the timber.

M~r PARKER: I cannot answer that point, but before we finish the debate - or if that is
impossible I will try to get it later - I shall obtain some information on the precise rates and
how they compare for this particular industry with similar rates available in other parts of'
Australia. Whatever the comparative rates are, it is important that they are set to reflect the
fact that this is a State resource, albeit a renewable resource, and the cost to the State of the
resource and the ability to renew it. My understanding is that they do that.

I have addressed the planning issue raised by the Leader of the National Party. The Water
Authority has done a lot of work and is very supportive of this project. Indeed. it sees it as
the answer to something it has been urging on CALM for some considerable time. It
appeared that CALM would have to do this work anyway to some degree or othet as a result
of the problems of the forest and the water resource. It will now be able to correct the
environmental problem and at the same time earn an income for the State by the use of this
State owned resource. All in all, this is a very good project. It is one of those few things
which represent a 100 per cent win situation for everyone involved. It will create a new
industry with $50 million worth of investment, and a considerable number of jobs.
To correct something the Deputy Leader of the Opposition said, my understanding is that the
particle board factory at Kewdale has not been operating since, I think, 1982. This will
replace that facility. The work done there is new work.

Mr Blaikie: Before you sit down, one of the matters I want to raise concerns what
encouragement the Governmnent is giving to companies to ensure private plantings of pine,
which will involve considerable quantities from now on.

Mr PARKER: We have guaranteed a certain level of resources to the company, and that
level is sufficient for this plant. If the market grows faster than expected, or if the company
has other aims and aspirations, it will be necessary for the company to take pine from private
resources. There is nothing in this agreement that I am aware of that would force the
company to take pine from private resources with respect to this development because
adequate supplies are being made available. If it wants extra pine, it would need to look to
other resources for it. The Opposition and the Parliament may be aware that the Government
is looking to a major plantation program in conjunction with the private sector and traditional
companies involved in this industry, such as Bunnings, Whittakers and so on, to develop a
greater reliance on pivate plantation based timber, more in the hardwood than the softwood
areas, for a range of resources such as woodchipping and wood pulping. T'hat certainly is the
situation as I understand it. If the member wants any further details I will ask for a briefing to
be forwarded to him.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second timre.

Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Dr Gallop) in the Chair; Mr Parker (Minister for
Economic Development and Trade) in charge of the Bill.
ClIauses I to 7 put and passed.
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Clause 8: Schedule 3 added -

Mr COURT: Perhaps the Minister could explain, if he has been able to find the information.
just what is being paid for the timber. That is quite a relevant pant of the legislation. The
State is selling a timber resource and we want to know how the price compares with that
being paid in other States.

Mr PARKER: I have been able to ascertain some information, and the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition should forgive me if I am not absolutely correct but I am happy to provide the
detail to him later - there is no intention to withhold any information. I understand that at the
moment the stumpage rate being paid for this tinter pursuant to this agreement is $7.95 per
cubic metre. That compares with rates which are being char 4ged in, for example. New South
Wales of somewhere between $10 and $11 per cubic metre. An escalation factor, which is
based on a combination of the Consumer Price Index and a timber index, is applied to this
stutmpage rate and it is expected that over time the rate which has been paid to the industry
for timber in Western Australia will start to move towards the level of that in the Eastern
States, That is the comparative rate at the moment. If the member wants any more detail
about that I would be happy to have officers brief himn on it.

Mr Court: Thank you.

Clause pitt and passed.

Title put and passed.
Report

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Parker (Minister for Economic Development and
Trade), and transmitted to the Council.

S I1 IFP IING AMN ) P IL OTAG E ANI EN 1 IENT 11111LL
Second Reading

Debate resum-ed from 15 September.

MNR CASI I (Mt Lawley) [9.54 pml: The Bill before the House seeks to amend the Shipping
and Pilotage Act. It is a relatively small amendment to that Act and is intended to extend the
powers of harbounmasters so that they have authority beyond the declared limits of gazetted
ports. As members would be aware, at present under the Shipping and Pilotage Act the
harbourmasters have authority only within a gazetted area - that is, the area set out in
section 10 of the Act - and if at present a harbourmaster wishes to control the entry or
departure of vessels into or from the port from outside those areas or generally control the
moving of ships outside the gazetted port area, he does not have sufficient authority to do so.
The provisions of the B Ill will extend that authority and provide him with sufficient authority.
It also is intended to give lawful effect to certain actions that have been done in the past: that
is, in general, the provision of pilots boarding ships outside the gazetted areas. Apparently
there has been some question in law about the real authority to do that and the Bill
retrospectively covers that situation.

The Opposition has no objection to the Bill. We recognise the need for harbourrmasters to
have the authority outside gazetted port areas, particularly north west ports where there are
significant shipping channels which extend weUl beyond the existing gazetted port areas. To
(late the harbourmasters. have not had proper authority to deal with ships or other, smaller
vessels which might be in the shipping channels at any stage. This Bill will clarify the
situation and vest sufficient authority in the harbourmasters to take the necessary action.

We support the Bill and coinmend it to the House.

Xlf( SCHIELL (Mt Marshall) [9.57 pm]: The National Parry joins with the Liberal Party in
supporting this Bill. I cannot understand why this move was not made before. particularly as
it relates to the nonth west ports, bearing in mind the trade we have at stake with the ships
moving into and out of these channels. If one of the large ore carriers that go into the north
west ports did happen to run aground in one of the channels it would be a formidable barrier
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that would block the channel to the movement of other shipping andi would take a great deal
of effort to remove,
I comnmend the Government for clearing up this anomaly, and we support the Bill.
MIR PEARCE (Arniadale - Minister for Transport) [9.58 pml: I thank members for their
support of this Bill. As both members have said, it is a relatively minor matter but important
in our north west, particularly in the port of H-edland. I appreciate the support of the House.

Question put and passed.

Bill1 read a second time.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by My Pearce (Minister for Transport), and transmitted to the
Council.

ACTS ANMENDMENT (EVENTS ON ROADS) HULL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from I I October.
MR CASK (Mt Lawley) [9.59 pm]l: The Bill before the House seeks to amend the Road
Traffic Act 1974 to make it legal to close roads to enable certain activities to take place on
those closed roads. Some of those activities will be street parties, parades. cycle races, foot
races, hill trolley and other vehicle races, and other worthwhile events. Members will be
aware that during the bicentennial celebrations the Government received a number of
requests to close roads and at the time was unsure of its own authority to allow those
closures.
The matter was referred to the Police Department, which was equally concerned as to
whether it had sufficient authority, but in the end it was generally agreed that regulation 307
of the Road Traffic Code would suffice. That was used for the circumnstances, to date. The
Government later appointed a committee comprising members of the Police Department, the
Local Government Association and other Government instrumentalities to look at the
situation generally and make recommendations about appropriate changes if the committee
believed that changes were needed to the legislation to clear up any doubt that may have
existed in the past. The commuittee met on a number of occasions, produced a report and
referred that to the Government; it recommended that changes be made to the Road Traffic
Act, as are provided for in the Bill before the House.
The Opposition is pleased to be able to support this Bil. It is a comnisense approach to the
closure of roads generally and certainly removes any doubt that may have existed before.
The procedure will be that an applicant wishing to have a road closed will make application
to the board within a prescribed time. The board will then refer the application to the local
authority, or local authorities, affected and will invite their comments; it will also refer to the
Commissioner of Main Roads if it is in fact a road under the control of the Commissioner of
Main Roads. If the local authority and the commissioner are satisfied that it would be
reasonable to close that road, they will advise the board and the board, considering all other
matters which it is required to consider, will, if it so determines, issue an order for the closure
of that road. That order will then be transmitted back to the local authority and to the
Commissioner of Main Roads for their information, and the local authority involved will then
be required to put into effect the closure at the specific time.
As I have said, this is a proposal which is supported by the Opposition. We are pleased that
in the future people will1 be able to make application as they see fit for closure of roads for the
various reasons I stated earlier. I guess it is opportune that this Bill is before the House at the
commencement of summer because I am sure that when it is proclaimed it will be used quite
significantly by many commnunity groups and other interested people.
MIR SCHELL (Mt Marshall) [10.02 pm]: The National Party joins with the Liberal Party in
supporting this minor Bill. Since the 150th celebrations in 1979 and the bicentennial
celebrations, Western Australians have come to accept street parties and parades as an
excellent means of celebration.
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Country towns use this form of celebration a lot, particularly in my electorate, where their
have been many street parades, sponing events and so on held in the main streets of towns.
These have proven to be great social events, which bring country people together. Social life
in country towns has taken a bit of a dip in recent years because of falling population and for
other reasons. This type of celebration has given people in the more isolated comnmunities; the
opportunity to socialise when events of community, State or national importance occur,
which they can use for a parry of this nature. It is appropriate and sensible that this Bill is
supported and passed by this House.
MR PEARCE (Armndale - Minister for Transport) [10.04 pm]: I thank members for their
support of this eminently sensible legislation. As members indicated it goes back to
experience during the WAY '79, when many successful street panties were conducted. As
the member for Mt Lawley pointed out, legal doubts arose when requests were made during
the course of the Bicentenary. This piece of legislation is designed to set those doubts to rest.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Pearce (Minister for Transport), and transmitted to the
Council.

NATIONAL CRIME AUTHORITY (STATE PROVISIONS) AMENDMVENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 8 November.

MR CASH (Mt Lawley) [10.05 pm]: This BUi is quite simple inasmuch as it seeks to bring
the State Act into conformity with the existing Commonwealth Act. Members will be aware
that in 1984 the Government introduced the National Crime Authority (State Provisions) Act
to conform with the Commonwealth legislation. At that time the member for Floreat spoke
for nearly an hour on the subject of the National Crime Authority and on his views as to
whether the NCA, as the Federal Government had constituted it, would be a success, given
the functions and role ascribed to it. I recommend that members who want a definitive
statement on the functions and role of the NCA look at that particular speech. There is no
question that it was the result of many weeks of research. I think it is a speech which is
wonthy of consideration by members of this House. I do not wish to suggest that I could
stand in this place and adequately repeat the statements made by the member for Floreat in
1984, but I generally agree with the proposition he put forward then, which was that it would
be questionable whether the NCA would be successful, given the constraints that were to be
placed upon it and, more than that, whether the existing State Police Forces in Australia could
perform the functions and role ascribed to the NCA.
There is no question that when the NCA was discussed at length in the Comnmonwealth scene
in 1983, many people believed that by increasing the powers of State Police Forces by a
certain degree they would be able to cover the areas now covered by the NCA. Many people
argued that they would be able to cover those functions more efficiently and effectively than
the existing organisation. I do not want to belittle the people who work for the NCA because
they obviously have a job to do and I expect they do it to the best of their ability. However, I
question whether the major revelations the Federal Government believed the NCA would
come across, and all the other ilegal activity talked about in 1983-84, have come out. I
wonder whether the Federal Government is prepared to say that the NCA has been the
success it was expected to be in those days. I doubt whether the answer would be in the
affirmative. The Bill before the House seeks to amend section [6 of the principal Act and
remove the right of counsel to attend hearings by right or as a mailer of right, and will now
allow counsel to attend hearings only on the authority of the NCA. It does not attempt to
prevent legal counsel attending hearings when they are representing their clients. It also
gives the authority the right to invite legal counsel to attend hearings at other times at the
discretion of the authority. As I said earlier, this amendment will bring the State legislation
into line with Commonwealth legislation.
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Another provision of this BUi is to amend section 20 of the principal Act by allowing the
issue of a warrant of apprehension where a person has been served a summons to appear
before the National Crime Authority and is believed to be about to abscond or who might
abscond from Australia. The proposal is that the warrnt will1 be executed by a person
whether or not he has the warrant in his possession at the time; that is to say, if someone were
at an airport and about to leave Australia and had previously been served a summons to
appear before the National Crime Authority, it would be possible for an agent of the authority
to apprehend that person at the airport, so long as the agent had been advised by telephone or
other means that a judge of the Federal Court had issued a warrant of apprehension.

The Bill also seeks to repeal section 34 of the principal Act; this section is a sunset clause
placed in the original BUi in 1984-85 which meant that if the provision were not repealed the
Act would cease to operate after 30 June 1989.
As I said earlier, the proposed amendments to the Act are of a technical nature, and intended
to bring the State Act into line with the Federal Act. The Opposition supports the proposal.

MR WIESE (Nari-ogin) [10. 11 pm]: I rise briefly to place on record the National Party's
general agreement with what the BUi endeavours. to achieve. The previous speaker has said
virtually everything that needs to be said on the Bill. Perhaps the only query I would raise
relates to the repeal of the sunset clause. Perhaps the Minister could give us a rundown on
the operations and presumed success of the operations that have taken place under the Act in
relation to the National Crime Authority over the last few years. Obviously the Government
is convinced that no need exists for a sunset clause, nor for this Act to be reviewed at any
stage in the future. As no need existed for a report to the House at the stage when the sunset
clause was inserted, I can understand why we have not been told how effective it has been, or
what has been achieved over the last four or five years. Perhaps the Minister could touch on
that point briefly in reply.

MR PEARCE (Armadale - Leader of the House) [10.13 pm]: I thank members for their
support of this legislation, and the member for Mt Lawley for his comnments on the Bill.
Regarding the queries made by the member for Narrogin, the Governnment's policy is to put
sunset clauses into all legislation that either establishes a body or refers powers to a body, not
on the basis that the body might be finished within the lifetime of the sunset clause but that it
is a reasonable time in which to evaluate the success or otherwise of the delegation or the
establishment of the body concerned. It is an ongoing review process and something set in
place years ago which we follow scrupulously. It has not been suggested that the work of the
National Crime Authority will be completed in that time or that it might be judged
unsuccessful in that time. But circumstances change, and we would not lie to have a
delegation to the National Crime Authority which lasts forever without the capacity for
Parliament automatically to review it. That is the purpose of a sunset clause.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.
Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House), and transmitted to the
Council.

CRIMES (CONFISCATION OF PROFITS) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 18 October.

MR MENSAROS (Floreat) [10.15 pm]: The Bill is superficially appealing when one reads
it the first time. The Bill comes from a simple proposition that people are motivated to crime
by greed; their greed is not deterred by a prison sentence and the like because they are able to
keep the proceeds of their crime. Therefore, if we have a law which takes the proceeds away
from those people they would be less likely to commit crime in the first place. This, of
course, is a fairly fallacious statement. Also, Mr Deputy Speaker, I remind the House that the
very extensive review of Mr Michael Murray QC - which the Minister for Agriculture
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took as a Bible dluring the previous debate - did not recommend anything like the provisions
contained in this Bill. It (lid not recomnmend that, and the Government still saw fit to bring in
the amending legislation.
In many ways, the proceeds of crime are recoverable under existing law. The Bill opens up
areas which have in them the potential for abuse, as the current law covers most areas that the
Minister seeks to address. The fundamental aspect of the Bill is - and the Governiment must
be one of nature's optimists - that the Government believes that if we can make further
disincentives for people, such as taking away the proceeds of crime, they will not commit
crimes mn the first place. Individual rights should also not be infringed upon because one gets
caught up in the criminal process. We would not be prepared to simply accept the word of
the Goverrnent in its argument for a proposition that criminals will be deterred by the fornn
of this Bill.
So far, most of what I have said are not my words; they are the words of the Leader of the
House when he rejected my Bill which I introduced previously. The principle of my Bill was
exactly the same as the Government's Bill now under debate. If members have been listening
they would have heard how farcical are the Government's arguments. if members wish, I
will read those words again.
Mr Clarko: Read it again, make it clear.
Mr MENSALROS: It is in Hanisard. The situation is ridiculous when one submits a Bill, after
lengthy studies and proper consideration, after the same principle has been placed in the
Statute book in regard to drug otffences, to have it rejected by the Leader of the House for the
reasons I have outlined. I am sure that the Minister for Agriculture does not handle private
members' Bills because he would have to eat his own words. In this case, he has only to eat
the words of the Leader of the House, when he supports the Bill under debate. The Leader of
the House, being a smart debater, is handed the job to argue against private members' Bills.

The Government's refusal of my original Bill was to be expected because the Bill was nlot
suggested by Government gumus. At the conclusion of the debate of that B ill a year ago I said
that, in all cases, the Govermnent has announced or undertaken in one way or another that it
would dto the same thing as has been suggested by the Opposition. That is of some
satisfaction to the Opposition and I predicted - this is what I said a year ago - that a
Government proposition similar to this Bill would eventuate because of the example of the
Commonwealth, the existing legislation relating to drug connected offences, and the public
demand generally would make the Government introduce it. Precisely that happened.
How can the Government be so ridiculous that it argues against the principle and then comes
to the same conclusion? It should be incumbent on the Government to state clearly where my
Bill was inferior to this one and why it has rejected it. What was the genuine reason for the
rejection of that Bill? The reason given by the Leader of the House then applies to this Bill
more than it applied to my Bill because he was talking about individual liberties which my
Bill defended and over which this Bill trespasses.
Without any one-upmanship and on quite objective considerations, I unhesitatingly state that
my Bill was a better one. It was not as long or as complicated as this Bill and it dlid not
infringe on individual rights which this Bill does and which is the normal custom now with
this Government reversing the onus of proof and making everyone guilty until he is proven
innocent. There was a caring about innocence in my Bill which is entirely ignored in this Bill
and a caring about victims of crimes which is not mentioned in this Bill. My Bill provided
for an initial holding order and embargo notice which, instead of allowing for the authorities
to move with all force and confiscate assets, would have made it possible, in the case of a
person being only a suspect, for the authorities to hold assets under a holding order. In my
Hill a justice of the peace was able to issue a search warrant. I cannot see why that should be
done by a Supreme Court judge. In my Bill there was no necessity for self incrimination
which this Bill contains, ignoring all of the age old principles of law. My Bill was not an
overreaction to the public outcry about proliferation of crime and this Bill seems to be
precisely that.
The very fact that nothing has been done for the past six years. although the Minister claims
that this legislation has been introduced in commendable and quick time, and because the
Opposition's attempt to remedy the situation was rejected, is an indictment in itself It does
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not justify the overreaction which occurs in the Bill. There are rather draconian provisions
which were rejected by a number of legal practitioners, by the Criminal Law Association and
by others.

I would now like to make some general comments in depth about the Bill, and particularly
about the pants which I think will bear justifiable criticism. There is a very thin line, as
lawyers know, between what is legal and what is illegal and that is something that needs to be
cleaned up in Western Australia. I am referring to the principle of common law that persons
should make only a reasonable charge for services. There have been some flagrant examples
of businesses and companies regarded as reputable by the present Government and, indeed,
businesses and companies which have had close connections with the Government making
extraordinary charges for their services. Some of these come very close to breaching the
common law principle to which I have referred. This is not a criminal activity, but neither is
it a normal business activity. It may be said that when the Government has completed its
program on legislating to confiscate the profits of illegal businesses, it should turn its
attention to other practices which have developed in our conmmity in the last few years and
which border on the scandalous.

Tumning closer to the Bill, the definition of "serious offence" in clause 3 needs serious
consideration, It includes any offence prescribed by regulation as a serious offence. In my
humble knowledge, this is the first time ever in Western Australia that a serious offence is
being created by a future regulation. It is not good enough to have a Statute which we are
presently debating refer to a serious crime, but leave the defining of that serious crime to a
future regulation. That transgresses the principle of no retrospectivity in law and could very
welt conflict with the principle of ignorance of law being no excuse.

The significance of this becomes apparent in clause 3(2). Subclause (2)(b) states that a
person should be considered to have been convicted of a serious offence if the person "has
been charged with and found guilty of the offence but is discharged without conviction"
That clause appears to contradict section 669(t)(a) of the Criminal Code which dteals with
first offenders. That relates to the case of a first offender who pleads guilty, but, because of
the character of the offender or the trivial nature of the offence or for any other extenuating
circumstance, the court dismisses the indictment without a conviction being recorded. AsI
have already mentioned, [ take exception to the Government's making a discretionary power
in relation to a serious crime via a regulation establishing the definition.

The other matters worthy of comment in the B ill appear under clause 3(4) which stares that a
person shall be charged with an offence if a complaint only has been made against him,
whether or not it is followed up by a summons or a warrant. This is fairly draconian and has
been inserted no doubt to cater for persons who have or are about to abscond. It will also
cater for persons who are not absconders. We come back to the principle which is more
frequently used today; that is, to inconvenience and humiliate a large number of people, if not
everyone, in order to catch the few remaining criminals. It is the duty of the police officers
and the law enforcing authorities to catch the criminals and not to inconvenience innocent
people.
Reference should be made to clause 20. The dubious portion is that if a person is about to be
charged for committing a serious offence, bearing in mind that the serious offence in
accordance with the definition section can include any prescribed offence, an officer may
apply to the court for an order in respect of all the property belonging to that person. It is true
that an affidavit is required from the officer concerned stating that the person about to be
charged committed the offence. In the case of an application in respect of all the property of
that person a pecuniary penalty order may be made if the person is convicted.

Of course, there is good reason for having restraining orders in relation to criminals, but it is
definitely stretching the law too far for a restraining order to be obtained in relation to a
person who is about to be charged and in respect to the property belonging to that person.
Again, we reach a situation where the well accepted principle of the law is being reversed:
Everybody is innocent until proved guilty.

Under clause 60 the Crown may be ordered to pay costs in certain cases; for example, where
a person appears to prevent a forfeiture order, or a restraining order, or to have property
excluded from any such order and is successful and the court is satisfied that the person was
not involved in the offence. A number of issues are not covered by clause 60 - for example,
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the case to which I referred earlier concerning a person opposing a production order, or some
other order, or requirement under the Bill.

The costs section should be explained further by the Minister in order that members can
understand what conditions are included.

I refer now to the Criminal Law Association's submission on this Bill. I am sure that what
the association has said about this Bill will be of importance to members. Among other
things the Criminal Law Association states -

I... the Bill dilutes the traditional safeguards in the criminal law to an unjustifiable
extent . .... definition" of a person taken to have been convicted.. in S.3(2)(d) -

It means clause 3(2)(d). To continue -

- amounts to a reversal of the presumption of innocence and is unwarranted.

... legislation should only apply to offences dealt with on indictment as opposed to
simple offences and indictable offences which can be dealt with summarily. It
follows that the . .. Magistrates should not have powers of confiscation, forfeiture and
imposition of pecuniary penalty orders.

In connection with the forfeiture orders the association states that it opposes the reversal of
the onus of proof in clause 1003). It states -

In that sub-section, there is a presumption that property is used in or in connection
with the cotmmission of an offence if there is no evidence given tending to show that
the property was not so used. Accordingly, a convicted person must adduce some
evidence to avoid the effect of the presumption.

Therefore, the onus of proof is reversed. The submission further states -

The situation outlined in S. 1O(3)(b) which presumnably only comnes into operation after
the convicted person adduces evidence tending to show that the property was not used
in, or in connection with, the commission of an offence only then puts the burden onto
the Prosecution to establish on the balance of probability that the property was so
used. In the Association's submission, the burden should always be on the
Prosecution to establish that the property was used in, or in connection with the
commission of the offence.

Further on it states -

The Association considers that a third parry who claims an interest in property in
respecr of which a forfeiture order has been made, should be able ro apply to the
Court for an order as envisaged in S.12(4). However, the Association believes that
the burden should be on the Crown to establish the affirmative of the factors outlined
in S. 1 2(4)(a), (b) and (c).-

The Criminal Law Association also had something to say about the pecuniary penalty orders.
Its submission states -

The Association considers it far too Draconian for any increase in the value of the
(defendant's property after the commission of the offence to be treated as the value of
the benefits.

Further, in S.16(3) it appears that all the Crown must do is establish that there has
been an increase in the value of the defendant's property after the commission of the
offence. Then the burden is on the convicted person to satisfy the Court that the
increase in value was unrelated to the commuission of the offence. The Association
considers the Crown should bear the burden of proving that the increase was related
to the commission of the offence before a pecuniary penalty order can be made.

Further on the association said that it believes that a restraining order should not be made
unless the persons outlined in clause 20 are given notice of the application. It is a relevant
comm-ent because in order to try to catch everyone such action is short-circuited because
notice has not been given and, in some cases, the persons concerned would not be aware that
such an order had been given.

With reference to the monitoring orders the submission from the Criminal Law Association
on this legislation states -
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The Association considers that the monitoring order provisions without doubt amnount
to a serious invasion of the individual's privacy. Of particular concern are the
prerequisites to make an order outlined in S.42(4). No time limit is specified as to
how long after commission of or involvement in an offence or the direct or indirect
benefiting from a serious drug offence a monitoring order can be made. As presently
framed, the spouse of a person convicted of a serious drug offence, say 5 years ago,
who benefited indirectly from the commission of the offence (e.g. by receiving a gift)
can be subject to a monitoring order. This is so notwithstanding the spouse may
never have been involved in or associated with the commrission of an offence. The
Association considers that serious consideration should be given to restricting the
application of monitoring orders to avoid unjustifiable interference with the privacy of
the citizen.

In all objectivity I can say that my private member's Bill was better because it could not have
been subjected to the sorts of criticisms made against this Bill by the Criminal Law
Association. Almost every one of the criticisms I have read out was originally catered for in
the Bill I submitted without ever knowing these points of criticism in advance. These points
were given to mne on mny request after this Bill was introduced in the Parl iament.

The Minister might be able to make some comment on my next point. The Bill refers to
property used in the commission of a crime. What happens if a borrowed, leased, or stolen
car is involved in the con'unission of a crime? Will the car be confiscated from its rightful
owner, from the person from whom it was stolen, from the company from which it was
leased, or fromn the person who leant it to another person who commuitted a crime? I hope that
the Minister can answer this question in his reply,

On pages three and four of the Attorney's second reading speech, he states -

This legislation represents a careful balance between competing interests. On the one
hand, there is a need for law enforcement agencies to be able effectively and
efficiently to freeze and confiscate assets associated with criminal activity. On the
other hand, the rights and interests in such assets of innocent third parties who have
no involvement in criminal activity or knowledge that the assets were derived from or
used in a crime, must be protected.

I could not agree more with the Attorney's statements in that regard, but his statements are at
variance with the provisions of the Bill. As I said previously, the Bill makes serious inroads
on the interests of people who have no connection with the crime. It could well be presumed
that the wife of a criminal who has been convicted did not know of that person's criminal
activities. It is not only in Jekyll and Hyde siruations that such might occur. The wife or
family of a convicted person may have no knowledge of his criminal activities. Nevertheless,
they would have to suffer the confiscation of property which might have been in a joint name,
because the husband engaged in those activities.

The Attorney General says on page 5 of the second reading speech that third parties are to be
notified of applications for forfeiture orders. I ask the Minister where the BUi makes such a
provision. It appears to me that a draftsman in the Crown Law Department drafts the Bill and
then gives it to some other smart fellow who writes the second reading speech, There is no
correlation between the two. I would be very happy if I were wrong in that assumption.

In conclusion, the biggest objection of the Opposition to the Bill which, in itself, is a very
commendable one - contrary to what the Leader of the House said in connection with my
Bill, the principle is something that society needs - is that it should be more clearly defined.
The Bill should use the proper custom in the law and not use a sledgehammer for everything.
It should not reverse the onus of proof, such reversal being a very grave violation of an age
old legal principle. Any country of British origin and English language and laws can be
proud of that principle. Again, the Bill has completely ignored it. Although the Opposition
basically supports the Bill, it has some severe criticisms of it. I hope that even if the Minister
cannot give me all the answers, the Attorney will rake the trouble to respond to the matters I
have raised.

MR IHOUSE~ (Katanning-Roe) tlO.47 pmn]: I indicate that the National Party will also
support the legislation and it is very pleased to do so. I listened with a great deal of interest
to what the member for Floreat had to say with regard to the Bill. I bow to his obvious
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superior knowledge of the law in the issues that he raised with the Minister. I do not have his
knowledge of the law and I cannot go into as much depth with respect to the points made and
issues raised.
This legislation is complementary to Federal legislation. I am quite certain that nobody in the
Chamber would condone criminals benefiting from their activities in a substantial way or in
any way at all. Because of that, the Bill is a step in the right direction. As rime goes by, it
may well be that the Bill will have to be refined. From the points that the member for Floreat
made, it seems to me that that will have to happen. However, this is a step in the right
direction.
The Bill specifically refers to indictable offences. Tire Shorter O.rord Dictionary indicates
that indictable offences are those for which a formal accusation has been made, or, in other
words, a legal charge or process. That would lead me to believe that this would cover all
crimes. If that is the case, I wonder where this process of confiscation of profits will stop.
Mr Grill: There is a separate definition of indictable offence in the Criminal Code - it is an
offence which is triable only by jury. That is roughly the situation.
Mr HOUSE: Am I right in assuming that a person convicted of an offence, other than by a
jury, would not fall under the jurisdiction of this Bill?
Mr Grill: I will read the term in the Code. It states that the term "indictable offence' means
an offence a complaint of which is unless otherwise expressly stated by the Code triable only
by jury. It is all those offences triable by jury and those stated to be indictable offences.
Mr HOUSE: I have already admitted that my knowledge of the law is not good enough to
debate that point. However, I was keen to be assured that this law would not be applied to
trivial offences.
Mr Grill: No.
Mr HOUSE: Also, I wanted to be assured that criminals could not avoid this legislation by
pleading guilty and having their case heard by summary jurisdiction.
Mlr Grill. That is the case.
Mr HOUSE; I am a little concerned about that pant of the BUi which will allow courts to
make restraining orders after a person has been charged. That raises two points: First, the
issue of innocence until proved guilty, and second, the danger in the amount of time that
might elapse between the charge being laid, the hearing, and the conviction by the court. I
understand the reason for that clause in the Bill, but if the period between the charge being
laid and the court hearing is lengthy - sometimes the courts are so overloaded that cases are
delayed for a long time - it could lead to serious inconvenience for a family. In fact, serious
inconvenience could be caused to a person who was eventually found to be innocent. If that
happened, could the person make a claim against the State for the loss of earning capacity or
interruption to his business by that court order? I see nothing in the Bill which would allow
that to happen, but the Crown could possibly become liable.
Mr Grill: I am not aware of any clause that would allow for a claim for loss of profits in that
situation.
Mr HOUSE: I also raise the issue of tax evasion: Will this legislation apply to people found
guilty of tax evasion? There are some very serious laws and penalties in this area. I would
be interested to know whether any profits generated by the income "saved" from tax evasion,
subsequently applied to some profitable business that might be legal, would render that
business l iable to seizure by the State.
My final point relates to telephone tapping: The subject interests me because, although there
has been much talk from time to time about invasion of privacy with regard to telephone
rapping, it seems to be the only way the police can nail offenders in a positive way as it
provides very conclusive evidence in many cases. I understand that the current law gives the
Federal police the right to institute telephone tapping after obtaining a court order from a
magistrate. I would be interested to know why that extension of the law is not applied to this
legislation. This Bill is designed to catch professional criminals rather than minor criminals,
and it will be very hard to catch these people.
With those few words, and in view of the contribution to the debate by the member for
Floreat, the National Parry is pleased to support the Bill.
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MIR GRILL (Esperance-Dundas - Minister for Agriculture) [10,56 pml: I thank both
members who have spoken for their general support of che Bill. The member for Florear
seems to be upset about the fact that he introduced a similar Bill to the House some time ago
which was apparently opposed by the Government. I do not have knowledge of this, but if
that is the case and if it was a legitimate Bill which could have been adopted by this House
and was rejected on the grounds he stated, I am sorry. I do not have the facts and I cannot
indicate whether his statements are true. Certainly, he seems to be rather upset about it and to
have his nose out of joint.

Both Opposition parties support the general principles of the Bill;, they support the general
nature of the Bill, and that is quite proper. The member for Floreat feels that some of the
-niceties of the criminal law should have been applied to the Bill in terms of such things as the
onus of proof and possibly the retrospectivity of the operation of some of the clauses. I
cannot see anywhere in the Bill that the provisions are retrospective - perhaps the member for
Floreat will point them out to me later.

Mr Mensaros: I do not want to take time in the Committee stage. It is implied only when it
says that a serious crimne would be defined by regulation. That is what I meant.

Mr GRILL: I understood what the member said but that does nor necessarily mean it would
be retrospective.
Mr Mensaros: It does niot necessarily mnean it, but it is virtually the same thing because you
would have to keep track of regulations. If it were regulated to be a serious crime, that would
affect a convicted person. although the crime may have been committed before the regulation
was made.

Mr GRILL: I do not think it would apply to any crimes conmmitted before the regulation was
promulgated.-

Mr Mensaros: If that were said, I would be satisfied. But, even then I would not be satisfied
with the fact that you can create a serious crime by regulation. [ cannot see the purpose of it
except that it might be convenient for Crown Law.

M~r GRILL: Dealing with the question of retrospectivity for a momrent, my understanding of
the law is that unless a provision of a Bill is clearly indicated in the Statute to be
retrospective, the courts would apply it on the basis that it was prospective and not
retrospective.

Mr Mensaros: I am glad that the Minister said that, because of the Interpretation Act.

Mr GRILL: The other question raised was that of actually prescribing serious offence-, by
regulation. I cannot point to a situation where that has been done before. That does not
necessarily mean that it is wrong. All I cart say is that this piece of legislation Is a major
weapon - as I said in my second reading speech - against organised crile. The confiscation
of profits of organised crime is a weapon that we have not had, except in relation to drug
offences, in Western Australia in the past. By and large, it is a weapon that we have not had
in Australia previously. Jurists and Royal Commissioners have called for this type of weapon
for a considerable time.

Mr Mensaros: Very true. I will cut that from Hansard, framne it and send it to the Leader of
the House.

Mr GRILL: I know the member for Floreat has his nose out of joint about this, and I can
understand that. This is legislation which will apply across Australia. There is no doubt that
it is very strict legislation, and in many respects harsh legislation, but if members appreciate
the fact that it is directed against organised crime and only applies to serious indictable
offences then I think they can understand and perhaps sympathise with the draconian nature
of the legislation.

The member for Florear has made a number of specific complaints about provisions within
the legislation. I give him an undertaking that I wiUl draw to the attention of the Attorney
General all of those complaints and, hopefully, he will receive a written response about them
in due course. I have answered most of the matters raised by the member for Katanning-Roe
except, I think, the question about tax evasion. As far as I know, most of the offences in
relation to tax evasion are not indictable ones, although some of them might be. Where they
are indictable offences this legislation would apply.
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In relation to including the power to tap telephones in this legislation, I indicate that society
generally in Australia is very careful that the power to rap telephones is carefully
circumscribed and allowed into the hands of as few people as possible. Therefore, that power
is given in one or two Statutes which are closely guarded and closely scrutinised by the
Legislature. Including those types of powers in all legislation would be a dangerous practice,
but there would be circumstances where phone tapping powers would apply in accordance
with phone tapping legislation.
That is a short run down on the Bill in reply especially to the member for Floreat, but I do not
think that he wants me to reply in detail as he has his concerns and complaints on the record
and I have given an undertaking that I will draw them to the attention of the Attorney
General. Hopefully, he will respond.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Grill (Minister for Agriculture), and passed.

STATEMENTS - BY THE SPEAKER
Member fir Mitchell - Division Attendance

THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnett): I point out that the member for Mitchell has been to see me
in respect of a division mentioned in yesterday's journal. He has indicated that he was in fact
present dluring that division even though his name did not appear. I have made inquiries and
satisfied myself that that is correct and have accordingly ordered the appropriate change to be
made to that journal.

House adjourned at 1 1.06 pm
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APPENDIX A

TAB3LE I

Offences brought before Children's Courts and Panels by region during
years ended 30 June; 1983-87, Western Australia (a)

NUMBER OF OFFENCES DROUGHT B3EFORE-

REGION (b) (c) CHILDREN*S COURT CHILDREN'S PANELS

1982/ 1983/ 19841 1985f 1986/ 1982/ 1983/ 1984/ 1985/ 19861
1983 1984 1985 1988 1987 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

metropolitan 13466 14880 15979 16418 18955 4436 4391 4250 3808 3680

Coun try

-Esperance 153 79 153 168 159 13 21 45 52 44
-Bunbury 278 291 418 518 474 181 186 192 205 227
-Other 5915 5025 7783 7691 8936 1244 1387 1571 1301 1216

Total Country 6346 5395 8354 8377 9569 1438 1594 1000 1559 1487

TOTAL 19812 20275 24333 24795 28525 5874 5985 6058 5367 5167

(a) multiple offences committed
individually

by a child are recorded

(b) Relates to the location at which the Court/Panel appearance
was made rather than the location at which the offence
occur red.-

(c) Attachment 1 shows the Metropolitan boundaries as used by the
Department for Community Services

Source; Department for Community Services
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TABLE 2

Offences brought before Children's Court & Panels during years ended 30
June: 1983-87, Western Australia (a)

NUMBER OF OFFENCES BROUGHT BEFORE -

TYPE OF OFFENCE CHILDREN'S COURT- CHILDREN'S PANELS
1982/ 19831 1984/ i~:'1986/ 1982/ 1983/ 1984/ 1985/ 1986/
1993 1984 1985 1986 1987 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

Assault 401 432 522 519 577 20 9 16 3 32
Drugs 383 544 1025 1.042 1139 16 39 78 77 69
Firearms 62 73 105 81 64 32 21 23 21 8
& Explosives
Fraud 429 450 405 496 647 78 102 100 92 114
Good Order 1821 1849 2633 2660 2982 321 302 321 257 260

Homicide 3 5 1 a 3 - - - - -

justice 673 701 1278 1369 1732 50 54 70 58 60
Liquor 438 306 476 466 653 10 13 10 16 32
Property '739 841 1163 1172 1473 274 333 307 319 224

Robbery 21 62 31 37 153 1 - - 3 -

Sexusl 102 257 104 123 106 46 84 79 79 42
Theft 9505 9687 10750 10328 11945 4630 4617 4605 3977 3978

Traffic 5179 5004 5777 6400 6946 362 408 411 450 323

Other 56 64 63 94 105 34 3 38 is 25

TOTAL 19812 20275 24333 24795 28525 5874 5985 6058 5367 5167

(a) multiple oftences committed by a child are recorded
individually

Source: Department for Community Services
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Number of offenders appearing in
during the years ended 30 June:
appearances, Western Australia

Childrer'.a Courts or Panels
1985-87 by total number of

TOTAL NUMBER OF NUMBER OF OFFENDERS APPEARING IN -

APPEARANCES (a) (b)
1984/ 19851 1986/
1985 1986 1987

1 6245 6010 6056
2 2113 2093 2121
3 963 1046 1082
4 560 619 615
5 366 398 450

6-10 782 913 981
11-20 372 428 493

Over 20 75 110 134

TOTAL 11476 11617 1196

(a) Excludes appearances where offenders were remanded
(b) includes appearances in both the reference year and in

previous years eg in the year ended June 30, 1987, 6056
offenders appeared besfore a Court or Panel for the first
time. In the same year 2,171 appeared for a second time -

the first appearance may have been earlier in that year or
in previous years.

Source: Department for Community Services
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QUESTIONS ON \OT ICE

HEALTH - STATUTORY REGISTRATION
Standards - Phfr'siwlzherapisrs Traeii ig

1898. Mvr SCHELL to the M~inister for Health:

(I) Has the Health Department acknowledged that the rationale for introducing
statutory registration for a particular group ensures that certain standards are
met in the interests of the health arni safety of consumers?

(2) During the undergraduate course for physiotherapists, is the depth of training
in diagnostics adequate to qualify the graduate physiotherapist sufficiently so
that she or hie may satisfy the "certain standards" of a primary contact
practitioner?

(3) Are the hours of the undergraduate course for physiotherapy assigned to
differential diagnosis with relation to spine related disorders sufficient to
assure graduates of the capabil icy to differentially diagnose in this area?

(4) What are the hours outlined in die course handbooks for the physiotherapy
undergraduate course?

(5) H-ow does this compare with the course for chiropractic at the Phillip Institute?

(6) In his reply to question [720 of 1988 in which he mentioned p hys iotlierapists
training in '"forced passive movement - manipulat ion", how many course hours
inl actual training are assigned to teaching manipulative techniques during the
undergraduate course for physiotherapists?

(7) In Western Australia, have all registered physiotherapists received fornnal
training in mnipulative techniques so that "certain standards' are met?

(8) Does the qualification of Bachelor of Applied Science (Physiotherapy)
guarantee that all those holding that qualification have in-depthi fomnia]
training in manipulation of the spine'?

(9) Does registration as a physiotherapist by the Western Australia Physiotherapy
Board serve as a guarauitee that a physiotherapist mieets the "certain standards"
required to carry out a broad range of manipulative techniques*?

Nir WILSON replied:
(I) The rationale for introducing statutory registration for a particular group is a

matter for the Government of the day, but in miost cases it may be said that it
is to provide for certain standards of training and competence in the interests
of the health and safety of consumers.

(2)-(9)
Questions (2) to (9) should he directed to the WA Physiotherapy Board, which
is an independent statutory authority.

HEALTH - DIALYSIS MACHINES
Homte Patients - Electricity Cost

1928. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Health:

(I) How many patients have a dialysis machine at home'?

(2) What is the approximate cost for electricity to run these machines per week?
(3) Has the Government looked at subsidising the cost of running the dialysis

machines at home'?
M'vr WILSON replied:

(1) Twenty-five.
(2) $7.
(3) The Department for Community Services currently pays a subsidy of $12 per

week to assist with the cost of electricity and water.
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LAND - RESERVES
No 36997, Wemble 'v Dowsns - Future Dev'elopmnt

1945, Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Lands:

(1) In view of her reply to question 1781 of 1988, will she infonn the House about
future plans regarding the development of Crown land comprising Reserve No
36997 beyond "this stage"'?

(2) Will any future development proposal be communicated, well in advance and
before the final decision is made, with the neighbourhood block owners in
Mantua Crescent, Tuscany Way and Empire Avenue via leaflets or similar
means of communication'?

(3) Will shte or Cabinet decide upon ani inquiry regarding the future development
of thle Reserve No 36997, now that I have asked questions about it, as Cabinet
(lid in connection with the Subiaco railway reserve land'?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:
(I) The land is currently zoned residential. I understand there are proposals for

residential development
(2) Should development proceed, the usual consultations will be undertaken as for

aniy subd iv isiona] dlevel opment.

(3) No.
LAND - RESERVES

No 30997, lWemhle 'v Downs - Sirlint Cit' Council

1946. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Lanids:
Have there been any negotiations conducted with or even notice given to the0
Stirling City Council regarding thle -

(a) sale of part of Crown land being Reserve No 36997 to Mr Brian
Burke: and

(b) tile general future of the whole reserve'?
Mrs HENDERSON replied:

The City of Stirling has given clearance for residential development of this
reserve.

LAND - RESERVES
No 36997, Wemnblev Dow'ns - Burke. Mr Brian

1947. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Lands:
Has Mr Brian Burke, the owner of Lot 167 Emnpire Avenue, anything to do
with the future development of Crown land, being Reserve No 36997, in any
way or shape as developer, builder or purchaser of blocks to be subdivided?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:

Not to my knowledge.
LAND - RESERVES

No 36997. Wemnblev Downs - Sanders, Mr Keith
1948. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Lands:

(1) Is she aware that the owner of Lot 165 Empire Avenue was not given any
infonmation upon his personal and telephone inquiries with the Department of
Land Administration despite his consistent approaches regarding -

(a) the future of Reserve No 36997;
(b) the sale of an eight meter strip of land adjacent to Lot 167: and
(c) the nature of the Reserve No 36997?

(2) Why does secrecy surround this Crown land Reserve No 36997 withini an only
recently self-confessed open Government?
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Mrs HENDERSON replied:

(1) No.

(2) There is no secrecy surrounding the future development of Reserve No 36997.
LAND - RESERVES

No 36997, Wembley Downs - Sanders, Mr Keith, Purchase Application

1949. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Lands:

When will Mr Keith Sanders, the owner of Lot No 165 Empire Avenue, be
given a reply to his application to purchase an eight metre strip of land
adjacent to his block from Reserve No 36997, a request for a similar purchase
which already has been granted to his neighbour Mr Brian Burke?

Mrs HENDERSON replied:

There are a number of actions occurring in connection with Reserve No 36997
which have delayed a response to Mr Sanders' application. However, the
application is being considered with the view of meeting his requirements and
he will be advised of the outcome in due course.

HEALTH -NURSES

Cue Public Hea clthi Sister -Abused by Aborigines
1951. Mr CASH to the Minister for Health:

(1) Was the Cue public health nursing sister threatened and abused by a group of
Aboriginal persons at Cue on Monday evening, 14 November 1988?

(2) If yes, can he advise the circumstances of the case?

(3) Have any arrests been made in respect of the incident?

(4) Did the incident cause the Cue public health nursing sister to leave town for a
period of days and, if so, was a replacement nursing sister sent to the town for
a period of rime?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) No. The relief nurse in charge of Cue Nursing Post was spoken to in an
abusive manner by a Caucasian male on Monday evening, 14 November 1988.

(2) The nurse was off duty. She was disturbed on two occasions - while having
her evening meal and later outside a motel unit. The man requested the nurse
to see a person who had been injured while fighting in Cue during the
afternoon of Monday, 14 November 1988.

(3) This question should be directed to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services.

(4) Yes. The relief nurse was transferred to work at Meekatharra Hospital on
Tuesday, 15 November 1988. A replacement nurse was transferred from
Meekatharra Hospital as acting nurse in charge as of Wednesday, 16
November 1988.

DRAINAGE - DISTRICTS
Busselton Rating. Five Mile Brook - Water Authority

1952. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Water Resources:

(1) Further to his answer to question 1728 of 1988, in which he states that the
Water Authority has never rated the Busselton drainage district for the Five
Mile Brook, is he aware that the Lee report states that the costs of the Five
Mile Brook diversion drain are charged to the Busselton drainage district?

(2) Is he aware that the Water Authority, in its oral submission to the review panel
in 1986, stared that, in its view, the costs of the Five Mile Brook diversion
drain should be excluded from the accounts of the Busselton drainage district?
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(3) Will the Minister explain how the Five Mile Brook diversion drain was/is
funded for -

(a) capital costs; and

(b) operating costs?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1 )-(2)
Yes.

(3) (a) The Five Mile Brook was constructed in 1966 utlising General Loan
Funds.

(b) The operating costs of the Five Mile Brook in the Busseiron drainage
district are funded out of a grant from the Consolidated Revenue
Fund.

HOUSING - HOMESWEST
Motor Vehicles - Leasing

1957. Mr CASH to the Minister for Housing:

(1) Does Homneswest intend to commence leasing its fleet of motor vehicles rather
than continue its current method of vehicle acquisition?

(2) If yes, can she advise the reason for this change in direction and funther advise
the likely savings by way of capital outlay and recurrent costs?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

(1) l-omeswest, through the Tender Board, has recently gone out to tender for its
vehicles on a fully maintained, new residual lease basis, together with a fleet
management facility.

(2) The change of direction is a result of a detailed analysis of l-omeswest's
requirements, and the cost associated with its present fleet operation,
especially in country areas. Tenders are still being evaluated. It is expected,
however, that direct savings will be in the order of $200 000 per annum.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE - ABORIGINES
Case Hearings - Instructions

1962. Mr LIGHTFOOT to the Minister representing the Attorney General:

(1) Can the Attorney General confurm that justices of the peace, or some justices
of the peace, have been instructed not to hear cases involving Australian
Aborigines?

(2) If yes -
(a) who issued the instruction;

(b) why was the instruction issued;

(c) is the instruction to remain in force indefinitely; and

(d) does the instruction indicate a lack of faith in WA justices of the
peace?

(3) Has any other ethnic group been singled out for special or favoured treatment
involving our court system?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1) 1 am advised that no such instruction has been issued.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) No.
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPM%,ENT - PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT
iVoin Recourse Finance - Construction. Stand-bv Faic in

1964. Mr HIASSELL to the Minister for Economic Development and Trade:

(1) Have arrangements for non recourse financing for the petrochemical project
constmucrtion and stand-by facility been completed?

(2) If so, what are the details of that arrangement?

(3) 1If not, what is the progress of the arrangements?

(4) On what basis have unconditional construction contracts been entered into
when finance has not been arranged?

(5) What are the namnes of the companies contracted to undertake construction?

(6) When will work commence?

(7) When is it contracted to be completed?

(8) What is the total value of each contract entered into'?

(9) Has any request for any guarantee by the Governm-ent or any of its agencies -

(a) been mnadle; or

(b) an indicat ion of need for same been given: or

(c) the promnise of same been given or indicated directly or indirectly in
respect of any contract entered into for the petrochemnical project?!

(10) Has the Government or any of its agencies undertaken or indicated that it will
or may undertake to stand behind -

(a) the company contracting for the petrochemical project or any par-t of it:,
or

(b) any contract for the project or any part of it

under any arrangement whatsoever by which the Goverrnment or aniy of its
agencies may incur liability other than as a shareholder of Petrochemica
Industries Co Lid?

Mr PARKER replied:

(I) No.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) Advanced.

(4) WA Government Holdings Ltd has undertaken to procure interim finance for
the project secured hy a registered charge over the whole of the assets and an
undertaking of PICL until project finance is in place, at which time the interim
lons will be discharged.

(5) Re fer to the reply to question 1899

(6) Work commenced on 21 October 1988.

(7) December 1991.
(8) See my personal explanation to the House on 13 October 1988 iii relation to

question 1277.

(9-0l0)
Re fer to the repl y to part (4) of th is quest ion.

CORPORATE AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT - LETTERHEBAD
Changes

1965. Mrt H-ASSELL to the Minister representing the Attorney General:

(1) Is he aware that the Corporate Affairs Department has recently changed its
letterhead from printed black-on-white to gold embossed letterhead'?

(2) What is the reason for the change'?
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(3) Is it correct that the cost of printing the gold leaf version is approximately
twice that of the fornner kind of letterhead used?

Mr GRILL replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) A new logu has been under consideration within the deparnment for sonie two

years as a result of criticism of the previous logo by members of the public
and staff. -he design was suggested by the State Printing Division of the
Department of Services.

(3) Yes. 20 000 letterheads have been printed at a cost of $1 240.

ROTI-WELLS LTD - DIRECTORS' OFFENCES
Companies Code - Prosecution

1966. Mr MENSALROS to the Deputy Premnier:
Has the Government or the Commissioner for Corporate Affairs given
undertakings to L.R. Connell or any other director or fornier director of
Rothwells that he will not be prosecuted for -

(a) any offences arising fromn the Companies Code before the rescue
attempt of Roahwelis; or

(b) any offences arising fromn the Companies Code as securities legislation
subsequent to the rescue attempt of Rorhwells?

Mr PARKER replied:
Neither I nor, to the best of my knowledge, anyone else in Government has
given any such undertaking. I have referred that pant of the question which
refers to the Commissioner for Corporate Affairs to the Attorney Genera] Fo-.r
his advice and direct reply to the miember.

ROTHWELLS LTD - INQUIRIES
Government Rest-aints - Commissioner For Cot porate Afairs

1968. M~r MENSAROS to the Minister representing the Attorney General:
H-as the Government at any timne imposed dirctly or indirectly any restraints
or limnitation on the Commissioner for Corporate Affairs, or any employee of
the commission, limniting, restricting or influencing an inquiry into the affairs
of Rothwells?

My GRILL replied:
No.

EDUCATION - HIGH SCHOOLS
Austr-alind - Stage 2

1971. Mr BR.ADSHAW to the Minister for Education:
(1) What is proposed for stage 2 of the Australind High School?

(2) When wdi stage 2 be started?
(3) Has a request been made by the Government and agreed to by the school

community to defer or reduce pants of stage 2?
(4) H-as a further request now been made to not proceed with the new l ibrary in

stage 2'?
(5) Is she aware of the fact that the community using the Australind High School

believe the Government has gone hack on its word'?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:
(1) Additional facilities including admininist ration, art-craft, business education.

general teaching facilities, hall-gymrnasiumn and ground development including
an oval.

(2) Tenders will1 be called next week.
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(3)-(5)
The project, including all areas requested, was substantially over budget.
Arrangements have been made with the school to reduce the cost by
diminishing the magnitude of the budding. The suggestion from the school
was to delete the library. Arrangements are available within the remaining

areas to provide an adequate library in the current building stage.
HEALTH - HOSPITALS

Mandurab - New Accident and Emergency Centres
1972. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Health:

(1) When will the Mandurah [Hospital and new accident and emergency centres
open?

(2) How many beds will be in use when the hospital opens?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) The Mandurab Hospital and new accident and emergency centres will open on
Wednesday, 14 December J988.

(2) Fifteen beds will be available initially, building to 32 beds as the demand
increases. In addition, it is anticipated that day surgery will comimence in
early February 1989.

WATER RESOURCES - BORES, PR[VATE
Sunk - Metropolitan Area

1974. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Water Resources:

(I) How many private - domestic - bores have been sunk in the metropolitan area
in each of the last three years?

(2) What is the estimated number of private bores that will be suink in the
metropolitan area in the current year and in the next two years?

(3) How many in (1) and (2) are for private homes outside the scheme water area?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) Private - domestic - bores are not required to be registered. Based on surveys

it is estimated that about 2 500 domestic bores have been sunk in the
metropolitan area in each of the last three years.

(2) It is anticipated that the same growth will continue at around 2 500 per year.

(3) It is estimated that less than five per cent of the bores are for private homes
outside the scheme water area-

GAMING COMM1NISSION ACT - LICENSED CLUBS
Permit Fees - Estimated Revenue

1975. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
What is the estimated revenue from permit fees for gaming in licensed clubs
for the first 12 months of operation of the Gaming Commission Act?

Mrs BEGGS replied:

Estimated revenue for 1988-89 is $23 800, made up as follows -

(a) Continuing lotteries $12 000;
(b) gaming functions 10 000;
(c) two-up 1 800.

RACING AND TROT[ING - QUIN INQUIRY
Cost

1976. Mr COWAN to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
What was the cost of the Quin inquiry?
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Mrs BEGGS replied:

$327 627.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

RULINGS - BY THE SPEAKER

Question 1967 - Out of Order

T IlIE S PEA K ER (Mr B arnett): I draw the attention of members to question 1967, which
seeks a legal opinion of the Minister. On that basis t rule that question out of order.

MINISTERS OF TH-E CROWN - TRAVEL AND EXPENSES
Details Tabled - Pre-Election

376. Mr MacKIINNON to the Treasurer:

(I) Will the Treasurer ensure that Cull details of ministerial travel and other
expenses such as entertainment for the period since he became the Treasurer
until now are tabled in this Parliamient or made public prior to the next
elect ion?!

(2) Will the Treasurer also give a commitment following this release that this
detail will then be provided for public inform-ation on a regular basis until that
time?

(3) If not, why not?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(0)-(0)
Not being famdliar with the rules relating to ministerial expenses and travelling
expenses and the practice which I gather from my early inquiries has been in
place for many years in this State, I have asked the Treasury to give mne a note
on what are the formal requirements, how they are complied with and what
action is taken in respect of them. I give an undertaking to the Leader of the
Opposition -

Mr Mac innion: So you are not going to provide them?

Mvr PETER DOWDING: Hang on! I do not even know what are the [onmal rules. I
will give the Leader of the Opposition an undertaking -

Mr Macinnion: Don't you make the rules?

Mr PETER DOWDING: I do not think so.

Mr Macinnon: What do you have to hide?

Mr PETER DOWDING: The matter has been raised in the newspapers in respect of
Queensland. As far as I know the practice in this State has been constant
through a variety of Governments.

Mr Macinnon: Time to change the practice.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Well, it might be time to change the practice, but I want to
know what the practice is before I change it.

Mr Macinnon: Don't you know? You are the Treasurer.

Several members interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I do not know. Apparently it is a bit of a hoot to the
Opposition, but the fact is that r do not know whether there is a Treasury
administrative instruction in respect of this mailer. I have asked -

Mr Macinnon: Why don't you issue one? You are the Treasurer

Mr PETER DOWDING-. Because unlike the Leader of the Opposition, not all
knowledge reposes in my brain.
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Mr Mac innon: Issue it and make it public.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Let me not be distracted. I will just say this: I dto nor know
what Treasury instructions are in place and presumably have been in place
since the Leader of the Opposition and some of his brethren were Ministers.
When I have that advice from Treasury, I will undertake to let the Leader of
the Opposition know that I have it.

MNINSTERS OF THE CROWN - STATE SENATOR
House of Represenratives - Sear Rid

377. Dr WATSON to the Premnier:

Could the Premier advise the House on the possible impact on social reforni
anid Aboriginal affairs in Westerni Australia in the unlikely outcomne that a
Western Australian senator makes at successful bid for a seat in the House of
Representatives'?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

I amn delighited to hear recurrent puhlicity about the prospect of my old friend,
Fred Chwncy. getting endorsement from the Liberal Party because it seems to
me that it provides an opportunity for one area of policy in this State to take a
dramiatic change.
If "Red Fred", as he was known in Liberal Party circles, is allowed, after so
mniuy years. entry into tile lower House of Federal Parliament, perhaps we will
get sonic sanity into a variety of policy areas in the Liberal Party. I do not
accept everything that Fred says, and we have had our political differences
going back to the (lays When We WereC ait law schoolI together, but I must say I
am absolutely appalled at the way the Liberal Party, and in particular that little
clique in the hierarchy of the Liberal Party, has treated loyal anld capable
Liberal Party people like Fred Chancy. I was interested to hear that in the
battles between thle Coll ins Street junta and the Court-Porter dynasty, which is
trying to prevent Fred Chancey from, gaining a seat in the House of
Representatives, it looks as though the Court dynasty is beginning to lose out.
Nothing Was more indicative of the Court dynasty's power anid strength over
the Liberal Party than those very public blues between Sir Charles Court and
Fred Chancy when he was Minister for Aboriginal Affairs.

I note that Fred is quietly confident of winning thle preselection for a lower
House seat for Federal Parliarnent and hie has mnade it clear-, according to thle
media, that it is either a win or quit bid. It would be a shame if thle saine
conservative and retrograde dynasty push could not overcomne the acrimiony of
all those years. Let us not he coy; it still exists. Let us hope that a reasonably
honest Western Australian gets a fair go in the Liberal Party.

R & 1 BANK - WESTERN COLLIERIES LTD
$6 Mfillion Payment - Government Disclosure

378. Mr COURT to the Treasurer:

Members opposite will never get at go in the Liberal Party if that is the rule.

The SPEAKER: Order! I did not give anyone the call. I was about to give it to thle
member for Nedlands, although I was waiting for him to call me instead of
chattering to other people.

Mr COURT: Mr Speaker, the bit about honesty in the Liberal Party got to me. [ just
wanted to make the point that members opposite certainly would not qualify
on that basis. I ask -

(1) Why (lid the Government not explain to the Parliament that in addition
to the controversial $15 million prepayment for the coal dleal
negotiated on 20 October and 21 October it had asked the R & I Banik
to advance a further $6 million to Western Collieries in a special
overnight payment'?
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(2) Would not such a disclosure fit in with the Government's new
accountability package it recently announced?

Mr PETER DOWD[NG replied:

(1)-(2)
The member's question was written before he came into this House and
presumably whoever gave it to him assumed] that he would at least listen if
somebody made a stateiient about the matter.

Mr Macinnon: That statement was not about the $6 mnillion: it was another matter.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Thle Leader of the Opposition must be confusing me
because the Deputy Leader of the Opposition's question was about the
$6 miillion.

Mr Court: Dead right.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The Minister's statement was about thle $6 million.

Mr MacKinnon: No. it was not.

Mr Court; It was about additional funds a week later.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I do not think that is correct. Members opposite can try to
raise all of thle sleaze and innuendo they like, but they have had an answer
about the 'Government's" involvement in the question of an accommodation
of $6 million. That is the answer.

Mr Macinnon: That was on 27 and 28.

Mr PETER DOWD[NG: That is when he said it occurred.

Mr Macinnon: The $6 mill ion was on 21.

Mr PETER DOWDI NG: I do not think that is right. There is no argument between
members on this side of thle House; but there is an argument about it on the
other side of thle House.

I have told the House in a major statement all of the inforniation that I hlave
leaiied about this Subject.

Mr Macinnon: All of it?!

Mr PETER DOWDING: Yes, all that I think is relevant to the statement.

Mr Court: Obviously there is plenty more to come out.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I am not aware of it, but I ant happy to look at any matter
that the member wants to raise. The Minister for Agriculture has given a clear
statement to the House wvhich incidentally, wvas in answer to a question which
hie gave absolutely honestly. but which, because there was a misunderstanding
anong those people listening, he felt it was important to correct. [ think that is
the honourable thing for him to do and [ think the Minister for Agriculture has
(lone it properly and that is the answer.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT - LEADER OF TH4E OPPOSITION
Employment Letter - Permnanent Public Servants

379. Mr D.L. SMITH to the Premlier:
Further to my question 361 oif last week, has the Premier been able ito establish
the facts surrounding the letter written by a senior member of die Opposition's
staff to permanent public servants?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:
Yes, I have. This is a matter of some considerable concern.

Mr Lightfoot: Don't worry about thle $6 million.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I amt worried about $6 million. I have told thle Leader of the
Opposition hie is confused, and I think hie has been given his answer.
However, if there is soniething wrong hie will be told.
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In relation to this question, a very serious issue is at stake. I do not believe
that the comnnunity should be distracted by other issues from understanding
what was in the minds of people opposite.
On the authority of the Leader of the Opposition, the letter was addressed to
both contract employees and pertmanent public servants and was sent to a wide
range of Government departments. I understand that the Australian Journalists
Association has received a number of calls from public servants who have
received the letter. It is one of the most blatant attempts at intimidation of the
Public Service that I have ever seen.

I have been informed by the Public Service Commissioner that he has written
to the Leader of the Opposition drawing his attention to section 55 of the
Public Service Act and asking the Leader of the Opposition to provide a list of
the people he has intimidated so that the commissioner can write to those
concerned advising them of their rights. Has the Leader of the Opposition
supplied him with that list?

Mr Macnnon: Yes, I signed the letter today.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I am pleased because the Leader of the Opposition has been
publicising himself as a man of integrity.

I have checked to ascertain the penalties for this serious action. The good
news is that the Public Service Act does not provide a penalty for breaches of
section 55. The bad news is that section 177 of the Criminal Code does
provide a penalty; that is, imprisonment for a maximum of one year.

I do not know how many letters were sent. However, the Australian
Journalists Association has stated that Mr Smyth said that Mr Green's version
of events in New South Wales was wrong; that is, the suggestion that
ministerial staff indicated that they wanted to leave. The association said that
departmental journalists were not affected by the incoming Greiner
Government; only ministerial Press secretaries were. The association also said
that they did not choose to leave, they were sacked by the new Government
with one week's notice.

It is particularly interesting that the person the Leader of the Opposition
authorised to write the letter was a Press secretary under a former Government
and was not sacked when the Burke Administration took over. His position
was retained. I say to public servants: God help them if this Opposition ever
got into Government.

R & I BANK - ROTH-WELLS LTD
Minister for Agriculture - Support Request

380. Mr MacKJNNON to the Premier:

(1) Does the Premier support the actions of the Minister for Agriculture in
approaching the Rt & I Bank to seek support for Rothweils Ltd?

(2) Is it the normal course of events for Ministers of this Government tor approach
the R & I Bank seeking support for private corporations?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

(2) No.

(1) The Minister said that he did not seek support. The Government had a very
real interest in the affairs of that company at that time because it had asked
independent legal advisers to get independent advice about the state of
Rothwells. Because the Minister had, at that stage, a great deal of information
which had been given to him, he spoke to the Rt & I Bank to inform it of that
position and of the position of Rothwells as he understood it. That is the limit.

The Leader of the Opposition ought to know that we have enacted legislation
which makes it quite clear that Ministers cannot give directions to the
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R & I Bank and there is no question that this Minister did so. H-e informed the
R & I Bank of information which was relevant to the Government and relevant
to the R& I Bank.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES - PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
Oppositon's Policy - Implications

381. Mr READ to the Minister assisting the Minister for Public Sector Management:
Will the Minister report to the House the implications of the Opposition's
policy on public sector management?

Mr TROY replied:

I have read the Opposition's policy on public sector management and presume
it will subsequently claim that that policy is only a draft. However, the
Opposition's wish to reduce the number of public servants by 20 per cent in its
first term of office across 600 Government agencies represents about 20 000
public sector employees in this State. The Opposition has failed to list those
agencies that it will terminate apart from the State Printing Division and its
intentions in relation to that institution are on record. That will be a great
Christmas present for those people who have worked so hard over the last two
years to put that division on such an effective footing. To gain a better
appreciation of who is on the hit list we should probably take a look at the
Greiner model in New South Wales which has been closely followed by this
Opposition. Members will find that in New South Wales some 400 jobs have
been lost in abattoirs; 200 jobs have been lost in State brickworks - the
National Party had better rake particular interest in the following - [47 jobs
have been lost in the New South Wales Department of Agriculture and there
have been warnings about other job losses.

Mr House: Where does that information come from?

Mr TROY: I will provide the member with that information because I am sure he and
the National Party will be interested in it. Approximately 2 500 teaching jobs
and 800 ancillary staff positions have been lost. We heard this evening that
ministerial press secretaries in that State have lost their jobs, that there has
been a significant reduction in casual teachers employed to teach swimming,
and a massive cutback in staff in the transport agencies.

Without the facts being presented to the public we can only assume that, in the
unlikely circumstance of a conservative coalition Government being elected, it
will attack certain services in this State. I am sure that some of the people
who have followed this Government's initiatives in transport, railway and
medical set-vices and in the Environmental Protection Authority will be vitally
interested. I challenge the Leader of the Opposition to make it clear to the
public sector who will get the chop if his parry is elected to power.
I refer members to a Liberal Party advertisement dated 17 March 1988 which
highlights how it is changing its position almost by the day. The
advertisement stated that no Government employee would lose his or her job.
Just what can the Public Service sector of this State expect from the
Opposition if it ever occupies the Government benches? The answer to that
question cannot be obtained from reading the latest issue of the "CSA
Journal" - it is good reading for all public servants and I am sure they will take
note of it. I repeat the words of the Premier, "God help the Public Service if
this Opposition ever occupies the Government benches."

LIVESTOCK -SHEEP

Merino Ram Breeding -Code of Practice
382. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

With regard to the proposed code of practice for merino ramn breeding, does
the Minister intend to give the code legislative force of any sort or will it be
introduced by self regulation?
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Several memibers interjected.

Mr GRILL replied:

I thank the member for Katanning-Roe for breaking the tension in this House.
Nonetheless, it is an .important question and I will give it some consideration
and give the meniber a written answer as soon as possible.

HOTELS - STRIPPERS
Banning - Review

383. Mrs WATKINS to the Premier:

Is the Govermnent considering reviewing its decision to ban strippers in
hotels?

Mr PETER DOWDING replied:

There is no possibility of the Government's reviewing the ban on strippers in
hotels despite the continued campaign by those involved in those activities.
The Government's position on this matter is unequivocal. I ask the
Opposition whether its view is the same.

Several members interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: What is the Opposition's position? Has it made a statement
in one of its 60 policies?

Several members interjected.
Mr MacKinnon: What is yours?

Mr PETER DOWDING: Unequivocally we will not alter the laws in relation to this
matter.

Several members interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: According to what the Leader of the Opposition said this
mrning the Opposition has issued 60 policy statements, but he is not prepared
to tell the House what his policy is in relation to this matter. What is the
Opposition's policy'?

At least at two hotels - the Beaconsfield Tavern and the Coolbellup Hotel - the
comperes of the Raunchy Lady show have urged patrons to vote for the
Liberal Party at the next election. The reason, according to the comperes, is
that they have an unequivocal commitment from the Liberal Party that if it is
elected to Government it will change the law and allow strippers back into
hotels.

Several members interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Is it true?

Several members interjected.
Mr PETER DOWDING: [ want to hear the spokesman - is it true'?

Several members interjected.

Mr Cash: Of course it is not true.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I find that to be amazing. What has the Liberal Party done
to stop the distribution of the sticker which I have in my hand - is it the Liberal
Party's logo? The sticker reads, "Go Liberal with a Raunchy Lady". Perhaps
it would be appropriate for me to seek leave at the conclusion of my answer to
have this sticker incorporated in Hansard so that what the Liberal Party is up
to can be recorded for posterity.

Not only has the Liberal Party evinced a new interest in such matters, but also
I read an interesting article in the Coastal District Times of Friday I I
November which stated -

I feel an obligation to bring to the public's attention a situation I found
most distressing in Dwellingup.
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The Liberal Party was holding a public meeting and advenised in a
local business that it was offering free beer to anyone who attended the
meeting.
What an insult to the intelligence of the locals and what an insult to the
local Liberal candidate if he virtually has to offer a bribe to win votes.

I have since discovered several things about this: A promise was not made for
strippers to attend that meeting; however, it was a meeting for none other than
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition.

Several members interjected.
Mr PETER DOWDING: The poster said that the meeting would discuss the town's

water supply and it offered free beer. I am advised that the Liberal Party
organisers, possibly the same people who organised the fun weekend at
Esperance - a great weekend of pleasure where raunchy ladies were kept
waiting up to three hours, or even longer, outside the toilets to see whether
they could be credentialled - realised that they did not have the appropriate
permit to serve liquor and quickly crossed off the poster the words, "free
beer", and inserted the words, 'supper provided.'
The only comment I can make is to remind the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition that a natural spring is not a bore - something that the people of
Dwellingup were no doubt aware of and they thought hie was.
I seek leave of the House to have the sticker to which I referred incorporated
in Hansard.

The SPEAKER: I understand the Premier's desire to have it incorporated in Hansard.
However, he has read it to the House and there is some difficulty in
reproducing documentation of that kind in Hansard. As a consequence I think
it might be more appropriate not to seek leave to have it incorporated in
Hansardc, but to table it.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I seek leave of the House to table the sticker which states,
"Go Liberal with a Raunchy Lady", endorsed with luscious lips.

Leave granted.

[See paper No 614.]
Point of Or-der

Mr MacKINNON: Mr Speaker, I ask you to ask the Premier to withdraw the
comment that it is a Liberal Party sticker because clearly it is not a Liberal
Parry sticker and I deny any association, or authorisation or knowledge of it.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Mr COURT: Mr Speaker, on the same point of order -

The SPEAKER: The Deputy Leader of the Opposition will sit down. There was no
point of order; it was a point of view and it was a statement. I do not
appr~ciate members abusing the privileges of this place. There is not one
member in this House who has not been in this place long enough to know
that it was not a point of order; it was a tactic which I deplore.
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